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From the Chair
by Gail C. Calderwood
gcalderwood@rrblaw.com
As I write this column, my
first address to our entire Section,
I am struck once again at the
fluidity in the practice of family
law and the influence of and
positive benefits arising from
our Family Law Section. In just
over a month since assuming the
position of chair, I have celebrated
the recent legislation passed to
address third-party standing and
grandparent rights in custody
cases; reviewed the recent Order
No. 684 from the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania to allow the
use of parental coordination
programs by our Courts; and
was made aware of legislative
efforts in several key areas of
law, for which the legislature or
individuals involved sought the
input and advice of the Family
Law Section. Our area of law is
ever-changing, fast-paced, and
challenging, but that is a large part
of what all or most dedicated and
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active family law attorneys love
about the practice. Membership
in the Section offers insight into
upcoming changes, the recent
passage or implementation of
laws/rules, and the opportunity to
be involved in suggesting future
improvements or modifications
to same. Our Section’s strong
reputation with the legislature,
continued on page 101
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resulting in the request for advice, guidance,
and testimony from members of the Section, is
influential in the passage of statutory law by the
Commonwealth’s state legislature.
There is a wealth of benefits to choose from
once you are a member. Our Section offers not
just camaraderie, networking, and fun (for those
who question this last adjective, I welcome you
to attend our conferences, and you may well
agree), but membership provides a conduit to
vital information, professional improvement,
research resources, updates on Rule changes,
notice of upcoming and newly enacted legislative
updates, the opportunity to assist in the drafting
and passage of legislation, and an overall better
understanding of family law and practice tips.
Oh, and we offer great CLE courses, so your legal
education will be kept up-to-date for a reasonable
cost while attending wonderful conferences. You
can pursue leadership roles on committees, by
joining Council, and becoming an officer. The
online resources are valuable and extensive, and
the listserv is popular with many and sometimes
even feisty.
With the introduction of a revamped website, the
PBA is making online access easier to navigate and
more user friendly. Our Section is looking at ways
to offer even more content to our members via the
website, including more videos produced to assist and
educate our members. There is PBA social media to
access and partake in as well, which offers chances to
promote your Section-related or PBA involvement
in events. Submissions by members for postings to
PBA social media can be sent to Suzanne T. Cibotti
at Suzanne.Cibotti@pabar.org. Common things the
PBA will share include Section events, new projects
or programs that impact membership, pictures from
Section members volunteering in the community
at PBA coordinated events, updates on legislative
initiatives, and Section awards.
The Family Law Section plays a vital role in
statutory changes, as evidenced by our direct
participation in the partial drafting, lobbying,
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

and input to the Pennsylvania legislature to pass
the recent third-party standing/grandparent
custody legislation, Act 21 (SB 844) passed by
Governor Wolf in May, 2018 and effective on July
3, 2018; with huge thanks to Christina DeMatteo,
Lawrence “Skip” Persick, Melissa Greevy, and
our lobbyists, Fred Cabell and Ashley P. Murphy.
Our Section’s efforts in the goal to reinstate
parental coordination in the Commonwealth,
a resource in custody matters, can be lauded,
as Order No. 684 from the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania is effective next Spring, on March
continued on page 102
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1, 2019. Since it requires specific training and
CLE parameters for parental coordinators, we
are already looking at taking steps to assist and
offer our members opportunities to comply with
the requirements. Moreover, it seems a monthly,
if not at times weekly, occurrence that an officer
of the Section or member is asked to weigh in on
proposed legislation, offer advice on the feasibility
or content of draft Bills, or testify before the
state legislature regarding ending Bills. We share
these tasks, as one chair alone cannot meet all of
the needs and demands, and our members act
together to promote the interests of our Section
and the PBA as a whole.
The Section publishes the Pennsylvania Family
Lawyer quarterly, this very publication, and has
done so for almost countless years under the helm
of David Pollock, whose dedication and drive to
produce a quality publication are unquestionable.
But, we face the end of an era, since David Pollock
will be stepping down and taking a well-deserved
“retirement” from this volunteer position. We are
searching for one, two, or even three attorneys
interested in acting as an editor or co-editor going
forward, and if anyone is interested, please reach
out to me, Gail C. Calderwood, Chair-Elect

Michael Bertin, Pam Kance, or David Pollock. The
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer quarterly is regarded by
many as the most valuable resource offered to our
members as a benefit of joining the Section. Even
when I cannot read it in full right away, I typically
download it to peruse later. We look to our members
to assist in keeping this resource an ongoing benefit,
and to contribute articles and content as well.
No other organization offers this statewide level
of influence, networking, camaraderie, quality legal
education, and fun. For we must always circle back
to the enjoyment of being a family lawyer, and that
may arise for many from the pride in a good result
earned in court or settlement, but it also stems from
knowledge, friendships, and enjoyment of our time.
My own membership in this Section has allowed me
to decompress and rejuvenate my own enjoyment
of the practice, mainly through my attendance at
and participation in the twice-annual meetings/
conferences. I may approach a meeting full of stress,
fatigue from practicing and juggling my family/
home demands, and even some burnout, but I never
leave the meeting with those same feelings—well,
perhaps fatigue, but that is from staying up late
talking and enjoying the company of good friends,
colleagues, and new acquaintances. Instead, I head
home feeling better about what I do, why I practice
family law, and the people that practice around me,
whether it be the other family lawyers, the judges
and justices, or the experts.
We have a wide variety of folks who attend the
conferences, and you have the chance to better
acquaint yourself with members of the bench, even
Pennsylvania Supreme Court Justices, experts in
the field, vendors offering helpful and vital services,
and family lawyers facing the same or similar issues
as yourself. Aside from the valuable CLEs, I have
picked up tips from fellow practitioners related to
technology and practice management. The Summer
Meeting can often have almost as many children
running about and making us smile as attorneys,
with folks bringing their family and friends. The
children look forward to seeing each other and
renewing friendships as they enjoy all the perks of
continued on page 103
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the resorts and hotels at which we stay, not having
to attend any CLE classes, and my daughter tells me
that she usually has the best deal, since she can sleep
in, swim, or play to her heart’s content.
I look forward to a busy but fun year in my role
as chair, and I welcome my Program Committee
chair Joe Williams, along with the other committee
chairs, many of whom are staying on to assist
with and oversee ongoing projects and efforts. As
a former co-chair of the Program Committee, I
know how much time and effort Joe Williams will
be expending, and I thank him for ably taking on
the task. A big shout-out is also needed for Melissa
Boyd and Sarinia Feinman, who have agreed to stay
the course as Membership Committee co-chairs,
since they have made huge and inventive efforts to
promote membership—efforts that are producing
actual results. As liaisons between Council and the
Executive Committee, Pamela Purdy and Jonathan
Hoffman have agreed to join the conference calls and
weigh in on decisions of the Executive Committee,
and I thank them for their time and input.
I encourage everyone to attend the upcoming
Winter Meeting in Pittsburgh from January
18, 2019 through January 20, 2019 at the Omni
William Penn Hotel, at which programs will be
offered on the topics of Superior Court Mock
Oral Arguments; a plenary session; a plenary on
dealing with Secondary Trauma, PTSD, Suicide and
Mental Health Issues in cases and for lawyers; and
breakout sessions focused upon working with Allied
Professionals and difficult custody issues, such as
when co-parenting is failing or the teen refuses to
go on visits (“Mission Impossible”). More breakout
sessions will be offered on Interim Relief techniques,
tricks and options and Medical Marijuana and
Substance Abuse-Related Issues (i.e., understanding
types of drugs, course of treatment, how it can affect
ability to parent). That is just on Saturday, with the
Friday AAML program planned in the afternoon,
along with the Council Meeting and Welcome
Reception/Party; and on Sunday we are planning a
plenary class on Budget Bootcamp issues, followed
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

by the popular Caselaw, Rules & Legislative Updates.
Also, please be sure to mark your calendars for
the Summer Meeting conference, which will be
held at Universal Studios, Orlando, Florida from
July 11 through July 14, 2019, with our members
enjoying an affordable hotel rate at the Loews
Portofino Bay Hotel, within the park grounds,
with its pools, golf opportunities, restaurants, bars,
music, and shopping. Transport via a short boat ride
takes you to the Citywalk and parks, including the
Wizarding World of Harry Potter. Your hotel key
will gain admission to the parks one hour before
the official opening time—the perfect chance for
you and your family to beat the crowds, and acts
as a fast entry to many rides (Express Pass). Since
competitive airline rates are available from all major
airports, plan early and bring your children to make
it a family trip/holiday.
Gail Calderwood is a partner in the Pittsburgh firm of Raphael,
Ramsden & Behers and chair, PBA Family Law Section, previously
served as a general council member, is a former chair of the Domestic
Rules Committee, and was previously co-chair of the Program
Committee of the Family Law Section. Ms. Calderwood is also a
member of the ACBA Family Law Section, serving on committees and
previously a member of council. Additionally, she was the president
of the Pittsburgh Matrimonial Inn of Court for the 2007-2009 term.
Attorney Calderwood was awarded the 2007 Outstanding Young
Lawyer Award from the Young Lawyers Division of the ACBA.
gcalderwood@rrblaw.com 412-471-8822
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Closing Argument
by Steven S. Hurvitz, Esquire
sshurvitz@mqblaw.com
Or, in the words of the late Groucho Marx: “Time
tireless efforts in ensuring that this publication
flies like an arrow…and fruit flies like a banana.”
arrives on each member’s desk(top) every three
It was at the July, 2012 Section meeting that I
months, come hell or high water. And PBA staff
was asked whether I had an interest in becoming
members Pam Kance and Janell Klein once
Section chair. Those familiar with how the process
again provided exemplary service to the Section
works know it takes a total of five years from the
in their respective roles and Section liaison and
date an officer is first nominated until he or she
conference coordinator.
ascends to the position of chair. At the then-ripe
On the legislative front, the Section’s
age of 62, I started counting with my fingers. Oh
influence during the past year was instrumental
my god! I’ll be ancient by the time my year as chair
in effecting a significant change in the law
will arrive! Many of my colleagues questioned my
regarding third-party standing in custody
sanity. Was I fully aware of the
proceedings. The Section
time commitment involved
actively supported two
in serving as chair of what is
separate bills aimed at curing
arguably the most active section
the constitutional infirmities
in the PA Bar Association?
of 23 Pa. C.S. § 5325 found
Undaunted by my own
in the PA Supreme Court’s
mortality, I decided to throw
decision in D.P. v. G.J.P., and
my proverbial hat in the ring.
in establishing a right for
Looking back, the past five
third parties to file custody
years have been an absolute
proceedings where a patient
whirlwind. Facing a personal
is not otherwise available to
health challenge in the interim,
exercise custody. Christina
I was fortunate to be able to lean
DeMatteo, Skip Persick and
on many of my friends within
Mellissa Greevy, along with
the Section for help. I will use
our PBA legislative liaisons,
this column as opportunity to
Fred Cabell and Ashley
thank those people.
Murphy, all contributed
Steven S. Hurvitz, Esquire.
First, thanks out to Hillary
toward achieving this
Moonay, Gerry Shoemaker,
important change in the law.
and the members of the Program Committee for
Carolyn Zack and her committee also deserve
their hard work in planning and presenting the
recognition for their hard work in their review and
CLE at our meetings in New Orleans and Hershey
comment on the various rules proposed during
over the past year. And a special thank you to
the past year—often on very short notice. And our
Maria Cognetti for her assistance in arranging
membership continues to be strong, due largely to
an entertaining and memorable plenary session
the leadership of Missy Boyd and Sarinia Feinman,
in New Orleans on cross-examination techniques,
who recently received an award from the PBA
presented by Roger Dodd. Mark Ashton
for increasing membership through the Section’s
provided ongoing guidance on a variety of issues
scholarship initiatives.
facing the Section throughout the year, and
continued on page 105
David Pollock deserves special mention for his
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As my term as chair concluded at the July
meeting in Hershey, I felt very confident that my
successor, Gail Calderwood, will do an excellent job
in leading the Section during the 2018-2019 term.
As Mark Ashton recently reminded me, there are
two great days in the life of a Section chair: the day
his or her term begins, and the day it ends. I thank

all of you for the privilege of serving as your chair
during this past year.
Steven S. Hurvitz is a shareholder in the State College firm of
McQuaide Blasko State College Office, 811 University Drive, State
College, PA 16801; chair, PBA Family Law Section; past president,
Pennsylvania Chapter, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers;
member, PA Joint State Government Task Force on Domestic Relations
Law Advisory Committee; and board member, Tides support program
for grieving children. sshurvitz@mqblaw.com 814-238-4926

From the Editor

“CLICK THE BUTTON TO DOWNLOAD
AND GET STARTED”
by David S. Pollock, Esquire
dpollock@pollockbegg.com

Everything is
electronic. Everything
is video. Everything is
high speed, except it is
not. Time is the same.
Courtroom is the same.
Methodical direct and
cross examination are the
same. Hard work, review,
David S. Pollock
analysis, preparation are
the same.
We have new tools and new sources, but trial
work is trial work, whether it is in the courtroom
or a video prior to trial. We need to put in the
time to be good family lawyers, whether it is trial
work, collaborative law, mediation, arbitration, or
negotiation. We are pleased that the Pennsylvania
Family Lawyer, the PBA Family Law Section
Annual Winter and Summer Meetings, and PBI
courses provide so much content, education, and
business and social exchange that make us better
lawyers. The PBA Family Law Section Meetings
can be so well-located that access to the Pittsburgh
area, the Harrisburg/Hershey/Lancaster area, or
the Philadelphia area makes the meetings all the
more desirable and inexpensive. The PBI simulcast
and video webcast makes CLE convenient and cost
effective. Most importantly, it is the exchange of
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

information by members of the Family Law Section
that I truly believe is our most important benefit.
Participate in the PBA and PBI. It is a win-win.
The rumors are accurate. As I work my way
through the 23rd year as editor-in-chief of the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer, it is time to pass the
reins to the proverbial new blood. Please talk to
the editorial board or the officers of the Section to
discuss the change in editorial leadership of the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer and changes to the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer and its access through
the PBA website. The Pennsylvania Family Lawyer
editors and officers are listed below:
PA FAMILY LAWYER EDITORS
David S. Pollock, Esquire
Editor-in-Chief
412-471-9000 • Fax 412-471-9001
dpollock@pollockbegg.com
Mark R. Ashton, Esquire
Editorial Board
610-458-4942 • Fax 610-458-7337
mashton@foxrothschild.com
Robert D. Raver, Esquire
Editorial Board
412-471-9000 • Fax 412-471-9001
rraver@pollockbegg.com
continued on page 106
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Amy J. Phillips, Esquire
Editorial Board
717-741-0099 • Fax 717-801-0448
Amy@LSAfamilylaw.com
Yvonne Llewellyn Hursh, Esquire
Legislative Editor
717-787-1906 • 717-787-7020
yhursh@legis.state.pa.us
Gerald L. Shoemaker, Esquire
Bar Review Editor
215-568-6200 • Fax 215-568-0300
gls@hangley.com

PBA FAMILY LAW SECTION
2018-2019 OFFICERS
Gail C. Calderwood, Esquire
Chair
412-471-8822 • Fax 412-471-5733
gcalderwood@rrblaw.com
Michael E. Bertin, Esquire
Chair-Elect
215-665-3280 • Fax 717-848-2777
michael.bertin@obermayer.com
David C. Schanbacher, Esquire
First Vice Chair
717-848-3078 • Fax 717-848-2777
dave@palitigators.com

which Pamela K. Kance, Section Relations
Coordinator sent us a link:
Summer Meeting Photos
Pam also sent us the link to the Winter Meeting
photographs from the Roosevelt Hotel, New
Orleans:
Winter Meeting Photos
Until the website is made simpler, Pam has been
sending to us access to the Pennsylvania Family
Lawyer. Most recently she sent us 40 PFL Issue
No. 2 (June 2018) and 40 PFL Issue No. 1 (March
2018). Enjoy what our Section offers, including the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer, the Annual Winter and
Summer meetings, caselaw and legislative updates,
and the continuous exchange with fellow members
throughout Pennsylvania.
David S. Pollock is a founding member of Pollock Begg Komar Glasser
& Vertz LLC in Pittsburgh. He was previously a partner and head of the
Matrimonial Law Group at Reed Smith LLP. Mr. Pollock is a member of
the PA Supreme Court Domestic Relations Procedural Rules Committee,
Fellow of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member,
national finance committee and current Treasurer of PA Chapter),
Fellow of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member
of the Board of Managers of USA Chapter and its finance committee),
Editor-in-Chief of Pennsylvania Family Lawyer (official publication of
the PBA Family Law Section), past chair of PBA Family Law Section,
recipient of PBA Family Law Section Eric Turner Memorial Award,
past chair of ACBA Family Law Section, past treasurer of Pittsburgh
JCC, and co-editor of PBI’s award-winning Drafting Marital Settlement
Agreements. dpollock@pollockbegg.com 412-471-9000

Helen E. Casale
Second Vice Chair
610-313-1672 • Fax 610-313-1689
hcasale@hangley.com
Darren J. Holst
Secretary
717-234-2616 • Fax 717-234-5402
dholst@hkhlaw.net
Hillary J. Moonay
Treasurer
215-606-0755 • Fax 215-665-3165
Hillary.moonay@obermayer.com

The PBA Family Law Section Summer
Meeting this past year at Hotel Hershey was
enthusiastically received by record numbers.
Please see the photos from the Summer Meeting
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER
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Mark R. Ashton, Esquire
mashton@foxrothschild.com

The New Parenting Coordination Rule
by Jeannine Turgeon, Judge
Our Pennsylvania Supreme Court recently
reinstated Parenting Coordination, after having
“eliminated” it several years ago. While many of us
were concerned, based on two prior proposed drafts
published for comment, that the new Rule 1915.111 would not include mental health professionals,
thankfully it authorizes both masters or doctorate
level mental health professionals as well as lawyers to
perform the essential and palliative role of a Parenting
Coordinator in high conflict custody cases.
Judicial Districts which re-implement Parenting
Coordination should begin immediately in
preparation for the Rule’s March 2019 effective date.
Participation by key participants in your jurisdiction
should be solicited to assist your court to tackle
numerous important required components of a
Parenting Coordination program, as discussed below.
Highlights of the new Rule:
Appointment only after a final custody
order entered in cases involving repeated or
intractable conflict between the parties affecting
implementation of the final custody order.
Appointment for up to 12 months, which can be
extended.
• Parenting Coordinator must attempt to
facilitate/mediate an agreement.
If unable to reach agreement on the issues(s)
then the Parenting Coordinator recommends a
resolution to the Court, on a specific form.
Parenting coordinator, with parties’ consent,
may contact collateral sources and speak with the
child(ren).
• No appointment: if parties have an active PFA
Order or if court finds a party has been the
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

victim of domestic violence perpetrated by a
party to the custody action, either during the
pendency of the custody action or within 36
months preceding the filing of the custody
action;—or victim of a personal injury crime
perpetrated by a party to the custody action,
unless the parties consent and appropriate
safety measures implemented to protect the
participants, parenting coordinator and other
third parties.
Parenting coordinator must issue written
Summary and Recommendations within 2 days after
“hearing from the parties” on an issue.
Parties cannot unilaterally terminate a Parenting
Coordinator.
• Parenting Coordinator’s Recommendation will
be reviewed by a judge, and if parties file no
objection within 5 days, the court will approve
the recommendation in full or in part. The
recommendation however becomes an interim
order pending further court order.
• The court can hold a hearing on issues not
approved, as soon as practicable, or remand
the case to the Parenting Coordinator for
more specific information or not approve and
conduct a hearing.
Qualifications & Roster of Approved Parenting
Coordinators.
The requisite qualifications outlined in the new
Rule are as follows:
• A parenting coordinator must be licensed to
practice in Pa. as either an attorney or a mental
continued on page 108
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health professional with a master’s degree or
higher.
• A parenting coordinator must shall have
practiced family law for five years or have five
years of professional post-degree experience
in psychiatry, psychology, counseling, family
therapy, or other comparable behavioral or
social science field.
Education and training requirements
The Court established several educational and
training requirements, but since The Rule does not
take effect until March 2019, those interested in
being placed on a court of common pleas’ list of
approved parenting coordinators, have adequate
time to obtain that training.
Parenting Coordinators must have completed
specialized training by a provider approved or
certified by the American Psychological Association,
Pennsylvania Psychological Association, American
Bar Association, Pennsylvania Bar Association,
Pennsylvania Bar Institute, or American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers, which must include:
• five hours in the parenting coordination
process
• ten hours of family mediation
• five hours in domestic violence, and
• in each 2-year period after the initial
appointment, ten continuing education credits
on any topic related to parenting coordination
with a minimum of two hours on domestic
violence.
The PBA’s Education Department (formerly
PBI) will be creating a CLE approved Parenting
Coordination program and likely, the AFCC courses
will be approved. Numerous Mediation training
and domestic violence programs already exist
throughout Pa and throughout the U.S., so this
training should be readily available.
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The Rule requires the Parenting Coordinator
give the parties a copy of their signed Agreement
regarding their qualifications and information
on the parenting coordination process and fees,
discussed below. Therefore, it would be wise to
include all the requisite training outlined above in
addition to your educational background and other
qualifications in your standard Agreement.
Application to the Court for placement on Roster
Judicial district implementing a Parenting
Coordination program must maintain a roster of
qualified individuals. If you want to be on the roster
in one or more judicial districts (Courts of Common
Pleas), anyone seeking approval must submit an
affidavit attesting he or she meets the qualifications
to the president judge or administrative judge in
those Judicial Districts. If approved, they must
submit a new affidavit every two-year attesting they
continue to meet the qualifications.
Authority of Parenting Coordinators
While under the prior Rule, a Parenting
Coordinator could initially decide a variety of
non-legal custodial issues, under the current rule,
the parenting coordinator is only authorized to
recommend resolutions to the court about issues
that include:
• places and conditions for custodial transitions
between households
• temporary variation from the custodial
schedule for a special event or circumstance
• school issues, apart from school selection
• the child(ren)’s participation in recreation,
enrichment, and extracurricular activities,
including travel
• child-care arrangements
• clothing, equipment, toys, and personal
possessions of the child(ren)
• information exchanges (e.g., school,
continued on page 109
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health, social) between the parties and
communication with or about the child(ren)
• coordination of existing or court-ordered
services for the child(ren) (e.g., psychological
testing, alcohol or drug monitoring/testing,
psychotherapy, anger management)
• behavioral management of the child(ren), and
• other custody issues that the parties agreed to
submit to the parenting coordinator, (other
than legal custody, primary physical custody
and financial issues. The list of specifically
excluded topics are set forth more fully in the
Rule.)
The PC will issue their “recommendation” on a
specific form…and the court must…
It is possible, in my opinion, for the parties
to agree that the Court, instead of a Parenting
Coordinator under this Rule, appoint an Arbitrator
to co-ordinate parenting with authority to make
decisions on various parenting issues if an
agreement cannot be reached by the parties on
matters other than legal custody and changes
regarding primary physical custody. See: What’s
in a Judge’s Toolbox for Children in High-Conflict
Families Without Parenting Coordinators?
Co-authored with Hon. Katherine B.L. Platt,
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer, 35 PA Family Lawyer
Issue No. 3 (September 2013).
Fees
The Court Order appointing a Parenting
coordinator will provide how the parties will share
the parenting coordinator ‘s fees. However, fees
may be reallocated by the court or the parenting
coordinator if a party has disproportionately
caused the need for the services of the parenting
coordinator
Courts implementing a parenting coordination
program must also establish parenting coordinators’
hourly fees. How each court determines these rates
will likely vary county to county considerably. I
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

believe it is very important for all mental health
professionals providing their services to custody
litigants should immediately contact their local
Family Law bar section to assist them and the courts
on this challenging issue. Certainly, standard hourly
rates differ depending upon the education and
experience of each professional, whether a mental
health provider or lawyer.
For in forma pauperis (IFP) or low-income
parties, the Rule requires each court establish a
“sliding fee scale” for those approved to serve as
Parenting Coordinators.
Some counties such as Allegheny and
Lackawanna have programs that may serve as
a model for the new fee schedule for parenting
coordinators under the recent new rule.
As I understand it, Allegheny County Family
Division’s Generation Program operates under a
sliding fee scale for psychologists and mediators
for IFP and low-income litigants to provide
custody evaluations, psychological evaluations, and
mediation. The county has contracts with those
professionals. Some other counties also have similar
contracts with mental health professionals. Most,
however do not. Therefore, creating such a program
will be challenging.
In accordance with standard practice, of course
the rule requires the parties to sign a fee agreement
with the Parenting Coordinator concerning the
retainer required, his or her hourly rate and that
established by that judicial district, the process for
invoices and payment for services.
Written agreements with the parties
The Parenting Coordinator must give the
parties a copy of their signed agreement regarding
matters including the required retainer; hourly
rate established by that judicial district; the process
for invoices and payment for services; his or her
qualifications; and information on the parenting
coordination process. Since an agreement is
required to contact collateral sources and speak with
the children, your agreement should also include
those points.
continued on page 110
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Local Task Force
As I suggested, participation by key participants
in your jurisdiction should be solicited to assist
your court to address numerous important required
components of its Parenting Coordination program,
such as, the following:
• Family Court Administrative Judge(s)
• Court Administrator
• Family Law Section representative
• Custody Conciliators or Conference Officer(s)
• Custody Mediator(s)
• Pro Bono Lawyer Coordinator from County
Bar Association
• Legal Services representative
• PFA or Victim—Witness program representative
• Lawyers who have served as Parenting
Coordinators
• Mental Health professionals who have served
as Parenting Coordinators
• Local mental health professional organization
representative
The tasks include:
• Creating valid approach to creating a roster
of qualified attorneys and mental health
professionals to serve as qualified, effective,
respected Parenting Coordinators, including
diversity, economic and cultural factors.
• Establishing protocol within Court
Administration for assignment of PC
Recommendations Reports, scheduling
required hearings, monitoring timeliness of
scheduling hearings, issuing orders, etc.
• Creating the “fee schedule” for Parenting
Coordinators

• Creating program to provide Parenting
Coordination process to IFP and low-income
parties, at reduced hourly fees.
• Drafting new Local Rule, obtaining PA
Supreme Court Domestic Relations Procedural
Rules Committee approval, and publishing
new Local Rule
• Adding Parenting Coordination program
information to the Court’s website
Conclusion
Those who have worked with high conflict
“frequent fliers” know the value of effective,
respected Parenting Coordinators. The importance
of promptly resolving disputes between parties to
help reduce the chaos and stress in their children’s’
lives, without the delay of court litigation, cannot
be overstated. We are all thankful to have Parenting
Coordinators back in our “toolboxes” to assist and
hopefully provide some support to benefit these
children and their families.
Rule 1915.11-1. Parenting Coordination.
If a judicial district implements a parenting
coordination program, the court shall maintain
a roster of qualified individuals to serve as
parenting coordinators and establish the hourly
rate at which parenting coordinators shall be
compensated. The parenting coordinator shall
attempt to resolve issues arising out of the custody
order by facilitating an agreement between the
parties and, if unable to reach an agreement,
recommend a resolution to the court.
(a) Appointment of a Parenting Coordinator.
(1) After a final custody order has been entered,
a judge may appoint a parenting coordinator
to resolve parenting issues in cases involving
repeated or intractable conflict between the
parties affecting implementation of the final
custody order. A parenting coordinator should
not be appointed in every case. The appointment
may be made on the motion of a party or the
court’s motion.

continued on page 111
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(2) Unless the parties consent and appropriate
safety measures are in place to protect the
participants, including the parenting coordinator
and other third parties, a parenting coordinator
shall not be appointed if:
(i) the parties to the custody action have a
protection from abuse order in effect;
(ii) the court makes a finding that a party has
been the victim of domestic violence perpetrated
by a party to the custody action, either during
the pendency of the custody action or within
36 months preceding the filing of the custody
action; or
(iii) the court makes a finding that a party to the
custody action has been the victim of a personal
injury crime, as defined in 23 Pa.C.S. § 3103,
which was perpetrated by a party to the custody
action.
(iv) If a party objects to the appointment of a
parenting coordinator based on an allegation
that the party has been the victim of domestic
violence perpetrated by a party to the custody
action, the court shall have a hearing on the
issue and may consider abuse occurring beyond
the 36 months provided in subdivision (a)(2)(ii).
(3) The appointment of a parenting coordinator
shall be for a specified period, which shall
not exceed 12 months. A party may petition
the court for an extension of the appointment
or the court in its discretion may extend the
appointment for an additional period.
(4) If the parenting coordinator seeks to
withdraw from service in a case, the parenting
coordinator shall petition the court and provide
a copy of the petition to the parties or the
parties’ attorneys.
(5) The parenting coordinator shall set forth in a
separate written agreement with the parties:
(i) the amount of any retainer;
(ii) the hourly rate to be charged;
(iii) the process for invoices and payment for
services;
(iv) information on the parenting coordination
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

process; and
(v) provide a signed copy of the agreement to the
parties before initiating any services.
Note: The parenting coordinator shall include in
the parties’ written agreement the hourly rate
established by the judicial district.
(b) Qualifications of the Parenting Coordinator.
(1) A parenting coordinator shall be licensed to
practice in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as
either an attorney or a mental health professional
with a master’s degree or higher. At a minimum,
the parenting coordinator shall have:
(i) practiced family law for five years or have
five years of professional post-degree experience
in psychiatry, psychology, counseling, family
therapy, or other comparable behavioral or social
science field; and
(ii) specialized training by a provider approved
or certified by the American Psychological
Association, Pennsylvania Psychological
Association, American Bar Association,
Pennsylvania Bar Association, Pennsylvania Bar
Institute, or American Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers. The training shall include:
(A) five hours in the parenting coordination
process;
(B) ten hours of family mediation;
(C) five hours of training in domestic violence; and
(D) in each two-year period after the initial
appointment, ten continuing education credits on
any topic related to parenting coordination with a
minimum of two hours on domestic violence.
(2) An attorney or a mental health professional
seeking an appointment as a parenting coordinator:
(i) shall sign an affidavit attesting that he or she
has met the qualifications outlined in (b)(1);
(ii) shall submit the affidavit to the president
judge or administrative judge of the judicial
district where the parenting coordinator is
seeking appointment; and
(iii) after submission of the initial affidavit,
a parenting coordinator shall submit a new
affidavit every two years attesting that he or
she continues to meet the qualifications for a
continued on page 112
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parenting coordinator outlined in (b)(1).
(c) Appointment Order. The parenting
coordinator’s authority as delineated in
subdivision (d) shall be included in the order
appointing the parenting coordinator, which
shall be substantially in the form set forth in
Pa.R.C.P. No. 1915.22.
(d) Scope of Authority of the Parenting
Coordinator. The parenting coordinator
shall have the authority to recommend
resolutions to the court on issues related to
the custody order if the parties are unable
to reach an agreement.
(1) To implement the custody order and
resolve related parenting issues about which
the parties cannot agree, the parenting
coordinator is authorized to recommend
resolutions to the court about issues that
include, but are not limited to:
(i) places and conditions for custodial
transitions between households;
(ii) temporary variation from the custodial
schedule for a special event or particular
circumstance;
(iii) school issues, apart from school selection;
(iv) the child(ren)’s participation in
recreation, enrichment, and extracurricular
activities, including travel;
(v) child-care arrangements;
(vi) clothing, equipment, toys, and personal
possessions of the child(ren);
(vii) information exchanges (e.g., school,
health, social) between the parties and
communication with or about the child(ren);
(viii) coordination of existing or court-ordered
services for the child(ren) (e.g., psychological
testing, alcohol or drug monitoring/testing,
psychotherapy, anger management);
(ix) behavioral management of the child(ren); and
(x) other related custody issues that the parties
mutually have agreed in writing to submit to the
parenting coordinator, which are not excluded in
subdivision (d)(2).
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

(2) The following issues are excluded from the
parenting coordinator’s scope of authority:
(i) a change in legal custody as set forth in the
custody order;
(ii) a change in primary physical custody as set
forth in the custody order;
(iii) except as set forth in subdivision (d)(1)(ii),
a change in the court-ordered custody schedule
that reduces or expands the child(ren)’s time
with a party;
(iv) a change in the residence (relocation) of the
child(ren);
(v) determination of financial issues, other than
allocation of the parenting coordinator’s fees as
set forth in subdivision (g)(1);
(vi) major decisions affecting the health,
education, or religion of the child(ren); and
(vii) other issues limited by the appointing judge.
(3) Unless the parties consent, the parenting
coordinator shall not contact collateral
sources or speak with the child(ren) and to
effectuate this provision, the parties shall
execute releases, as necessary, authorizing the
parenting coordinator to communicate with the
appropriate individuals. Any communication
with the collateral sources or child(ren)shall
be limited to the issue(s) currently before the
parenting coordinator.
(e) Communications. No Testimony.
(1) Communication between the parties or the
parties’ attorneys and the parenting coordinator
is not confidential.
(2) A party or a party’s attorney may
communicate in writing with the parenting
coordinator, but shall contemporaneously send a
copy of the written communication to the other
party or the other party’s attorney. Documents,
recordings, or other material that one party gives
to the parenting coordinator shall be promptly
made available to the other party or the other
party’s attorney for inspection and copying.
(3) The parties and their attorneys may receive,
but not initiate, oral exparte communication
with the parenting coordinator. A parenting
continued on page 113
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coordinator may initiate oral communication
with a party or party’s attorney, but shall
promptly advise the other party or the other
party’s attorney of the communication.
(4) Communication between the parenting
coordinator and the court shall be in writing
and copies of the written communication shall
be sent contemporaneously to the parties or the
parties’ attorneys.
(5) A party cannot compel the testimony of a
parenting coordinator without an order of court.
(f) Recommendations. Objecting to the
Recommendation. Judicial Review.
Record Hearing.
(1) The parenting coordinator shall provide
to the parties notice and an opportunity to be
heard on the issues.
(2) The parenting coordinator’s recommendation
shall be in writing on the Summary and
Recommendation of the Parenting Coordinator
form set forth in a.R.C.P. No. 1915.23 and sent
to the court for review within two days after
hearing from the parties on the issues. The
parenting coordinator shall serve a copy of the
Summary and Recommendation on the parties
or the parties’ attorneys.
(3) A party objecting to the recommendation
shall file a petition for a record hearing
before the court within five days of service of
the Summary and Recommendation of the
Parenting Coordinator form. The petition must
specifically state the issues to be reviewed and
include a demand for a record hearing. A copy
of the recommendation shall be attached to the
petition. In accordance with Pa.R.C.P. No. 440,
the objecting party shall serve the petition on
the other party or the other party’s attorney and
the parenting coordinator.
(4) If the parties do not file an objection within
five days of service of the parenting coordinator’s
recommendation, the court shall:
(i) approve the recommendation;
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

(ii) approve the recommendation in part and
conduct a record hearing on issues not approved;
(iii) remand the recommendation to the
parenting coordinator for more specific
information; or
(iv) not approve the recommendation and
conduct a record hearing on the issues.
(5) As soon as practical, the court shall conduct
a record hearing on the issues specifically set
forth in the petition. The court shall render a
decision within the time set forth in Pa.R.C.P.
No. 1915.4(d).
(6) If a party makes a timely objection, the
recommendation shall become an interim order
of court pending further disposition by the court.
(g) Fees.
(1) The appointing judge shall allocate between
the parties the fees of the parenting coordinator.
The parenting coordinator may reallocate the
fees, subject to the approval of the court, if one
party has caused a disproportionate need for the
services of the parenting coordinator.
(2) To limit the financial burden on the parties,
a parenting coordinator should meet with the
parties only upon a request of a party to resolve
an issue about which the parties disagree.
(3) Waiver of fees or reduced fees. Judicial
districts implementing a parenting coordination
program shall effectuate a policy or program by
local rule so that indigent or low-income parties
may participate in the parenting coordination
program at a reduced fee or no fee.
Rule 1915.22. Form of Order Appointing
Parenting Coordinator.
The order appointing a parenting coordinator
pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. No. 1915.11-1 shall be in
substantially the following form:
ORDER OF COURT
AND NOW, this _____ day of _____, 20__, it is
hereby ordered as follows:
1. APPOINTMENT AND TERM:
Pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. No. 1915.11-1,
continued on page 114
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__________ is appointed
as the parties’ parenting coordinator for a term
of __ months (not exceeding 12
months). Legal counsel for __________, or
either party, if unrepresented, shall provide
copies of all orders, pleadings and custody
evaluations in this case to the parenting
coordinator within ten (10) days of the date of
this order.
2. ROLE OF THE PARENTING
COORDINATOR:
(a) The parenting coordinator shall attempt
to resolve issues arising out of the custody
order by facilitating an agreement between the
parties and, if unable to reach an agreement,
recommend a resolution to the court.
(b) The parenting coordinator shall not
function as the attorney, advocate, counselor,
or psychotherapist for the parties, the parties’
child(ren), or family. However, the parenting
coordinator is permitted and encouraged
to facilitate communication and agreement
between the parties when conflicts arise and
shall always act in a manner conducive to the
best interests of the child(ren).
3. PARENTING COORDINATOR’S SCOPE OF
AUTHORITY:
To implement the custodial arrangement set
forth in the custody order and resolve related
parenting issues about which the parties cannot
agree, the parenting coordinator is authorized to
recommend resolutions to the court about issues
that include, but are not limited to:
(a) places and conditions for transitions between
households;
(b) temporary variation from the schedule for a
special event or particular circumstance;
(c) school issues, apart from school selection;
(d) the child(ren)’s participation in recreation,
enrichment, and extracurricular activities,
including travel;
(e) child-care arrangements;
(f) clothing, equipment, toys, and personal
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

possessions of the child(ren);
(g) information exchanges (e.g., school, health,
social) and communication with or about the
child(ren);
(h) coordination of existing or court-ordered
services for the child(ren) (e.g., psychological
testing, alcohol or drug monitoring/testing,
psychotherapy, anger management);
(i) behavioral management of the child(ren); and
(j) other related custody issues that the parties
mutually have agreed in writing to submit to the
parenting coordinator, which are not excluded in
Paragraph 4.
4. EXCLUSIONS FROM PARENTING
COORDINATOR’S AUTHORITY:
(a) The following specific issues are excluded from
the parenting coordinator’s scope of authority:
(1) a change in legal custody as set forth in the
custody order;
(2) a change in primary physical custody set
forth in the custody order;
(3) other than as set forth in Paragraph 3(b), a
change in the court-ordered custody schedule
that reduces or expands the child(ren)’s time
with a party;
(4) a change in the residence (relocation) of the
child(ren);
(5) determination of financial issues, other than
allocation of the parenting coordinator’s fees as
set forth in Pa.R.C.P 1915.11- 1(g)(1);
(6) major decisions affecting the health,
education, or religion of the child(ren); and
(7) Other: __________
(b) Unless the parties consent, the parenting
coordinator shall not contactcollateral sources
or speak with the child(ren). The parties shall
execute releases, as necessary, authorizing the
parenting coordinator to communicate with the
appropriate individuals. Any communication
with the collateral sources or child(ren) shall
be limited to the issue(s) currently before the
parenting coordinator.
5. COMMUNICATIONS:
(a) The parenting coordinator shall determine
continued on page 115
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the protocol of all communications, interviews,
and sessions, including who shall attend the
sessions(including the children), and whether the
sessions will be conducted in person or by other
means. The protocols should include measures
addressing the safety of all participants.
(b) Communication between the parties or their
attorneys and the parenting coordinator is not
confidential.
(c) The parties and their attorneys shall have the
right to receive, but not initiate, oral ex parte
communication with the parenting coordinator.
The parenting coordinator shall promptly advise
the other party or the other party’s attorney of
the communication. A party or a party’s attorney
may communicate in writing with the parenting
coordinator, but shall contemporaneously send a
copy of the written communication to the other
party or the other party’s attorney. Documents,
recordings, or other material that one party gives
to the parenting coordinator must be promptly
made available to the other party or the other
party’s attorney for inspection and copying.
(d) Communication between the parenting
coordinator and the court shall be in writing
and copies of the written communication shall
be sent contemporaneously to the parties or the
parties’ attorneys.
(e) A party cannot compel the testimony of a
parenting coordinator without an order of court.
6. PARENTING COORDINATION PROCESS:
(a) The parenting coordinator shall provide
to the parties notice and an opportunity to be
heard on the issues.
(b) The parenting coordinator’s recommendation
shall be in writing on the Summary and
Recommendation of the Parenting Coordinator
form set forth in Pa.R.C.P. No. 1915.23 and
sent to the court for review within two days
after hearing from the parties on the issues. The
parenting coordinator shall serve a copy of the
Summary and Recommendation on the parties
or the parties’ attorneys.
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

(c) A party objecting to the recommendation
shall file a petition for a record hearing
before the court within five days of service of
the Summary and Recommendation of the
Parenting Coordinator form. The petition must
specifically state the issues to be reviewed and
include a demand for a record hearing. A copy
of the recommendation shall be attached to the
petition. In accordance with Pa.R.C.P. No. 440,
the objecting party shall serve the petition upon
the other party or the party’s attorney and the
parenting coordinator.
7. RECORD HEARING:
(a) If the parties do not file an objection within
five days of service of the parenting coordinator’s
recommendation, the court shall:
(1) approve the recommendation;
(2) approve the recommendation in part and
conduct a record hearing on issues not approved;
(3) remand the recommendation to the
parenting coordinator for more specific
information; or
(4) not approve the recommendation and
conduct a record hearing on the issues.
(b) As soon as practical, the court shall conduct
a record hearing on the issues specifically set
forth in the petition. The court shall render a
decision within the time set forth in Pa.R.C.P.
No. 1915.4(d).
(c) If a party makes a timely objection, the
recommendation shall become an interim order
of court pending further disposition by the court.
8. ALLOCATION OF FEES:
(a) The parties will share the obligation to
pay the fees of the parenting coordinator as
follows: ___% Mother, ___% Father, ___%
Third party. Fees may be reallocated by the
court or the parenting coordinator if a party
has disproportionately caused the need for the
services of the parenting coordinator.
(b) The judicial district’s established hourly rate
for parenting coordinators shall be set forth in a
separate written agreement entered into between
the parties and the parenting coordinator.
continued on page 116
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(c) The parties will pay a joint retainer to the
parenting coordinator in the percentages set forth
above in an amount to be set forth in a separate
agreement between the parties and the parenting
coordinator. After each session, or at least once
monthly, the parenting coordinator shall provide
the parties with an invoice of charges incurred.
The retainer may be replenished as services are
rendered. Funds remaining at the conclusion of
the parenting coordinator’s appointment shall be
returned to the parties.
9. TERMINATION/WITHDRAWAL OF
PARENTING COORDINATOR:
(a) The parties may not terminate the parenting
coordinator’s services without court approval.
(b) A party seeking the termination of the
parenting coordinator’s services shall serve
the other party or the party’s attorney and
parenting coordinator with a copy of the
petition for termination.
(c) If the parenting coordinator seeks to
withdraw from service in a case, the parenting
coordinator shall petition the court and provide
a copy of the petition to the parties or the
parties’ attorneys.
10. APPEAL:
If there is an appeal of the underlying custody
order or this order, then this order shall be
stayed during the pendency of the appeal.
BY THE COURT:
_____________________________ J.
Rule 1915.23. Form of the Summary
and Recommendation of the Parenting
Coordinator.
The recommendation of the parenting
coordinator shall be in writing and shall be in
substantially the following form:
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION OF
THE PARENTING COORDINATOR

The undersigned, the duly appointed
parenting coordinator in the above-captioned
matter, pursuant to the Order of Court dated
___________, 20__, after submission of the issue
described below and after providing the parties
with an opportunity to heard on the issue, the
parenting coordinator sets forth the following:
SUMMARY OF THE ISSUE(S)
1. Description of the issue(s):
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
2. The respective parties’ position on the issue(s):
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
RECOMMENDATION
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Within five days of the date set forth below, a
party may object to this recommendation by
filing a petition with the court and requesting
a record hearing before the judge as set
forth in Pa.R.C.P. No. 1915.11-1(f)(3). The
undersigned parenting coordinator certifies
that this Summary and Recommendation of the
Parenting Coordinator has been served on the
court and the parties or the parties’ attorneys on
the date set forth below
___________ ___________________________
Date
Parenting Coordinator
ORDER OF COURT
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF PARENTING
COORDINATOR’S RECOMMENDATION
( )The Recommendation is approved.
( )The Recommendation is approved in part. The
issue(s) not approved by the
court is/are: _____________________________
continued on page 117
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_______________________________________
and a record hearing is scheduled for
__________, 20___ at _____ a.m./p.m. before
the undersigned.
( )The Recommendation is remanded to
the parenting coordinator for additional
information on the following issue(s):
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
( )The Recommendation is not approved and a
record hearing on the issue(s) is scheduled for
__________, 20___ at _____ a.m./p.m. before
the undersigned.
By the Court:
__________ __________________________
Date
J.
I wish that our dear departed friend Stephen
J. Anderer, Esq., PhD had lived to read the
reinstatement of Parenting Coordination by
parental coordinators who are licensed to practice
in Pennsylvania as either an attorney or a mental
health professional with a master’s degree or higher.
Steve actively and cogently promoted Parenting
Coordination. He was a brilliant and persuasive
writer seeking the Rule for Parenting Coordination
and accepted as an expert on the subject. See
Yates v. Yates, 963 A.2d 535, 539 (Pa. Super. 2008):
“Parenting coordination is a relatively novel
concept in Pennsylvania. Its purpose is to shield
children from the effects of parenting conflicts and
to help parents in contentious cases comply with
custody orders and implement parenting plans.2
The Association of Family and Conciliation Courts
(“AFCC”), an interdisciplinary multi-jurisdictional
association of professionals that appointed a task
force to develop model standards of practice
for parenting coordination, defined parenting
coordination as a child-focused alternative dispute
resolution process in which a mental health or legal
professional with mediation training and experience
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

assists high conflict parents to implement their
parenting plan by facilitating the resolution of their
disputes in a timely manner, educating parents
about children’s needs, and with prior approval
of the parties and/or the court, making decisions
within the scope of the court order or appointment
contract. Anderer, supra at 1082. See also Guidelines
for Parenting Coordination, 44 Family Court
Review 164-181 (2005). According to the AFCC
task force, parent coordination is most appropriate
in cases where, as here, “high-conflict parents
have demonstrated their longer-term inability or
unwillingness to make parenting decisions on their
own, to comply with parenting agreements and
orders, to reduce their child-related conflicts, and
to protect their children from the impact of that
conflict.” 44 Family Court Review 164, 165.”
Footnote2 reads: “At least one Pennsylvania county, Erie,
adopted local rules authorizing the appointment of parenting
coordinators and delineating their roles in high-conflict
custody disputes. See Erie County Local Rules 1940.10-1940.16.
Likewise, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court Domestic Relations
Procedural Rules Committee is considering a proposed Rule of
Civil Procedure and a model Order of Court that, if adopted,
would unify parenting coordination procedures across the
state. See Stephen J. Anderer, Resolving High-conflict Custody
Cases, Parenting Coordinators Can Offer a Way Out of Repeated
Recourse to Court, 31 PLW 1074 (2008).”

I Googled Steve to find numerous articles
written by him and confirmation that he was
a leading expert in Pennsylvania promoting
Parenting Coordination. Thank you Steve. We
followed through this effective and important
measure for the children’s sake.

The Honorable Jeannine Turgeon has served as a Judge in the Court of
Common Pleas of Dauphin County since 1992: Judge As of January 1,
2013, the Court was divided into civil and criminal divisions, and she
now only handles civil and family law matters. Her special assignments
have included: Domestic Relations Judge (1992-1994; 2000-date); Civil
Calendar Judge (1994-1995); Emergency Custody Judge (1994-1995);
Custody Conciliation Supervisor (1993-1995); Mandatory Seminar
for Separating Parents Program Supervisor (1993-1996); Asbestos
Litigation (1994-1995, 2006-2008); Minor Settlements (1994-1995);
Miscellaneous Guilty Plea/Sentencing Court (1992-1995, 1998-1999,
2008-2012); Juvenile Court (1996-1997); Mental Health Court (19981999); Prison Board Member (1998-1999); Election Board Member
(1995, 1999); and Protection From Abuse Court (2000-2001). Her
practices and preferences can be viewed here.
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Judge Turgeon is enrolled at the National Judicial College for her
Master’s Degree in Judicial Studies. Following law school she served as
a law clerk to the Honorable Genevieve Blatt (1977-1979), and then
commenced practicing law at Nauman, Smith, Shissler & Hall (19791981) the oldest Harrisburg law firm. In 1981, she became partner
in her own firm, Campbell, Spitzer, Davis & Turgeon, later Davis &
Turgeon, until November of 1991, when she was elected Judge. In 2015
she became Supervising Judge of Dauphin County’s first Family Court.
Judge Turgeon’s civic and community activities are numerous.
She is vice-chair of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court Suggested
Standard Civil Jury Instructions Committee (2000-date) (Reporter
2004/2005; Vice Chair 2005-date). Following her appointment to
this Committee, she encouraged the PA Supreme Court to permit
jurors to take notes and receive written copies of jury instructions
prior to deliberation, which innovations have been adopted. She also
convinced the Committee to assume the challenging and arduous task
of rewriting the two volumes of instructions in “Plain English,” an

ongoing project, See Improving Pennsylvania’s Justice System Through
Jury System Innovations, 18 Widener L.J. 419 (2009). The Committee
recently adopted a jury instruction concerning jurors’ prohibition
from utilizing social media during trials, cited as being a model jury
instruction. She was appointed by the PA Supreme Court to serve as
a member of the PA Supreme Court Domestic Relations Procedural
Rules Committee (1997-2003; Chair 2002-2003). Among the many
state-wide undertakings are the PA Commission on Sentencing
(2003-2009), chair, PA State Trial Judges Family Law Section (19962000), vice-chair of its Judicial Security Committee (2005-date); PA
Attorney General’s Family Violence Task Force, the Pennsylvania
Coalition against Domestic Violence (PCADV), Protection from Abuse
Database Project Advisory Committee, Common Pleas Computer
Project Committee, Joint PA Trial Judges Task Force on Gender
Fairness in Courts (Chair, 1996–1997) and its Executive Committee
(Zone 3 Representative 2008-2016), Pennsylvania’s Joint State Task
Force on Parenting Coordination. Judge Turgeon is a prolific writer
and co-authored with Judge Katherine B.L. Platt, What’s in a Judge’s
Toolbox for Children in High-Conflict Families Without Parenting
Coordinators? 35 PA Family Lawyer Issue No. 3 (September 2013).

The Guideline Changes Prompted by Tax Reform Have Come
and They are Big (or Complicated, at least)
by Mark R. Ashton, Esquire and edited by Carolyn Moran Zack, Esquire
mashton@foxrothschild.com and czack@momjiananderer.com
The Republicans promised tax reform in 2016
and as we know, the Republicans scored a big victory
as voters clamored to support them. In the last hours
of 2017 they “delivered” a tax reform package that
was both big and bizarre. One of the least-expected
“reforms” was the elimination of any deduction for
payment of spousal support and alimony.
That deduction, allowing payors of alimony to
deduct the payments and shift the tax burden to the
recipient spouse had been around for generations.
The last tinkering with this deduction was in 1984
and the changes were intended simply to end certain
abuses of the deduction. No one in the matrimonial
community knew anything about a change in the
fundamental law until days before it was passed. But,
pass, it did, and effective with any agreement or court
order entered in 2019 that does not arise out of an
order/agreement before 2019, alimony and spousal
support are tax neutral. No deduction for the payor
and no duty to report the income by the payee.
So today we live in a two-tiered world. If your
arrangement is already in effect or formed in the
next three months, you have one tax consequence.
That’s the old regime. Payor deducts the payment
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

and Payee reports it. But, after the first day of
2019, you can’t deduct alimony unless you have an
agreement or order from before December 31, 2018.
The guidelines in effect today and since
guidelines were first issued in the 1980s “assume”
that spousal support or alimony is deductible. In
olden days, which is to say pre-state guidelines,
the dependent spouse got no more than 1/3 of the
superior earning spouse’s income. The source for
that rule was the Bible.
When guidelines were issued, the 33% rule gave way
to a 40% rule. There is no written explanation for this,
but the common assumption was that the difference
accounted for the fact that in Biblical times, alimony was
not deductible. At least as far as we know. So the alimony
was boosted to 40% because the income was subject to
income tax due from the recipient.
Now that tax advantage is gone; except for the
folks who get their deals done in the next three
months. It should be a busy season because if I am
a top tax bracket person and I am paying $10,000
a month in alimony, it really only costs me $6,000.
continued on page 119
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And if I am a $10,000-a-month recipient of alimony
under the ancient regime, all things being equal, I’ll
pay about $1,900 a month in taxes. The tax gurus
saw that the Treasury department was leaving
$2,100 a month in tax receipts on the table and they
decided that money was too easy to pass up.
Problem is, we now have a two-tax world. There
are pre-2019 deals and there are post-2018 deals.
Each has a different tax arrangement. This is the
problem visited on the rule-making committee and
the guideline writers for the state supreme court.
How does one neutralize the fact that some parties
have tax advantages and some do not?
A proposed solution came during the second
week of September with proposed changes to the
support guidelines. They are up for comment but the
comment period will close on November 9 because
a new regime needs to be in effect when the tax law
changes on January 1, 2019.
The first and most dramatic change is the order
in which support is calculated. Since the guidelines
were first created 30 years ago, the formula required
the parties to “solve” for child support and then use
the resulting integer to calculate spousal support.
Thus, if husband earned $5,000 a month net and wife
with primary custody made $2,000 net, you found
out what support was required for two children,
with $7,000 a month in combined net income and
husband paying 71% of the support. To account for
the fact that mom was getting $1,180 in child support,
her spousal support amount was calculated as:
Husband’s net........................................................$5000
Less her net.........................................................($2000)
Less child support...............................................($1180)
Result................................................. 2,820 x 0.3= $846
If no children, the formula was husband’s net, less
wife’s net x 0.4, or $1,200 a month. That award was
fully taxable to the recipient. We had what can best be
described as a Susquehanna River rift for many years.
In the west the $1,180 and the $846 spousal were fully
taxable. In the East, the courts viewed the $846 as
taxable but not the child support $1,180.
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Under the proposed rules, the order of
calculation is reversed. In support of that change,
the Committee notes that Pennsylvania is the only
state that did child support first and spousal support
second. Now we join the other income shares model
states and do child support first. Then, because the
old guidelines assumed a different tax scheme (i.e.,
some or all of the support was taxable) we need to
apply different percentages. So let’s try driving the
car with the steering wheel on the right side. First,
we will try driving with our two children:
Step 1
Father’s net............................................................$5,000
Mother’s net..........................................................$2,000
% of Father’s net available for support of spouse
—25% (olden days 30%)
Father’s spousal support obligation
$5,000-2,000(x.25)= $1,250
If no dependent children, the net available for
spousal support is 33% or $1650 (and not 25% as
above).
Step 2
Mother’s net income ............................................$2,000
Amount of that income available for spousal
support—0.3 if there are kids; 0.4, if not
Mother’s share of spousal support $2,000 x 0.3 = $600
If no kids 2,000 x 0.4 = $800
Step 3
Preliminary spousal support is
Result of Step 1........................... $1,250 with kids (.25)
................................................ $1650 without kids (.33)
Minus Result of Step 2............................ $600 with kids
............................................................ $800 without kid
Result...................................................... $650 with kids
...........................................................$850 without kids
Thus the dependent spouse (mother here) gets
$650 in spousal support with kids, $850 without.
Now we do basic child support:
Father has a $5,000 net but has to peel off $650
in spousal support without any deductions.
continued on page 120
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Mother has $2,000 net, but supplemented with a
tax-free $650.
So when we do child support, the combined
nets remain $7000 but instead of a 70/30% income
allocation we revised that to include the spousal
support or APL:
Father....................$5,000-$650 = $4,350................62%
Mother................. $2,000+$650 =$2,650................38%
The $7,000 guideline amount of $1,660 remains
the same, but Father now pays only 62% of that
amount, or $1,032. His combined payment is that
$1,032 + $650 in spousal, or $1,682.
Complicated enough? Well, what about the
order that has a provision that permits the spousal
support or APL to be deducted? Let’s try driving on
the right side of the road but with the order of the
calculation reversed.

That part is easy because the pre-2019
arrangement is still deductible by husband and
taxable to wife.
No fun driving on the wrong side until you get
the hang of it. But we need a new regime in place
when the tax law changes at midnight on December
31. So be prepared to drive the new way in your
calculations as chances are strong that these rules
will be placed into effect very shortly after the
comment period closes.
Mark R. Ashton is a partner in the Exton office of Fox Rothschild LLP,
past chair of the PBA Family Law Section, co-editor, Pennsylvania
Family Lawyer, member, Chester County Bar Association (former chair,
Domestic Relations Section), Montgomery Bar Association (former
director) and member, Board of Directors, Historic Yellow Springs
(president, 2009-11), mashton@foxrothschild.com, 610-458-4942

Net income
Father....................................................................$5,000
Mother..................................................................$2,000
Basic obligation per guidelines, $1660........ 71%......29%
Support amount $1,660 x....................... $1,186.......474
Next, check if there is a substantial or share
custody adjustment.
Next adjust for health insurance premiums,
child care costs and “other expenses.”
Now you have a child support amount. For
simplicity, no adjustments means $1,186 due.
Spousal support with dependents
Obligor’s net..........................................................$5,000
Less child support........ $1,186 (without adjustment for
shared or substantial custody)
Result....................................................................$3,814
Multiply by 0.3....... $1,144 This is spousal support,
which is added to $1,186 child support.
If no dependents, the world is just as it was.
Husband’s net income minus wife’s net income x 0.4.
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Act 55 (the Pennsylvania Collaborative Law Act
and the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act
by Mary McKinney Flaherty, Esquire
mckinneyml@gmail.com
On June 28, 2018, Governor Wolf signed Act 55,
which adopts amended forms of both the Uniform
Collaborative Law Act and the Revised Uniform
Arbitration Act.
As a family law practitioner or judge, here is
what you need to know.
Collaborative Law
The Pennsylvania Collaborative Law Act
(PCLA), 42 Pa. C.S. § 7401 et seq., creates a
uniform standard of practice for collaborative law
in Pennsylvania. It establishes certain minimum
requirements for participation and solidifies rules
surrounding confidentiality and privilege.
The key elements of collaborative law in
Pennsylvania under the PCLA are as follows:
• Voluntariness (§ 7403)—Parties may only enter
into the collaborative law process voluntarily. A
court may not compel participation.
• All parties represented by counsel (§ 7402)—
All parties must be represented by counsel
throughout the collaborative process; selfrepresentation is not permitted.
• Disqualification of counsel in subsequent
proceedings (§ 7407)—After the collaborative
process has commenced, collaborative counsel
may not represent any party or nonparty
participant in any subsequent legal proceeding
related to the collaborative matter.
• The PCLA provides an exception to this
general rule in the event that counsel must
seek or defend an emergency order “to protect
the health, safety, or welfare of a party or
family member.”
• Participation Agreement—minimum
requirements and ability to modify (§§ 7401,
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

7405)—A collaborative law matter has not
commenced unless all parties have signed
a written participation agreement. At a
minimum, the agreement must describe the
nature and scope of the collaborative matter to
be resolved and provide for the disqualification
of counsel in any subsequent litigation.
• Since self-determination is a key element
of collaborative practice, the PCLA affords
broad leeway for the parties to modify the
participation agreement as they see fit.
Specifically, parties may draft participation
agreements to limit or expand the
(1) confidentiality of collaborative
communications
(2) the privilege to be afforded to
collaborative communications
(3) the scope of voluntary disclosure
(4) the role of nonparty experts and
participants
(5) the manner and duration of the
collaborative process.
• Mandatory domestic violence screening
(§ 7404)—Before any collaborative matter may
commence, each attorney has an affirmative
duty to inquire as to whether there is a
history of violent or threatening behavior.
A collaborative attorney may not permit the
collaborative process to commence or continue
unless they are assured that the collaborative
process may proceed safely.
• Full disclosure (§ 7408)—The open sharing of
information is a key element of the
continued on page 122
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On June 28, 2018, Governor Wolf signed Act 55,
which adopts amended forms of both the Uniform
Collaborative Law Act and the Revised Uniform
Arbitration Act.
As a family law practitioner or judge, here is
what you need to know.
Collaborative Law
The Pennsylvania Collaborative Law Act
(PCLA), 42 Pa. C.S. § 7401 et seq., creates a
uniform standard of practice for collaborative law
in Pennsylvania. It establishes certain minimum
requirements for participation and solidifies rules
surrounding confidentiality and privilege.
The key elements of collaborative law in
Pennsylvania under the PCLA are as follows:
• Voluntariness (§ 7403)—Parties may only enter
into the collaborative law process voluntarily. A
court may not compel participation.
• All parties represented by counsel (§ 7402)—
All parties must be represented by counsel
throughout the collaborative process; selfrepresentation is not permitted.
• Disqualification of counsel in subsequent
proceedings (§ 7407)—After the collaborative
process has commenced, collaborative counsel
may not represent any party or nonparty
participant in any subsequent legal proceeding
related to the collaborative matter.
• The PCLA provides an exception to this
general rule in the event that counsel must
seek or defend an emergency order “to protect
the health, safety, or welfare of a party or
family member.”
• Participation Agreement—minimum
requirements and ability to modify (§§ 7401,
7405)—A collaborative law matter has not
commenced unless all parties have signed
a written participation agreement. At a
minimum, the agreement must describe the
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nature and scope of the collaborative matter to
be resolved and provide for the disqualification
of counsel in any subsequent litigation.
• Since self-determination is a key element
of collaborative practice, the PCLA affords
broad leeway for the parties to modify the
participation agreement as they see fit.
Specifically, parties may draft participation
agreements to limit or expand the
(1) confidentiality of collaborative
communications
(2) the privilege to be afforded to
collaborative communications
(3) the scope of voluntary disclosure
(4) the role of nonparty experts and
participants
(5) the manner and duration of the
collaborative process.
• Mandatory domestic violence screening
(§ 7404)—Before any collaborative matter may
commence, each attorney has an affirmative
duty to inquire as to whether there is a
history of violent or threatening behavior.
A collaborative attorney may not permit
the collaborative process to commence or
continue unless they are assured that the
collaborative process may proceed safely.
• Full disclosure (§ 7408)—The open sharing
of information is a key element of the
collaborative process. Under the PCLA,
parties “shall provide timely, full, candid and
informal disclosure of information related
to the collaborative matter without formal
discovery” unless they agree otherwise in the
participation agreement.
• Communications are privileged and
confidential (§§ 7409, 7410)—All collaborative
communications are confidential and privileged,
continued on page 123
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unless the parties agree otherwise. While the
PCLA does provide for certain exceptions to
the privilege, as a general rule, collaborative
communications “may not be compelled through
discovery and shall not be admissible as evidence
in an action or proceeding.”
• In any subsequent proceeding, whether
related or unrelated to the collaborative
matter, collaborative communications are not
discoverable unless (1) all participants waive the
privilege or (2) a statutory exception applies.
Arbitration
Arbitration has long been governed by statute
in Pennsylvania, with the first arbitration act passed
in 1927 and the Uniform Arbitration Act adopted
in 1980. Through the Revised Uniform Arbitration
Act (RUAA), 42 Pa. C.S. § 7321.1 et seq., the
Commonwealth has enacted a sweeping overhaul of
arbitration, clarifying the rights and the obligations
of both the arbitrator and the parties to arbitration.
Some key changes to arbitration under the
RUAA include:
• Impartiality of arbitrator—disclosure
requirement (§ 7321.13)—The RUAA requires
an arbitrator to disclose any facts that “a
reasonable person would consider likely to
affect the impartiality of the arbitrator.” Failure
to disclose may be a basis for vacating an
arbitration award.
• Discovery (§ 7321.18)—Arbitrators may permit
discovery, including discovery from nonparties; arbitrators determine the conditions
under which a deposition is taken; arbitrators
may issue protective orders; arbitrators may
issue subpoenas; and arbitrators may “take
action against a noncomplying party to the
extent a court could.”

2019 and effectively abolishes common law
arbitration for all agreements executed after
that date.
• Modifiability of agreement to arbitrate
(§ 7321.5)—Like the PCLA, and unlike the
prior arbitration act, the RUAA permits
extensive waiver and modification of the
agreement to arbitrate by the parties.
Conclusion
The PCLA and the RUAA expand the toolkit
available to clients and practitioners for resolving
disputes. Both statutory frameworks provide great
discretion to participants to shape both the procedural
and substantive rules that will govern their process.
Both also create new affirmative obligations for both
advocates and neutral decision-makers.
Before undertaking a representation in a
collaborative or arbitration matter, it is important
that you understand both the obligations you have
and the myriad options that are available to you and
your client.
Before involving yourself with a matter that was
previously involved in arbitration or the collaborative
process, it is equally important that you familiarize
yourself both with the relevant statute and any
agreement reached among the participants to the
process. Failure to do so could wade you into ethical
hot water, since the requirements for confidentiality,
privilege, and admissibility may vary greatly from
standard practice.
Mary McKinney Flaherty is an attorney and mediator with Frank, Gale,
Bails, Murcko & Pocrass, P.C. She is very active in ACBA: co-chair of
Collaborative Law Committee, vice-chair of ADR, co-chair of Women in the
Law Division’s Pathways to the Bench Committee, elected to serve three-year
terms on Judiciary Committee and Women in the Law Division Council,
and a fellow of Allegheny County Bar Foundation. She is a member of the
Board of Directors of Mediation Council of Western PA, serves as vicechair of Board of Trustees of Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre and member of the
Executive Committee of Keepers of the Pittsburgh Promise and Women’s
Committee of the Carnegie Museum of Art. mckinneyml@gmail.com

• Abolition of common law arbitration
(§ 7321.4) The RUAA takes effect July 1,
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Pennsylvania Supreme Court Decides High-Income Parents
May Pay Less Child Support
by Brian C. Vertz, Esquire
bvertz@pollockbegg.com
In high-income child support cases, the parent
who is paying child support might feel that the
guidelines provide more income than the custodial
parent can reasonably spend, particularly for an
infant or toddler. On the other hand, the child
support guidelines were enacted years ago to ensure
that all children at a particular income level are
treated the same, with predictable outcomes that
encourage parents to settle out of court. The clash of
these viewpoints came to a head recently, when the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court reached its decision
in Hanrahan v. Bakker, No. 19 MAP 2017 (June 19,
2018). The Court vacated and remanded a child
support award in which Father was ordered to pay
more than $52,000 per month.
In Hanrahan, the father of two children had an
extraordinarily profitable year, earning more than
$15 million in 2012. The children’s mother requested
an increase in child support under the terms of a
marriage settlement agreement that authorized an
annual review. Cleverly, Father took two steps to
limit his exposure: (1) He deposited $2.5 million
into a trust for the children’s benefit; and (2) he
wrote a letter to Mother, expressing his belief that
the guideline child support calculation would result
in an award “way beyond any realistic estimate of
the reasonable needs of the children.”
Notably, Father and Mother had equally shared
physical custody of two minor children, rotating
custody on a weekly basis. Father presented an
analysis of his household expenditures for the
children, and Mother’s budget. Each parent was
spending approx. $2,000 per month for the children
in his or her household.
The parents went to court in Delaware
County. Mother presented a motion to exclude
any testimony by Father’s expert witness, who was
prepared to describe the limitations of the Income
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Shares model and the economic data on which
the child support guidelines are based. Father’s
counsel argued that no valid survey data exists for
households beyond $30,000 combined monthly
income. Up to that point, the percentage of income
allocated to children steadily decreases as household
income increases. Yet, for households above
$30,000 per month, the Pennsylvania child support
guidelines apply a frozen percentage that does not
continue to decline as income rises.
Father argued that Rule 1910.16-3.1 (high-income
support) requires a three-step process, in which the
third step is an application of the deviation factors.
Under Rule 1910.16-5, Father argued, the custodial
parent’s budget may justify a downward deviation
where the child support guideline exceeds reasonable
need. Mother argued that Rule 1910.16-5 explicitly
(in a Comment) overruled Melzer v. Witsberger, 505
Pa. 462, 480 A.2d 991 (1984), which had previously
required the trial court to quantify the children’s
expenses and the respective financial abilities of each
parent to pay them. Mother argued that “reasonable
needs” were not one of the deviation factors under
Rule 1910.16-5 and therefore, the trial court may not
consider Mother’s budget or the establishment of a
trust for the children to justify a downward deviation.
The trial court applied the income-driven
guidelines formula to arrive at a figure of more
than $52,000 per month in child support. Faced
with a vast discrepancy between the child support
guideline and the children’s expenses, the trial court
ordered $30,000 of the monthly child support to be
deposited into an UTMA custodial account. Mother
filed an appeal, raising three issues, and Father also
appealed on four issues.
In the Superior Court, Father argued that the child
support statute, 23 Pa.C.S. § 4322(a), expressly requires
continued on page 125
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that the Guidelines “shall be based upon the reasonable
needs of the child.” He argued that Ball v. Minnick,
538 Pa. 441, 648 A.2d 1192 (1994) and the 2010
amendment of Rule 1910.16-3.1 did not extinguish the
statutory mandate of § 4322, authorizing child support
“based upon the reasonable needs of the child.” Father
argued that the trial court should have considered the
mother’s household expenditures as a benchmark for
deviating from the guideline under Rule 1910.16-5,
and as the third step in a special process for handling
high-income child support cases outlined by Rule
1910.16-3.1. He argued that the establishment of an
UTMA trust fund for the children was actually “future
child support,” not warranted by present needs or
requested by either parent.
Mother argued that reasonable needs are built
into the child support guidelines; and that the
enactment of Rule 1910.16-3.1 explicitly prohibited
the budgetary analysis that courts once performed
under Melzer. Mother relied on Ball v. Minnick,
supra, and Arbet v. Arbet, 863 A.2d 34 (Pa. Super.
2004) for the proposition that the child support
guidelines establish a presumption that can be
overcome only by strong evidence of deviation
factors authorized by Rule 1910.16-5. The “standard
of living” deviation factor is not the same as
“reasonable needs,” and cannot on its own justify a
downward deviation from the guidelines.
The Superior Court affirmed (2–1) in part and
vacated in part, in a decision issued in November
2016. More specifically, the Superior Court held that
the diversion of child support into a court-ordered

PUTMA account was an abuse of discretion, the
trial court erred by deviating downward from
the guideline based upon Father’s voluntary
contribution to a trust for the children’s benefit,
and the trial court should have granted Mother’s
request for reimbursement of counsel fees. The
Superior Court affirmed the calculation of child
support without performing a discrete analysis of
the children’s reasonable needs, and the trial court’s
refusal to deviate from the guidelines.
In a dissenting opinion, Judge Jenkins wrote
that he would affirmed the trial court’s order in all
aspects, and would not have remanded for legal
fees or to reverse the downward deviation that was
granted in the trial court.
The Supreme Court accepted an appeal on three
issues:
(1) the refusal to consider mother’s budget in
setting child support;
(2) the refusal to deviate downward due to a $2.5
million trust that father established when he had the
profitable year;
(3) the refusal to award legal fees to the mother.
The lead opinion was authored by Justice Baer,
who provided a thorough review of the background
and lower courts’ rulings. Justice Baer then set forth
a concise history of the child support guidelines,
which were prompted by a federal mandate to
streamline the determination and collection of child
support. Justice Baer reviewed the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court’s decision in Ball v. Minnick, supra,
which was not a high-income case (a detail that
seemed to be significant in the eyes of the Court).
The Court observed Ball prohibited trial courts
from viewing the child support guideline as a mere
starting point, but it did not remove the discretion
to consider deviation factors under Rule 1910.16-5.
Later in his opinion, Judge Baer observed that there
is valid economic data supporting the child support
guidelines up to their $30,000 limit, but not beyond.
The Justice described the enactment of Rule
1910.16-3.1, the high-income child support
procedure, in 2010. The procedure involves three
steps, beginning with a “preliminary analysis”
continued on page 126
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calculated by applying a fixed percentage to the
parents’ combined net incomes over $30,000. Next,
an adjustment may be made for substantial or shared
custody and additional expenses under Rule 1910.163.1(a)(2). Finally, the trial court must consider the
deviation criteria specified under Rule 1910.16-5.
Justice Baer dismissed the notion that the
child support guidelines inherently account for the
children’s reasonable needs at high-income levels,
and that Rule 1910.16-5 precludes any consideration
of reasonable needs in high-income cases. The Court
held that the guidelines formula, which applies a
fixed percentage at income levels above $30,000,
could not inherently account for reasonable needs
because it is not supported by valid statistical data.
For this reason, the children’s budgetary expenses
become more probative at high-income levels. The
Court held that Factors 7 and 9 of the deviation
criteria (Rule 1910.16-5) must authorize an
examination of reasonable needs in a high-income
case, as “it is one of the overarching criteria” under
the child support statute.
The Court took pains to distinguish highincome cases from routine child support cases,
where reasonable needs are presumed to be met
by the child support guidelines under the Income
Shares model. When high-income cases depart
sharply from the income limits of the economic
data, as they did in Hanrahan, then a specific
reasonable needs analysis becomes more probative.
This might be the reason why parents are required
to submit Expense Statements in high-income cases
under Rule 1910.16-3.1, but not in routine cases.
The Court acknowledged that its decision might
lead to inconsistent treatment of similarly situated
high-income families. Yet, the Court directed the
trial court to give “more weight” to the guidelines
formula than to the parents’ budgets. It seems likely
that the formula will be given the most weight in
cases that are just beyond the $30,000 threshold.
The Supreme Court affirmed the Superior
Court’s holding that prohibited a downward
deviation based upon Father’s contribution to a trust
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

for the children. The Court held that Father in this
case did not appear to make his unilateral decision
in an effort to reduce his income for support
purposes, but the Court could not permit parents to
seek a reduction of child support by performing a
voluntary, unilateral act.
Finally, the Court held that Father had not
breached the marital settlement agreement, and
both parents had “partially flawed” arguments, so
Mother was not entitled to recover her legal fees
under the agreement. The Court cited Father’s letter
to Mother, in which he objected to the method by
which she calculated support without considering
budgetary expenses. Since Father did not offer an
outright refusal to pay child support, the Court
found that he was not the “breaching or wrongdoing
party,” triggering his contractual obligation to
reimburse Mother’s fees.
Brian C. Vertz, Esquire, MBA is a partner in the Pittsburgh firm of
Pollock Begg Komar Glasser & Vertz LLC. Brian has also developed a
concentration in matrimonial tax issues. His book, Frumkes & Vertz
on Divorce Taxation, is a nationally distributed legal treatise on
tax strategy for family lawyers. Brian is a fellow of the International
Academy of Family Lawyers and of the American Academy of
Matrimonial Lawyers, of which he is president of the Pennsylvania
chapter. He is co-chair of two national committees and director and a
lifetime member of the AAML Foundation, its charitable wing. Four
AAML presidents have appointed Brian as national co-chair of the
Amicus Committee, and he is also chair of its Practice & Technology
committee. Brian was trained as one of three certified arbitrators
in family law in western Pennsylvania. He is also trained in divorce
mediation and is a member of the International Academy of Family
Lawyers. Brian has been trained by the National Association of
Certified Valuation Analysts in business valuation. Brian is a member
of the executive committee for the PBA Family Law Section and active
in the ACBA Family Law Section. Each year, Brian publishes the latest
edition of Frumkes and Vertz on Divorce Taxation (James Publishing),
and Family Law Update (Pennsylvania Bar Institute). Brian is one of
the leading voices in analyzing the Tax Cuts & Jobs Act of 2017 as it
affects divorcing spouses and their families. His nationally broadcast
tax webinar for the AAML in 2018 drew record attendance, teaching
lawyers about the details of the new tax law. He also maintains the
blog, FamilyLawTaxAlert, where he shares tips and tax analysis. For
more than two decades, Divorce Taxation has been the leading national
reference for family law tax analysis and case law.
bvertz@pollockbegg.com 412-471-9000.
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The New Arbitration and Collaborative Law Statute: New and
Improved Methods of Alternative Dispute Resolution
by Carolyn Moran Zack, Esquire
czack@momjiananderer.com
The 11/12/18 training will be from 9–11 a.m. The
2/11/19 and 2/12/19 dates do not have set times yet,
but we are working with PBI on this and should have
this shortly. We have contacted the PA Psychological
Association and they plan to co-sponsor the training.
At the summer meeting in Hershey, a panel of
our experienced colleagues discussed the need for
ways to improve the efficient disposition of family
law issues, which may include appointing a binding
arbitrator to address whether child support or
alimony should be modified; analyzing incomes and
doing the support calculations for self-employed
or commission-based wage earners; or resolving
support and equitable distribution issues together,
to keep the case on track, where there is issueoverlap due to earning capacity and other financial
considerations. Now that we have the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court’s ruling in Hanrahan v. Bakker,
2018 WL 3032674, requiring the court to conduct
a separate needs analysis in high-income support
cases, an arbitrator can also conduct this analysis
and render an expedited and reasoned decision.
In almost every family law case, an arbitrator can
be appointed to decide issues within a matter of days
or weeks for which the same decisions could take
months (and cost thousands more in attorneys’ fees)
if pursued through the court system. The arbitration
award is generally binding on the parties, with few
exceptions. In decisions regarding child custody and
child support, the court will exercise its supervisory
power in its parens patriae capacity, if the decision
is challenged, to determine the best interest of the
child.1 Arbitration is favored by the courts, and
parties are encouraged to settle their differences
without the intervention of the court system.
The benefits of arbitration include the parties
being able to select their decision-maker, identify
the issues to be addressed, and choose the time
and place of the arbitration (often sooner than a
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court hearing would be scheduled). Issues such as
the choice of a child’s pre-school or extracurricular
activities can be more efficiently handled in a single
session with an arbitrator, rather than in multiple
conferences and hearings in the family court. This
expedient disposition is a win-win for the parties
and the courts since it is cost-effective, reduces
the backlog of cases, and limits cases that actually
proceed to a hearing to those such as disputes over
primary custody, which are probably best suited
to the formality of a judicial hearing along with its
broader right of appeal. The decision to proceed
with arbitration is purely voluntary, as the court
cannot order the parties to arbitrate in the absence
of agreement to arbitrate.
As Mark Ashton said in his recent article,
“Making Family Law Practice Conform to the
New Economic Order,” “[t]he bench and the
bar have a responsibility to themselves and the
community at large to search for and implement
efficiencies which preserve due process.” In this
climate of a desire to find innovative ways to
serve our clients and improve the administration
of justice, Governor Wolf signed the Revised
Statutory Arbitration Act into law on June 28,
2018. The Act takes effect on July 1, 2019 and
makes many changes to the existing arbitration
law, which will streamline and clarify the process
of arbitration. The existing law is patterned after
the Uniform Arbitration Act and was adopted
in 1958, 60 years ago. The revised Act updates
and modernizes the existing law by adding new
procedural provisions, conforming the statute
more closely to the requirements of the Federal
Arbitration Act, and including provisions
to facilitate the use of electronic records in
arbitration proceedings.
continued on page 128
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Highlights of the revised Act include:
• Notice. Section 7321.3 defines notice for
purposes of arbitration proceedings.
• Freedom of Contract. Section 7321.5 allows
parties to waive or vary the Act’s requirements,
except as to certain minimum standards for
statutory arbitration.
• Validity of Arbitration Agreements.
Section 7321.7 provides for new rules to
decide arbitrability disputes (i.e., whether an
agreement to arbitrate exists or a controversy
is subject to an agreement to arbitrate).
• Provisional Remedies. Section 7321.9 allows
the court, before an arbitrator is appointed
and able to act, to enter a provisional remedy
to protect the effectiveness of the arbitration
proceeding. After the arbitrator is appointed,
she can issue orders for provisional remedies
(including interim awards) to promote the fair
and expeditious resolution of the controversy.

evident partiality, corruption, or misconduct
of the arbitrator).
• Arbitration Process. Section 7321.16 gives
arbitrators broad discretion to conduct
arbitration proceedings in a manner appropriate
for the fair and expeditious disposition of the
matter, including conducting pre-hearing
conferences, and making determinations
regarding the admissibility, relevance,
materiality, and weight of any evidence.
• Discovery. Section 7321.18 permits arbitrators
broad authority, including to issue subpoenas
for the attendance of a witness or for the
production of other evidence at a hearing,
to permit a witness to be deposed for use as
evidence at the hearing, to permit discovery,
to order a party to comply with the arbitrator’s
discovery-related orders, and to issue a
protective order to prevent disclosure of
privileged or confidential information.
continued on page 129

• Disclosure of Conflicts. Section 7321.13 sets
forth detailed requirements of disclosure by the
arbitrator, before and after his appointment, of any
facts that a “reasonable person would consider
likely to affect the impartiality of the arbitrator,”
including any financial or personal interest in the
outcome of the proceeding and any existing or
past relationship with the parties, their attorneys
or other representatives, or a witness.
• Arbitrator Immunity. Section 7321.15
immunizes arbitrators from civil liability
to the same extent as a judge acting in a
judicial capacity. The arbitrator is also
precluded from testifying or producing
records of any statement, conduct, decision,
or ruling during the arbitration proceeding
(except in a claim by an arbitrator against
a party, or a proceeding to vacate an award
due to its procurement by corruption, fraud,
or other undue means, or on account of the
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER
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• Modification of Awards. Section 7321.21
expressly allows the arbitrator to modify or
correct her award, on a motion filed by a party
within 20 days after receiving notice of the
award, on account of an evident mathematical
miscalculation or an evident mistake in the
description of a person, thing or property, or
because the form of the award is imperfect (not
affecting the merits of the decision), or because
of a lack of a final ruling on an issue, or to
clarify the award.
• Additional Remedies. Section 7321.22
allows for the arbitrator to award reasonable
attorneys’ fees and expenses as authorized by
law or by the parties’ agreement, as well as
to order those remedies the arbitrator deems
just and appropriate under the circumstances.
Significantly, the “fact that a remedy could not
or would not be granted by the court is not a
ground for refusing to confirm an award…or
to vacate an award[,]” such that the arbitrators
have seemingly broad discretion in fashioning
equitable remedies.
• Vacating Awards. Section 7321.24 sets forth
the limited bases on which the arbitrator’s
award may be vacated including:
(1) the award was procured by
corruption, fraud, or other means
(2) there was evident partiality, corruption,
or misconduct by the arbitrator
(3) the arbitrator refused to postpone
a hearing upon a showing of good
cause, refused to consider evidence
material to the controversy, or
otherwise conducted the hearing
contrary to Section 7321.16 (relating
to arbitration process), so as to
prejudice a party’s rights

(5) there was no agreement to arbitrate
(6) or the arbitration was conducted
without proper notice.
• Compelling Compliance with or Vacating
Awards. Section 7321.26(c) allows a court,
when ordering compliance with an arbitration
award or vacating an improper award, to
require the payment of attorneys’ fees and
costs to the prevailing party.
• Electronic Records. Section 7321.2 includes
in the definition of “record” information that is
stored in an electronic or other medium and is
“retrievable in perceivable form.” Section 7321.31
states that the provisions of this Act governing
the legal effect, validity, and enforceability of
electronic records conform to the requirements
of the federal Electronic Signatures in Global and
National Commerce Act.
The object of these rules is stated clearly
throughout the Act: to make the proceedings fair,
expeditious, and cost-effective. The new rules
clarify the limited bases on which the arbitrator’s
award may be modified, and further delineate the
narrow circumstances under which an award may
be vacated. All of these changes serve to ensure
that the parties are afforded due process, while also
promoting the global objective of closure (including
as to payment of the ongoing costs of litigation)
once the arbitration proceedings are concluded.
Care should be taken in choosing an arbitrator
who is experienced in family law and who has
the appropriate demeanor to serve as a calm and
neutral decision-maker. The new Arbitration Act
does not specify the qualifications of the arbitrator,
but certification or training programs in arbitration
specific to family law are available, such as the
American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
National Arbitration Training Institute (which trains
arbitrators even if they are not AAML fellows). Extra
training or certification in family law arbitration
will add to the arbitrator’s expertise and strengthen

(4) the arbitrator exceeded his powers
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER
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the participants’ level of confidence in the selected
arbitrator. The arbitrator should also make sure to
disclose any potential conflicts before and during
the arbitration process.
Some family law arbitrations are presently
conducted under the principles of common law
arbitration, for which there are few guidelines
as to procedure, and a very limited standard
of review. Under Section 7341 of the existing
statute, a common law arbitration award may
only be vacated or modified if it is “clearly shown
that a party was denied a hearing or that fraud,
misconduct, corruption, or other irregularity
caused the rendition of an unjust, inequitable or
unconscionable award.” The new Act eliminates
common law arbitration after July 1, 2019.
Section 7321.4 provides that for agreements
to arbitrate entered prior to July 1, 2019 (the
effective date of the Act), the existing arbitration
statute applies unless the parties agree to follow

the revised statutory arbitration statute; and
for agreements to arbitrate entered after July 1,
2019, the revised statutory arbitration statute
only applies. If you are entering an arbitration
agreement before July 1, 2019, you can choose
common law arbitration, statutory arbitration, or
revised statutory arbitration, so it is important to
understand the differences and select the rules that
you want to apply to your case.
The revised Statutory Arbitration Act goes a long
way in offering a viable alternative dispute resolution
for family law cases, but additional reforms are
still needed. Fewer than a dozen jurisdictions
have legislation specific to family law arbitration,
including the North Carolina Family Law
Arbitration Act, which permits all issues incident to
a marriage, except for the absolute divorce itself, to
be submitted to binding arbitration. The American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers has adopted a
Model Family Law Arbitration Act that is based on
the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act, and includes
specific standards for family law substance and
procedure, including court review of arbitral awards
for post-separation support, alimony, child support,
and child custody. Further guidance in the form of
statutory provisions specific to family law arbitration
would serve not only to inform the parties about
the process, but to also reduce litigation on account
of confusion or lack of guidance on how to address
particular family law issues in this context.
The Collaborative Law Act was enacted as part
of the same legislation under Title 42 and became
effective August 28, 2018. This Act applies to the
procedure of resolving claims without intervention
by a tribunal, pursuant to an agreement signed
by the parties who are represented by counsel.2
Collaborative law agreements may include disputes
relating to: marriage, divorce, and annulment;
property distribution, usage, and ownership; child
custody, visitation, and parenting time; parentage;
alimony, APL, spousal support, and child support;
prenuptial, marital, and postnuptial agreements;
adoption; termination of parental rights; trusts and
estates; and corporations. A party’s participation in
continued on page 131
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the process is voluntary and cannot be compelled
by a tribunal, and the process can be terminated at
any time.
Section 7404 of the Act requires that before
a party enters a collaborative law participation
agreement:
• The party shall assess factors that the party’s
attorney reasonably believes relate to whether
the process is appropriate for the matter and
for the parties (including a prospective party
or nonparty participant’s history of any violent
or threatening behavior).
• The party shall review information that the
attorney reasonably believes is sufficient for
the prospective party to make an informed
decision about the material benefits and risks
of a collaborative law process, as compared to
other alternatives.
• The party’s attorney shall inquire whether the
prospective party has a history of threatening
of violent behavior toward any party or
nonparty participant who will be part of the
collaborative law process.
• If an attorney learns or reasonably believes,
before commencing or at any point in the
collaborative law process, that a party or
prospective party has engaged in or has a
history of threatening or violent behavior
toward any other party or nonparty participant,
the attorney may not begin the process unless
the party or prospective party requests that the
process commence/continue and indicates that
the safety of all parties can be protected during
the process. (An attorney’s failure to protect a
party under this section does not give rise to a
private cause of action against the attorney).
Section 7405 of the Act sets forth specific
requirements for the participation agreement,
including that it is in writing, signed by the
parties, describes the intention to proceed with a
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

collaborative law process and the nature and scope
of the matter to be addressed, identifies the lawyers
representing each party, and includes a statement that
the lawyers’ representation is limited to the process,
and they shall be disqualified from representing any
party or nonparty in a separate proceeding before
a tribunal relating to the matter. The agreement
may contain optional provisions, including an
agreement to maintain confidentiality of collaborative
communications, an agreement that all or part of
the collaborative process will not be privileged in a
separate proceeding before a tribunal, the scope of
voluntary disclosure, the role of nonparty participants
(who may include support persons, mental health
professionals, financial neutrals, and potential
parties), the retention and role of nonparty experts,
and the manner and duration of the process.
Section 7406 of the Act provides that the
collaborative law process shall be concluded by
resolution of the matter, as evidenced by a signed
record, or termination. Under Section 7409, a
collaborative law communication shall be confidential
as provided by law or in the parties’ participation
agreement; further, under Section 7410, a collaborative
communication is generally privileged and may not be
compelled through discovery or admissible as evidence
in an action or proceeding, except if all parties
waive the privilege. This privilege does not apply to
protect information that is otherwise admissible and
subject to discovery, solely because of its use in the
collaborative process. A collaborative communication
is not privileged if it is not covered by the terms of
the participation agreement; is made during a session
of the process that is open to the public; or is sought,
obtained, or used to threaten or plan to inflict bodily
injury, commit or attempt to commit a crime, or to
conceal ongoing criminal activity.
In addition, an exception to the rule providing
for privilege of collaborative communications is
applied in the following circumstances:
• It is sought or offered to prove or disprove
facts relating to a claim or complaint of
professional misconduct or malpractice or a
fee dispute.
continued on page 132
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• It is sought or offered to prove facts relating
to the abuse, neglect, abandonment, or
exploitation of a child or abuse of an adult.
• It is sought or offered in a criminal proceeding
or an action to enforce, void, set aside, or
modify a settlement agreement where a
tribunal finds that the evidence is not available
and the need for the evidence substantially
outweighs the interest in protecting privilege.
In these instances, only the part of the
collaborative communication necessary for the
application of the exception may be disclosed
or admitted, and the disclosure for the limited
purposes stated above does not make any other
evidence or collaborative communication
discoverable or admissible for any other purpose.
The Collaborative Law Act is another welcome
option for alternative dispute resolution in family
law cases. The success of the process depends,
in large part, on the good faith of the parties to
provide the information needed and to participate
in negotiations to resolve the matter fairly, with the
assistance of any third-party professionals, including
financial or mental health experts, whose expertise
can help to analyze the issues and provide guidance
as to options for resolution. The process requires
that both parties be represented, so as to avoid
any concern that a self-represented party is being
manipulated or controlled to his/her disadvantage
by the other party. The collaborative process can
help family litigants successfully resolve a variety of
issues in their divorce or custody cases without the
need for judicial intervention. Further, if there is no
agreement on some or all of the issues, the parties
can arbitrate or take to court just the unresolved
issue(s). The attorney who has represented the party
in the collaborative process, and any law firm with
which the attorney is affiliated, are disqualified
under the new law from representing a party (or a
nonparty participant) in that proceeding.

against public policy, an arbitrator’s decision regarding custody
will be subject to close scrutiny by the court and is subject
to being set aside as the courts will not be bound by such
agreements). See also, Knorr v. Knorr, 527 Pa. 83, 588 A.2d
503 (1991) (parties cannot bargain away their right to receive
less child support than what is required to provide for the best
interest of the children).
2
The Act does not affect the professional responsibility
obligations and standards applicable to an attorney or other
person professionally licensed or certified under state law.
Carolyn Moran Zack is a partner with the Philadelphia firm
of Momjian Anderer LLC. She is trained as an arbitrator by the
American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, June 2018. She is also a
certified mediator. She began practicing family law in 1987 under the
mentorship of Albert Momjian, Esquire, first at the firm of Abrahams
and Lowenstein and later at Schnader Harrison Segal & Lewis, LLP.
She was a member of Mr. Momjian’s family law practice group for
a total of 15 years. In addition, Ms. Zack gained experience serving
as the Chief Law Clerk for the Honorable Berle M. Schiller when he
was a judge of the Superior Court of Pennsylvania in 1998 and 1999.
Ms. Zack practiced with the Chester County firm of Lamb McErlane,
PC where she practiced for three years before being appointed Special
Master for the Chester County Family Court in 2008. Ms. Zack was
a Family Court Master for eight years, Ms. Zack also regularly served
as a Custody Conciliator for Chester County during that time period.
Ms. Zack was a Family Court Master until December, 2016 and then
joined Momjian Anderer in January, 2017. Ms. Zack has served on the
Board of the West Chester Area Child Access Center and as an active
member of the Chester County Bar Association Pro Bono Committee.
She has co-authored, with the Honorable Katherine B. L. Platt, the
chapter on “Alternative Dispute Resolution: Co-Parenting Counseling
and Parenting Coordination” in PBI’s Custody Law & Practice in
Pennsylvania. Ms. Zack is a member of the Doris Jonas Freed Inn of
Court, the PBA Family Law Section Rules Committee, and past chair of
the Family Law Section of the Philadelphia Bar Association.
czack@momjiananderer.com 267-546-3712

1

Miller v. Miller, 620 A.2d 1161 (Pa. Super. 1993)(while
arbitration proceedings in custody disputes are not void as
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Following the “Wiseman” Standard in
Pa. Custody Battles is Unwise
by James W. Cushing
jwc@fayerivacohen.com
Although the so-called “Wiseman” standard,
the standard by which shared custody arrangements
were determined, stood for many years, the
Pennsylvania Superior Court case of P.J.P. v.
M.M., 2018 Pa.Super. 100, has officially declared
the Wiseman standard “obsolete” and no longer
applicable to Pennsylvania child custody matters.
In the matter of P.J.P., a custody case, the father
(“Father”) appealed a decision in the trial court
regarding his petition to modify a custody order
that he believed was not sufficiently favorable for his
custody goals.
Father and the mother (“Mother”) are a divorced
couple who obtained a child custody order in April
2016. This order granted Mother primary physical
custody of the child. In January 2017, Father sought
more custody, specifically shared physical custody,
and filed a petition to modify.
At the trial, in August 2017, the court made
many findings of facts that are directly relevant
to its ultimate decision to deny granting shared
custody to Father. For example, when Mother has
custody she sends Father many photographs and
videos and encourages the child to call Father.
By contrast, Father does not want to call Mother
during his custody times and sends no photographs
and videos to Mother. Mother further claimed,
and Father admitted, that he has insulted Mother
in the presence of the child. He also admitted to
telling the child to be sure to look up the instant
case on Google Scholar when he is older to know
what happened during the case. Mother is also
conscientious in ensuring Father has nice gifts
from the child for holidays and such, while Father
makes only modest efforts to reciprocate. The
parties also had disagreements over the procedure
and process for dropping the child off at preschool
in the morning. Mother claimed Father refused to
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

get the child ready and just dropped him off at her
house, while Father claimed Mother “unilaterally”
changed the procedure. Co-parenting counseling
was also attempted by the parties. Unfortunately,
while Mother was trying to fully invest herself in
said counseling, Father refused to meaningfully
participate, and the counselor believed the
counseling was “not going anywhere.” Of course,
Father has a different interpretation of much of
the above, but the court made its findings, which
favored Mother, after a complete review of the facts,
testimony, and evidence.
On appeal, Father challenged the denial of
shared custody, arguing it was contrary to the
best interests of the child. Superior Court first
noted that the trial court made certain credibility
determinations that were within its discretion.
The Court then mentioned that child custody is
governed by 23 Pa.C.S.A. Section 5328, which lays
out 16 factors for the court to consider when making
a custody determination. Superior Court observed
that the trial court analyzed each factor and noted
that most were either inapplicable or weighed
equally for both; however, there were four factors
(namely, the likelihood to encourage and permit
contact with the other party, availability of extended
family, attempts to turn the child against the other
parent, and the level of conflict and willingness to
cooperate with the other party), which weighed
heavily on Mother’s side. No factor weighed heavily
on Father’s side.
Father argued that the trial court abused its
discretion by failing to apply the Weisman standard.
In Weisman v. Wall, 718 A.2d 844 (Pa.Super.1998),
the court ruled that courts must make four findings
when ruling on shared custody “(1) [b]oth parents
must be fit, capable of making reasonable child
continued on page 134
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rearing decisions and willing and able to provide
love and care for their children; (2) both parents
must evidence a continuing desire for active
involvement in the child’s life; (3) both parents must
be recognized by the child as a source of security
and love; (4) a minimal degree of cooperation
between the parents must be possible.” Father
further argued that since he and Mother, in his view,
meet the above four factors, shared custody should
be awarded.
Superior Court ruled that Father’s reliance on
Weisman is misplaced. As noted above, Weisman
was decided in 1998 while Section 5328 became law
in 2011. The Court does not believe the difference
between Weisman and Section 5328 is trivial.
Specifically Weisman “required the court, before
awarding shared custody, ‘to make at least a minimal
finding that the parties were able to cooperate before
awarding shared custody” while, under Section
5328, the court “must determine the best interest
of the child by considering all relevant factors,
including but not limited to, ‘the level of conflict
between the parties and the willingness and ability
of the parties to cooperate with one another.’”
Superior Court noted that the plain language of
Section 5328 contradicts Weisman. Unlike Weisman,

the court is not obliged to make any specific findings
before awarding shared custody. Instead, the court
must consider all 16 of the relevant factors, and
poor cooperation need not be dispositive. In sum,
therefore, Superior Court specifically described
Weisman as “obsolete.”
Finally, the court explained that its citing to
Weisman in the recent case of R.S. v. T.T., 1133 A.3d
1254 (Pa. Super .2015) does not belie the above
analysis. In R.S., the court used the Weisman factors
to supplement its own analysis, where it seemed
Section 5328 did not appear to lead to a reasonable
conclusion in light of the available evidence.
Moreover, the court in R.S. never once said trial
courts “must” make Weisman findings. Instead,
Weisman merely holds persuasive value as its factors
have been assimilated into Section 5328.
Upon full review of the decision, it appears that
P.J.P. has hammered the final nail into the casket
of the Weisman analysis. Weisman, for all intents
and purposes, no longer appears to be the law for
Pennsylvania child custody.
James W. Cushing is an associate at the Law Office of Faye Riva
Cohen PC, with a focus on family law. He is licensed to practice law in
both Pennsylvania and New Jersey; he is a regular contributor to the
Philadelphia Bar Association’s publication, “Upon Further Review,” and
an exinearticles.com Expert Author. He is a volunteer attorney for the
Christian Legal Clinics of Philadelphia Inc. jwc@fayerivacohen.com
215-563-7776
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Head of Household Filing Status: Is it Still Relevant in a Divorce?
Donna Pironti, CPA, MSA, CFF
dpironti@taxwarriors.com
In the years before
the Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act of 2017 (TCJA), head
of household (HOH)
filing status was a coveted
category, both during
and after divorce. Does
the HOH status carry the
same tax benefits as it did
prior to 2018? This article
will explore the complex
Donna Pironti
pre- and post-TCJA tax
implications of HOH and what it may mean during a
divorce.
Pre Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
What did filing HOH even mean? To claim
HOH, a taxpayer had to be considered unmarried,
have paid more than half the cost of keeping up a
home for the year, and had a “qualifying person” live
with him in that home for more than half the year
(except for temporary absence).
But how can a taxpayer be “considered unmarried”
when they are still married? Many states provide
for legal separation, which allows an individual to
be considered single for legal purposes; however,
Pennsylvania is not among them. The Revenue Code
also defines how someone can be unmarried for HOH
purposes without being legally separated or divorced:
1) Cannot file a joint return,
2) Must have paid more than half of the cost of
keeping up the home during the year,
3) Cannot have lived with a spouse during the
last six (6) months of the year,
4) The “qualifying person” may be the taxpayer’s
child, stepchild, or foster child only, and they
must have lived in the taxpayer’s home for
more than half the year, and
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5) Can claim an exemption for the child (or
qualifies for the exemption but used Form
8332 to pass the exemption to the noncustodial
parent). There are specific rules here, too. To
claim a qualifying child, the child:
• must be your son, daughter, stepchild,
foster child, brother, sister, half-brother,
half-sister, stepbrother, stepsister, or a
descendant of any of them.
• must be (a) under age 19 at the end of the
year and younger than you (or your spouse,
if filing jointly), (b) under age 24 at the end
of the year, a student, and younger than you
(or your spouse, if filing jointly), or (c) any
age if permanently and totally disabled.
• must have lived with you for more than
half of the year.
• must not have provided more than half of
his or her own support for the year.
• must not be filing a joint return for the
year (unless that return is filed only to
refund income tax withheld or estimated
taxes that were paid).
If these requirements were met, HOH allowed
the taxpayer to end up in a significantly better
tax bracket compared to married filing separately
(MFS). For example, with taxable income
of $200,000, the taxpayer would have saved
approximately $7,500 filing HOH over MFS, based
on the tax bracket rates alone. And at $500,000 of
taxable income, the savings of HOH over MFS is
over $20,000. Even post-divorce, for those able to
file single, HOH provided some savings (i.e., that
same $200,000 of taxable income would have $3,000
less in tax filing as HOH over single).
In addition, the standard deduction for
HOH was higher than both the single and MFS

continued on page 136
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statuses, and it allowed you to circumvent the rule
requiring you to use itemized deductions if your
spouse filed using itemized deductions. This was
important because one spouse may not have had
enough itemized deductions to exceed the standard
deduction. Therefore, the taxpayer forced to itemize
would have lost a portion of a deduction, eventually
paying more tax. If the standard deduction were
taken, the HOH deduction was $9,350, while MFS
and single was $6,350. For the child tax credit, the
phase-out for adjusted gross income (AGI) for MFS
was $55,000, while for HOH it was $75,000. There
was a better chance of taking the credit if you had
HOH versus MFS, although in some cases, neither
filing status conferred a benefit.
Now for the new rules!
Post Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
In 2018 the HOH filing status still exists and
the eligibility rules are virtually the same. However,
the HOH bracket differences have changed, and
they are almost identical to the single filing status
brackets and are close to those of MFS. HOH has
a tax savings from single and MFS of about $1,400
through $300,000 of taxable income. However,
MFS starts the 37% tax bracket at over $300,000
while HOH and single stay in the 35% bracket
until $500,000. This difference causes MFS and
HOH to now be about $5,400 apart, versus the
$1,400 that continues between Single and HOH.
If you compare this $500,000 difference to preTCJA it is a change of about $15,000 in tax savings
and therefore makes HOH filing status much less
valuable based on tax rates alone.
HOH still maintains an advantage over MFS when
it comes to itemized versus standard deductions. As
mentioned earlier, when spouses filed MFS pre-TCJA,
if one spouse itemized, the other also had to as well.
If one filed HOH, then the other was not required
to itemize. However, with the changes in itemized
deductions, particularly the reduction of the mortgage
loan interest, elimination of the miscellaneous itemized
deductions, and the limitation on state/local/property
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

taxes deduction, many individuals will now use the
standard deduction. Therefore, the bigger savings
would be in the reduction of AGI using the standard
deduction. Since the 2018 standard deduction has
nearly doubled (and HOH amount is now $6,000
above single and MFS), it will yield a greater tax
savings using HOH than in the past.
The child tax credit is much more valuable postTCJA, since the amount has increased to $2,000 per
child and a portion can be refundable (up to $1,400
per child). In addition, the phase-out for AGI for MFS,
single, and HOH are now all the same, but greatly
increased to phase out starting at $200,000 (with
complete phase-out at $240,000). So, for this purpose
it does not matter what filing status you are, although
if you have established HOH, you are likely the one
meeting the child tax credit rules as well. To be eligible
for the tax credit, you must satisfy these criteria:
1) Age—Child must be under 17 years (i.e., 16
years or younger at the end of the tax year)
2) Relationship—Child must be your son,
daughter, stepchild, foster child, brother,
sister, stepbrother, stepsister, or a descendant
of these individuals (grandchild, niece,
nephew); adopted child is considered your
own child
3) Support—Child must not provide more than
half her own support
continued on page 137
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4) Citizenship—Child must be a US citizen, US
national, or US resident alien
5) Dependent—Must be able to claim the child
as your dependent (no explanation as to this
reference but seems to be the old personal
exemption and HOH rules)
6) Residence—Child must live with you for more
than half of the tax year (some exceptions apply)
Note, too, if the child is 17 or older, you may still
qualify for a $500 nonrefundable tax credit if the
child qualifies as an “other dependent.”
So, in some circumstances, post-TCJA HOH
may save someone a few thousand dollars in

taxes, based on brackets and standard deduction
amounts, but overall HOH is not the tax benefit it
once was. Regardless, it is always best to consult a
tax advisor to determine what the best filing status
is for your situation.
Donna Pironti, CPA, MSA, CFF is a Principal with Philadelphia
accounting, valuation and litigation support firm of DRUCKER &
SCACCETTI. Donna specializes in forensic accounting, matrimonial
litigation support, and tax consulting and compliance. She works
mostly with attorneys in divorce litigation where she prepares net
income available for support calculations and schedules of net assets,
as well as expense analyses, asset tracings, and discovery requests. She
also provides expert testimony during trials and often continues as an
advisor after the divorce event in the areas of complex tax planning
for high-net-worth individuals and flow-through businesses. Among
her civic and volunteer service are past terms as treasurer of Radnor
Boys Crew Club, a member of Gladwyne Montessori PTA, and finance
committee of Greene Towne School. Donna can be reached at 1600
Market Street, Suite 3300, Philadelphia, PA 19103 T: 267-765-0244 • F:
215-665-3980 • M: 215-850-6473 dpironti@taxwarriors.com

FEDERAL/MILITARY CORNER
by Mark E. Sullivan
mark.sullivan@ncfamilylaw.com

The Military Divorce Case—References and Resources
by Mark E. Sullivan
mark.sullivan@ncfamilylaw.com
Government Rules and Resources—Introduction
Access to reports, resources, and references is
essential when one is handling a military case of any
sort. It is of high importance in military pension
division cases. Where are the resources located? Where
can you find the broad overview or the minute details?
Defense Finance and Accounting Service
One of the often-overlooked resources for
information about military pay in a military divorce
case is the Department of Defense Financial
Management Regulation. Volume 7A covers
active-duty and Reserve pay. Retired pay is at
Volume 7B, and the topics include how to calculate
retired pay, the Survivor Benefit Plan, benefits for
victims of domestic abuse, VA waivers, how to get
information from the government, and so on. For
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

a straightforward overview of what the rules for
military retired pay are, see Chapters 1 and 3.
The primary chapters which counsel would use
as to military retired pay are:
DoDFMR—Selected Key Chapters (Vol. 7B)
1
Initial entitlements—Retirements
2
Gross Pay Computation
4
Recoupment of Separation Payments
8
(adjustments to retired pay, including
COLAs)
18
Release of Information
23
Special and Voluntary Incentive Pay
27
Garnishments
29
Former Spouse Payments from Retired
Pay
42–46 Survivor Benefit Plan (Reserve
continued on page 138
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59
60

Component SBP at Ch. 54)
Victims of Abuse—Retirement Eligible
Victims of Abuse—Nonretirement
Eligible (Transitional Compensation)
AFI 36-3026_IP 17 June 2009, ch. 3,
“Uniformed Services DoD Beneficiaries
(Former Spouses)”
® Categories of DoD beneficiaries,
® Eligibility criteria for ID cards,
® Verification procedures for ID cards,
® Eligibility criteria for those who qualify
for ID card benefits and privileges as
abused dependents
The regulation also includes these topics:
• Years of creditable service
• Years of overlap of marriage and member’s
creditable service
• Exceptions for abused former spouses
• Date of divorce and remarriage
• Medical coverage and employer-sponsored
health plans
• ID expiration dates
• 20/20/20 and 20/20/15 medical coverage
• Transitional compensation for abused
unremarried former spouses
• Where to accomplish initial application for
each branch of service
• Initial verification procedures for DoD
beneficiaries
• Where and how to request a statement of
service
• Renewal procedures and documents required

63
64

Combat-Related Special Compensation
Concurrent Retirement and Disability Pay

ID Cards, Benefits and Entitlements
Many clients (and some attorneys) have
questions about the entitlement of a former spouse
to an ID card and to military benefits. Most of the
answers will be found in an interservice regulation
written by the Air Force. Listed below at ® are all
the items that are covered only in Chapter 3. There
are many other chapters which contain useful
information for clients.
Internet Resources—the American Bar Association and More
When looking for help on the Internet, consider
the home page of the American Bar Association’s
Family Law Section’s Military Committee. You will
find valuable information on military retirement
benefits, VA disability compensation, relocation,
garnishment, and other topics. The ABA’s Standing
Committee on Legal Assistance for Military
Personnel also has a website. The website of Las
Vegas lawyer Marshal Willick contains a section
on “Published Works” that includes his writings on
military pension division, SBP, VA disability, and
other aspects of military retirement benefits; it is
well worth a visit to read and download the pension
division manuscripts there.
Internet Resources—DFAS and the Army
Many of the best resources are found at the
DFAS website. FAQs (frequently asked questions)
and info papers on garnishment, division of retired
pay, and involuntary allotments may be found at
https://www.dfas.mil and Survivor Benefit Plan is
located at https://www.dfas.mil/retiredmilitary.html.
The Army’s Casework Guide Book, prepared
the Office, Chief of Legislative Liaison, HQDA for
Members of Congress to orient them regarding
Army and general military issues and questions
from constituents, is a compendium of information
on such topics as release forms for medical and
dental information (DD Form 2870), recruiting
continued on page 139
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and enlistment, discharges and reentry codes,
compassionate reassignments, overseas travel of
family members, Army family programs, medical
and health care, eligible health care beneficiaries,
access to medical and health care records, leave,
various types of special pays, military justice,
discharge and separation, security clearances,
disability separations and retirement, official
military personnel files, the National Personnel
Records Center, and how to request military records
(Request Pertaining to Military Records–SF 180).
Other Internet Resources
One of the best sources of personnel matters
(retired pay, separation, promotion, time-ingrade, recall to active duty, and so on) is the Rand
Corporation’s “DOPMA/ROPMA Policy Reference
Tool”. It contains information about the Defense
Officer Personnel Management Act (DOPMA)
and Reserve Officer Personnel Management Act
(ROPMA) policies and practices. Some of the topics
covered, with specific references to federal statutes
and regulations, are:
• Incentives and Special Pays

• Retirement and Separation
»» Involuntary Separation
»» Recall to Active Duty
»» Retirement for Age and Years of Service
»» Retirement Grade
»» Retirement Pay
»» Sanctuary
»» Selective Early Retirement/Discharge
»» Separation Pay
“Military Compensation Background Papers:
Compensation Elements and Related Manpower
Cost Items, Their Purposes and Legislative
Backgrounds” is an extensive outline on military
compensation—including sections on active-duty
base pay, allowances and special pays, Guard/
Reserve compensation and retirement benefits.
This Department of Defense information paper
was published in its 7th edition in November
2011, and it contains explanations of every
aspect of military benefits, including disability
payments, special duty pay, enlistment bonuses,
medical care for retired members, DIC, SGLI,
mortgage insurance and annual leave, among
many other items.
Pension Division References and Regulations
The regulations for pension division, SBP,
garnishments or involuntary allotments may be
found at the locations below.
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps:
Department of Defense Financial Management
Regulation, “Former Spouse Payments from Retired
Pay” DoD 7000.14-R, Volume 7B, Chapter 29.
Survivor Benefit Plan rules are at the DoDFMR,
Volume 7B, Chapters 42–53. The Reserve
Component SBP rules are at Volume 7B, Chapter 54
of the same source.
Coast Guard: The Coast Guard generally follows
the DoDFMR rules
continued on page 140
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a. USFSPA and SBP Guide
b. Reserve Component SBP Guide
c. Packet on Survivor Benefit Plan
information for Coast Guard, NOAA,
and PHS
d. Military retired pay and annuity
information may be found through the
Retiree and Annuitant Services website
for the USCG Pay and Personnel Center
e. Information about involuntary allotments
for Coast Guard members is found
in the Coast Guard Pay Manual,
COMDTINST M7220.29, Chapter
7, Section C. Applications should be
submitted on DD Form 2653 to the Pay
and Personnel Center Legal Office.
See also the Coast Guard’s Commandant
Instruction M1700.1, Military Civil and Dependent
Affairs, Chapter 2.D.
Information on pay and cost-of-living adjustments
can be found at the DoD Office of the Actuary.
Coast Guard Resources
While most of the cases and clients will involve
DFAS as the retired pay center, there are times
when knowledge of the forms and resources
for a case administered by the Coast Guard Pay
and Personnel Center in Topeka, Kansas, will be
essential. In addition to retired pay for members
of the Coast Guard, the Coast Guard’s Pay and
Personnel Office is responsible for retired pay
for the commissioned corps of the Public Health
Service and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
Coast Guard information includes documents,
information, and forms regarding:
• Reserve Component Survivor Benefit Plan
(SBP), Information Package and Election Form
• Coast Guard, PHS and NOAA Survivor
Benefit Plan (SBP) Information (See Chapter 3
of the Retirement Package)
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

• 30-Year/Age 70, Paid-Up Survivor Benefit Plan
(SBP)
• Uniformed Services Former Spouses’
Protection Act and Survivor Benefit Plan
(PPCPUB 5825)
In general, the Coast Guard follows the rules and
requirements of DFAS and the DoDFMR as to the
division of retired pay and the allocation of Survivor
Benefit Plan coverage.
Other Resources and References
There are many aspects of military divorce cases
that involve unknown assets and ways to save—or
“find”—money. An article about how to find hidden
money in military divorce cases is in the Winter
2015 issue of the State Bar of Georgia’s Family Law
Review at page 10.
Members of the uniformed services who
are about to retire receive an extensive preretirement briefing on retired pay, SBP, and other
subjects, prepared by the Department of the Army
Retirement Services Office.
The North Carolina State Bar’s military
committee has a website that contains over 40 Silent
Partner infoletters and other publications to help
the family law practitioner. Of particular interest is
the “Silent Partner” infoletter, “Docs for Division,”
which explains what records, forms and documents
should be requested and reviewed in a military
pension division case. Equally as important is
“Getting Government Records into Evidence.”
Finally, an essential item for the military pension
case is a good client questionnaire. The military
pension division questionnaire that the author’s firm
uses in cases where the work involves preparing or
reviewing a military pension division order.
Mark Sullivan is a retired Army Reserve JAG colonel. He practices
family law in Raleigh, North Carolina and is the author of The Military
Divorce Handbook (Am. Bar Assn., 2nd Ed. 2011) and many internet
resources on military family law issues. A Fellow of the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, Mr. Sullivan has been a boardcertified specialist in family law since 1989. He works with attorneys
and judges nationwide as a consultant on military divorce issues in
drafting military pension division orders. He can be reached at 919-8328507 and mark.sullivan@ncfamilylaw.com.
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by Joel Bernbaum
joel@bernbaumfamilylaw.com
We are bombarded every day with tweets,
texts, likes, retweets, friend requests, emails, list
serves, blogs, selfies, videos, and more. Data flying
everywhere. How many of you think about how
much personal information you are distributing
with or without your knowledge or permission?
How many of you know how to manage your
personal information and dissemination?
Let’s start with protecting your desktop
computer, your phone, and your tablet. Use a
password to lock your devices; otherwise, anyone
sitting at your desk or looking at your phone or
tablet can access your data. The good news is
upgrades to operating systems from Microsoft and
Apple help remembering passwords and in some
instances, insert them for you to allow easier login.
If you already did this, please remember to change
your passwords periodically and don’t use passwords
associated with your personal life, like your birthday
(yes, you can use numbers) or dog’s name. Also, set
up a “guest” login for use by others. Repeat this for
your phone and tablet, as necessary.
Next, let’s tackle social media. Set aside some time
for you to review your Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
etc. accounts. Each one has settings for your profile
(i.e., personal information) and security settings. I’ll
use Facebook as an example. Go to your home page/
login for Facebook. In the upper right-hand corner
is a down-pointing arrow. Select it and you see a
dropdown list. Select settings and you are taken to
a page containing all your settings that control your
Facebook account. From the left-hand side, select
Security and Login. Go through the selections and
keep or change as you wish. I would recommend
changing your password at the very least. Next go to
the Privacy setting, again on the left side of the screen.
Once again, go through the selections. If you have
time and your stomach can take it, go through the
rest of the selections on the left side, and familiarize
yourself with the settings. Be careful and don’t change
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

anything you are not sure of. Make your changes one
by one so you can reverse something that doesn’t
work, or you don’t like.
Next, let’s look at Twitter. Go to the Twitter
home page and select your profile icon in the top
left corner. You will see a drop-down list for all your
settings. Review them one by one. Look at your
profile, change your password, and go on to the
next. Again, go through each one, and see what you
need to change so you can control your information.
Go through your home page and other frequent
sites you visit. Review and revise as necessary.
Once you are done with your desktop, go onto your
smart phone and other devices. Remember that
any changes on your operating system setting will,
generally, change your other devices using the same
operating system. Apple devices will be changed,
and Android or other operating devices will be in
their “tribe.”
Hackers and spammers have become very
sophisticated, and our privacy is constantly being
tested. Do not visit offbeat or suspect web sites. Keep
online subscriptions to a minimum. Take care, and
only give out your online information as needed.
Signing up for free trials, subscribing to email
distribution lists, sweepstakes, “further information,”
and other tricks only are used to harvest your
email address and give an opportunity to hack
your account. Gmail and Yahoo mail accounts are
especially vulnerable to hacking and spam emails.
Let’s be safe out there!
Joel Bernbaum is the founder of the Bala Cynwyd family law firm of
Bernbaum Family Law Group. He is a fellow of the American Academy
of Matrimonial Lawyers, serving as president of the Pa. Chapter
in 2007. He is a member of the American, Pennsylvania, Illinois
and Montgomery bar associations with active participation in their
respective family law sections and/or committees.. He was formerly
co-chair of the PBA’s Technology Taskforce. He is a former director and
chair of the Family Law Section of the Montgomery Bar Association and
served two terms on Council of the PBA Family Law Section. He can
be reached at joel@bernbaumfamilylaw.com or 610-667-7902 or fax
610-879-3745.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
by Yvonne Llewellyn Hursh
yhursh@legis.state.pa.us
This article updates the legislative history of
bills summarized in Vol. 40, No. 3 of the Legislative
Update. In addition, this article summarizes other
domestic relation bills introduced in the General
Assembly since the release of the last issue of the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer. The status of each bill
is as of August 3, 2018. The full text of the bills, as
well as their legislative history, may be found here.

2017–2018 Enactments
Collaborative Law Act
Act 55 of 2018 (P.L.___) was approved by the
Governor on June 28, 2018. Former House Bill
1644 (Printer’s No. 3783), is passed the House on
December 6, 2017 (187–0) and passed the Senate with
amendments on June 21, 2018 (47–0). The House
concurred with the amendments on June 22, 2018
(193–0). The act authorizes collaborative law as an
alternative method of dispute resolution in all areas of
the civil law and can be found at 42 Pa.C.S. Chapter 74.
Previously Reviewed Legislation—Unchanged
The following bills have not advanced any further
in the legislative process than was previously reported:
Adoption
• House Bill 57: expedites the adoption hearing
and provides procedures for a diligent search
for the putative father, and defines procedure to
challenge the validity of the consent to adoption
• House Bill 58: shortens the time period in
which the mother can revoke her consent and
restricts future challenges to the consent
• House Bill 60: reimbursement of adoption
expenses
• House Bill 62: eliminates the requirement of
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

holding a hearing to confirm a consent to an
adoption when the birth parent or parents
of the child being placed for adoption have
executed valid consents to an adoption. The
court would be authorized to confirm the
consent without a hearing and enter a decree
of termination of parental rights and duties
• House Bill 243: controlled substance abuse as
grounds for termination of parental rights
• House Bill 704: provides protection for
incarcerated persons from having their
parental rights involuntarily terminated and
their children placed for adoption
• House Bill 1682: provides for termination of
parental rights without proof of an adoption
pending in cases of rape or incest
Alimony and Support
• House Bill 42: Suspension of driving privileges
for violation of domestic relations orders
• House Bill 139: Indirect criminal contempt for
willful failure to pay support order
• House Bill 474: removes the concept of filial
obligations—the requirement of financial
obligation for family members for the care of
indigent parents
• House Bill 721: excludes public assistance,
Social Security disability, and Social Security
benefits from the death of a parent received by
a child in determining financial support needs
under the state guidelines
• House Bill 969: publication in media in general
circulation in the county each January and
June of the names, photographs, and amount
continued on page 143
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of arrearages of each obligor who has been
in arrears in their support obligations for 12
months or more
• House Bill 1250: revisions to alimony pendente
lite
• Senate Bill 46: reporting of support arrearages
to consumer credit reporting agencies, to
allow obligors to update their records to reflect
prompt payments
• Senate Bill 366: interception of slot machine
winnings to fulfill unpaid child support
obligation
Custody
• House Bill 443: modification of custody order
when parent in contempt
• House Bill 515: adopts the Parent Involvement
Leave Act
• House Bill 585: expands grandparents’ standing
• House Bill 1047: gives grandparents standing
in dependency proceedings
• House Bill 1509: allows standby guardianship
in event of parental incarceration, detention,

or deportation
• House Bill 1652: provides for custody of pets
in divorces
• House Bill 1768: provides for sibling visitation
• House Bill 1899: requires health care providers
and first responders to report parental drug
overdoses to the county children and youth
agency if there are children under the age of 18
in the household
• House Bill 2058: adds allegations of child
abuse or a history of domestic violence in the
presence of the child as custody factors
• Senate Bill 511: adopts the Uniform
Deployed Parents Custody and Visitation
Act in Pennsylvania
• Senate Bill 854: removes “interference with the
custody of children” as a Tier 1 offense for sex
offender registration purposes
Divorce
• House Bill 572: requires that, within 45
days of commencing an action in divorce
or annulment, the parties must file financial
records (tax, income and investment) from
the last two years and a detailed list of living
expenses
Domestic Violence
• House Bill 321: requires cosmetologists, nail
technicians, esthetician and natural hair
braiders to complete one hour of domestic
violence and sexual assault training in order to
be licensed
• House Bill 841: provides for GPS monitoring
of stalkers
• House Bill 956: adds the new Chapter 53 to
Title 23 to provide for custody proceedings
where domestic violence is involved
continued on page 144
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• House Bill 1099: requires that law
enforcement personnel must deliver
protection from abuse orders
• House Bill 1100: shortens the time for a
protection from abuse order to 24 hours after
issuance and requires a hearing within three days
• House Bill 1211: waives fees for duplicate state
documents for victims of domestic violence
• House Bill 1247: extends protections to
victims of domestic violence by authorizing
police escorts at high-risk times, permitting
the court to issue a search-and-seize order
for weapons in certain circumstances, and
providing for tolling of PFAs while the
defendant is incarcerated
• House Bill 1337: adds to the type of relief
that can be sought under a protection from
abuse order to include GPS monitoring of the
alleged abuser and submission to a domestic
violence treatment evaluation, and if deemed
eligible, participation in a domestic violence
treatment program
• House Bill 1540: provides that a person
who is found in contempt for violating a
protection from abuse order may be ordered
to undergo drug and alcohol and/or mental
health evaluations
• House Bill 1632: provides domestic violence
victims with the ability to break telephone
contracts held jointly with their abuser
• House Bill 2015: gives courts authority to
require GPS electronic monitor of the alleged
abuser while a PFA is in effect
• House Bill 2223: addresses firearms
relinquishment in protection from abuse orders
• Senate Bill 196: allows GPS monitoring of
persons subject to a protection from abuse order
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• Senate Bill 287: provides for grounds for
involuntary termination when a crime of
violence against child’s parent or other
child in household occurs (Kimberlee’s
Law)
• Senate Bill 312: provides for sentencing
enhancement when violent crimes are
committed under a protection from abuse
order
• Senate Bill 313: allows domestic violence
victims to break telephone contracts held
jointly with their abuser
• Senate Bill 314: creates a statewide registry
of domestic violence predators (Robin’s
Law)
• Senate Bill 480: provides for enhanced
penalties for animal cruelty in domestic
violence situations
• Senate Bill 500: provides for police escorts
for victims of domestic violence at the time
the order is served
• Senate Bill 501: extensively revises firearms
relinquishment in domestic violence cases
• Senate Bill 502: provides for tolling of
protection from abuse orders while the
defendant is incarcerated
Equitable Distribution
• Senate Bill 197: requires spousal consent
to state pension fund benefit elections at
retirement
Family Courts/Litigation
• House Bill 663: part of a family court
reform package
• House Resolution 631: urges the Pa.
Supreme Court’s Domestic Relations
Procedural Rules Committee to address
continued on page 145
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conflicts of interest and social media in
domestic relations proceedings.
Kinship and Foster Care
• House Bill 206: study of drug abuse by parents
within resource families
Marriage
• House Bill 141: eliminates the three-day
waiting period for license
• House Bill 622: eliminates the waiting period
to marry following application for a marriage
license by repealing 23 Pa.C.S. § 1303
• House Bill 1008: eliminates the waiting period
to marry following application for a marriage
license by repealing 23 Pa.C.S. § 1303 and
amends § 1503 to allow certain former mayors
to solemnize marriages
• House Bill 1038: amends 23 Pa.C.S. § 1304 to
raise the minimum age to apply for a marriage
license to 18 years of age in all cases
• House Bill 1296: amends 23 Pa.C.S. § 1503
to broaden the category of former minor
judiciary and mayors eligible to perform
marriage ceremonies
• House Bill 2290: allows a person who
cannot travel because they are hospitalized
to apply for a marriage license via affidavit,
rather than with a personal appearance at a
courthouse
Parental Rights
• House Bill 855: creates Parental Rights
Protection Act to prohibit governmental
interference with parenting decisions in the
absence of actual harm
• House Bill 1349: corrective re-introduction of
HB 855
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Paternity
• House Bill 243: controlled substance abuse as
grounds for termination of parental rights
Previously Reviewed Legislation—Under
Consideration
The following bills have received some form of
consideration in the General Assembly since the
previous report:
Adoption
House Bill 56 (Printer’s No. 3780) passed the
House on March 13, 2017 (189–0). It was amended
on third consideration in the Senate on June 20,
2018. The bill requires counties to provide adoptionrelated counseling services upon request to parents
of children who are being relinquished or who have
been relinquished for adoption, including putative
fathers.
House Bill 61 (Printer’s No. 3781) passed the
House on March 17, 2017 (187–0). It was amended
on third consideration in the Senate on June 20,
2018 and laid on the table on June 22, 2018. The
bill permits the execution by an incarcerated
person of parental consent to an adoption person
to be witnessed by a correctional facility employee.
The bill also provides of notice of intent to adopt,
consents needed, and their effect.
House Bill 63 (Printer’s No. 58) passed the
House on March 13, 2017 (187–0). It received first
consideration in the Senate on March 27, 2018 and
was removed from the table and laid on the table
several times, and was most recently laid on the
table June 4, 2018. The bill amends the definition
of adoption “intermediary” to include licensed
attorneys and licenses social workers.
House Bill 289 (Printer’s No. 283) passed the
House on March 13, 2017 (187–0). It received
second consideration and was re-referred to the
Senate Appropriations Committee on April 16, 2018.
The bill adds reasonable living expenses to the list
of items that can be reimbursed to the birth mother
continued on page 146
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by the adoptive parents, and it lists additional
demographic information to be included on the
petition for adoption.
House Bill 2213 (Printer’s No. 3231) passed the
House on May 2, 2018 (190–0) and was referred to
the Senate Aging and Youth Committee on June 4,
2018. The bill allows parents who adopt a child to
appeal to the Pennsylvania Department of Human
Services for the amount of an adoption subsidy
provided by local authorities.
Alimony and Support
House Bill 983 (Printer’s No. 2743) passed the
House on December 6, 2017 (187–0). It received
second consideration in the Senate on June 2, 2018.
The bill prohibits requiring a party to a divorce
proceeding to pay alimony pendente lite or spousal
support to a party convicted of a personal injury
crime against the first party.
Custody
House Bill 1539 (Printer’s No. 3353) passed
the House on April 17, 2018 and received second
consideration in the Senate on June 13, 2018. The
bill allows custodial parents to designate a family
member (grandparent, aunt, uncle, or adult sibling
of a minor child) as temporary/standby guardian
in the event of the parent’s entering a rehabilitation
facility or being subject to emergency medical
intervention due to drug or alcohol abuse.
Domestic Violence
House Bill 44 (Printer’s No. 400) passed the
House on February 8, 2017 (199–0). It received
second consideration in the Senate on June 13,
2018. The bill provides notice to the court from
the petitioner in a protection from abuse action
whether the person has any knowledge of a child
abuse investigation involving the defendant. If
so, the petition would set forth the name of the
investigative agency and any other information in
possession of the plaintiff.

House Bill 274 (Printer’s No. 1497) received first
consideration in the House on April 19, 2017 and
was removed from the table on May 23, 2018. The
bill permits a court entering a protection from abuse
order to include an order to not harm a dog or cat
belonging to or residing with the plaintiff.
Senate Bill 919 (Printer’s No. 1549) passed the
Senate on March 21, 2018 (50–0) and was laid on
the table in the House on June 19, 2018. The bill
allows domestic and sexual violence victims residing
in public housing to request a relocation.
Kinship and Foster Care
House Bill 2133 (Printer’s No. 3817) passed the
House on April 17, 2018 (190–2) and was amended
on third consideration in the Senate on June 22,
2018. The bill establishes the Kinship Caregiver
Navigator Program.
Paternity
Senate Bill 1129 (Printer’s No. 1822) passed the
Senate on June 11, 2018 (49–0) and was referred to
the House Judiciary Committee June 13, 2018. The
bill addresses termination of the parental rights of
a putative father and means to notify a birth parent
or putative father whose identity or whereabouts are
unknown. It also provides a procedure by which a
person whose parental rights have been terminated
may request that the person’s name be redacted from
a non-certified copy of the original birth certificated
issued to an adoptee.
Newly Introduced Legislation
Domestic Violence
House Bill 2060 (Printer’s No. 3820) was
introduced and referred to the House Judiciary
Committee on February 26, 2018, amended several
times and re-reported from on June 22, 2018. The
bill addresses firearms relinquishment when a
protection from abuse order is issued.
House Bill 2097 (Printer’s No. 3026) was
introduced and referred to the House Judiciary
Committee on February 16, 2018. The bill creates
continued on page 147
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the Domestic Violence Firearms Purchase
Notification System.
Equitable Distribution
House Bill 2059 (Printer’s No. 2990) was
introduced and referred to the House Judiciary
Committee on February 5, 2018. The bill bars any
interest in marital property or alimony to a party
convicted of sexual abuse of the party’s spouse or
child. It also expands the general definition of child
abuse to include emotional abuse.
Marriage
House Bill 2542 (Printer’s No. 3837) was
introduced and referred to the House Judiciary
Committee on July 2, 2018. The bill prohibits the
marriage of any person under the age of 18.

Senate Bill 1219 (Printer’s No. 1941) was
introduced and referred to the Senate Judiciary
Committee on July 18, 2018. The bill prohibits the
marriage of any person under the age of 18.
Parental Rights
House Bill 2450 (Printer’s No. 3587) was
introduced and referred to the House Children and
Youth Committee on May 31, 2018. The bill creates
an exclusion from the definition of child abuse for
parents who exercise the right to determine the level
of supervision needed and the types of independent
activities their children may engage in based upon
their developmental age and ability.
Yvonne Llewellyn Hursh is Counsel with the Joint State Government
Commission, the primary and central non-partisan, bicameral
research and policy development agency for the General Assembly
of Pennsylvania in Harrisburg, and the Legislative Editor of the
Pennsylvania Family Lawyer. 717-787-1906 yhursh@legis.state.pa.us

BAR REVIEW
by Gerald L. Shoemaker, Esquire
gshoemaker@hangley.com

Mary Cushing Doherty Receives Eric Turner Memorial Award
Introduced by Mark B. Dischell, Esquire

Mary Cushing Doherty with Immediate Past Chair
Steven S. Hurvitz and Montgomery County Senior Judge
Emanuel A. Bertin

Mary Cushing Doherty, a partner at High
Swartz in Norristown, received the 2018 PBA
Family Law Section Eric Turner Memorial
Award at the Section’s Summer Meeting in
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Hershey on July 14.
The Eric Turner Memorial Award honors a lawyer
who is dedicated to the practice of family law and
who serves as a mentor and teacher to fellow lawyers.
As part of the award, a $1,000 donation will be
made to the Eastern Pennsylvania Chapter of the
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, a charity selected
by Doherty.
Throughout her more than 35 years of practice,
Doherty has been invested in the advancement
of family law practice and women’s issues in
the practice of law. An active member of the
legal community, Doherty has held numerous
leadership positions in the PBA, including chair,
officer and council member of the Family Law
Section and chair of the Review and Certifying
Board. Last year, she was recognized with a Special

continued on page 148
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Achievement Award for her service in navigating
a divorce reform bill through the General
Assembly—one of the many contributions she has
made since joining the Section in 1979. Doherty is
currently a member at-large of the Commission on
Women in the Profession Executive Council.
She tackled gender bias and domestic violence
issues impacting residents of the Commonwealth
via her work on a Pennsylvania Supreme Court
Committee on Racial and Gender Bias in the Justice
System, and the Attorney General Family Violence
Task Force. Appointed in 1995, she currently serves on
advisory committees dealing with domestic relations
and assisted reproduction technologies for the Joint
State Government Commission of Pennsylvania.
A frequent course planner and lecturer,
Doherty participates in seminars and meetings
held by the American Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers, Pennsylvania Bar Institute, state and
local bar associations and law schools. She
received an Award of Professional Excellence in
Programming from the Association for Continuing
Legal Education for a course on drafting marital
settlement agreements in 1997.
In addition to membership at the PBA, Doherty
is a member of the American Bar Association,
Philadelphia Bar Association, American Academy
of Matrimonial Lawyers—Pennsylvania Chapter,
Doris Jonas Freed Inn of Court and Professionals for
Amicable Divorce. She has held numerous leadership
positions for several of these organizations.
Throughout her career, Doherty’s work and
service have been recognized with several awards,
including the PBA Commission on Women in
Profession 2012 Lynette Norton Award, 2012 Women
of the Year list by The Legal Intelligencer, 2009
Woman of Distinction list by Philadelphia Business
Journal, 2008 Frederick Cohen Award for Excellence
in Teaching and 2006 Margaret Richardson Award.
Doherty received a B.A. from the University
of Delaware in 1975 and a J.D. from Villanova
University in 1978.

Notes from Presentation by
Mary Cushing Doherty
July 14, 2018
I thank you for this award in memory of Eric Turner.
I have a special connection with Eric because
he was my teacher and mentor. When I joined Al
Momjian at Abramson Lowenstein, Eric was the
associate ahead of me, showing me the ropes. I
fondly remember joining Eric to observe my first
DRO Conference in Bucks County. We were traveling
midday from Philadelphia to Doylestown, so Eric
suggested we pick up sandwiches. We went to a Jewish
deli on Samson Street and standing next to Eric, who
was Jewish, I ordered the sandwich my mother always
made for me: ham and American cheese on white
bread with mayonnaise. Eric was shocked and told me
never to do that again in his presence.
Eric was a lawyer with a lot of passion, often
irreverent, and he made us laugh. It was hard to
see him suffering in 1999. He passed on the last
day of that year. I was your Family Law Section
Chair. A year earlier, I had turned to him for advice,
asking how to handle the pressure of being Family
Law Section Chair. I worried about fussy lawyers
complaining about however I planned my meetings.
When he died before my meeting in January 2000,
I didn’t have his support in person. He had told me,
however, to deal directly with the complainers. He
would say, if people bitched, just tell them to “Go
[expletive deleted].” And if I didn’t, he would do it for
me. That was Eric, irreverent, cursing a blue streak
continued on page 149
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and caring as much about his friends as the injustice
of the legal system and the needs of his clients.
I was sad this week to think of my friend Eric
dying too young. Then I looked at the photographs
my daughter Colleen (who is here today) collected
and put on a bulletin board across from my desk
in my office. I have copied that picture for you. It
is a great cast of characters. The picture was taken
25 years ago by Joanne Ross Wilder at the Winter
Meeting of the Family Law Section at the William
Penn Inn in Pittsburgh. I’m sitting on the couch with
my “big hair” next to Neil Horwitz with his “big
hair.” Then next to Neil is Eric Turner, and next to
Eric is Fred Cohen. You can barely see Mark Dischell

and Howard Goldsmith, who are on the right side.
Three of these friends are gone. All are remembered
with great fondness.
I thank my daughter Colleen for coming today, my
nephew Joe Burke, his wife Kellie, and his children,
Jake and Hailey. I hope you get to see them at our
party tonight.
We remember today Eric Turner, a man of great
passion who taught me to value humor. I looked back
at the Pennsylvania Family Lawyer article I wrote
in 2000. I had dubbed the Eric Turner Award the
“Mylanta Award.” That’s because at the end of a bad
day, Eric would pull out his bottom drawer, grab his
quart of Mylanta and take a slug.
Thank you for the privilege of receiving this award
in memory of my friend.

Not a PBA member?
Lawyer non-members check out the benefits of PBA membership
and join the PBA now.
The PBA is proud to offer members access to Casemaker and its suite of premium services
at no cost. Members have access to CasemakerPro’s broad and comprehensive content
that includes a full Pennsylvania library, federal-level materials and resources from all 50
states. Customer support is available by calling 877-659-0801, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Eastern time,
Monday through Friday, for members’ research questions and for technical assistance.

Casemaker’s free library includes the following:
• Combined court searches
• All Pennsylvania Supreme, Superior and
Commonwealth Court opinions
• Pennsylvania Court of Common Pleas opinions
• Pennsylvania Statutes, including a table of contents
• Pennsylvania Code, Bulletin and state constitution
• Pennsylvania and federal court rules

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Circuit Court of Appeals opinions
District Court opinions
Bankruptcy Court opinions
Code of Federal Regulations
Tax Court decisions
Internal Revenue Bulletin
And much more. ...

CasemakerPRO free features include:
CaseCheck+ negative citatory system
And much more...
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Disciplinary Board of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
Announces New Leadership
The Disciplinary Board of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania today announced the appointment of
Lackawanna County attorney Brian J. Cali as board
chair and Andrew Trevelise of Philadelphia as board
vice-chair.
The appointments are effective August 7, 2018.
Created in 1972, the 13-member Disciplinary
Board is an independent agency under the
Supreme Court’s jurisdiction. Its members
include 11 attorneys and two non-lawyers from
across the state. Funded by annual assessments
paid by attorneys licensed to practice in the
Commonwealth, the Board assists the Supreme
Court in all matters involving attorney licensing
and discipline.
Brian Cali
Cali was first appointed as a member of the
Disciplinary Board in 2013, was reappointed in
2016, and named vice-chair in Feb. 2018. Cali has
served on the Finance Committee of the Board for
five years and its chair for four years.
He is the founding member of Brian J. Cali
and Associates and concentrates his practice on
all aspects of family law throughout Northeast
Pennsylvania. He is a fellow in the American
Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and has been
named as a “Super Lawyer” for over 10 years.
Cali also has a strong business background, being
involved as an owner in several businesses. As
part of his practice, he represents and advises
clients in a variety of business matters related to
divorce or otherwise.
Cali is general legal counsel and a member
of the Board of Directors of the Fidelity Deposit
and Discount Bank, as well as a member of the
Pennsylvania, American and Lackawanna County
Bar Associations. In addition, he is a charter
member of the Lackawanna County Library System
and currently serves as vice-chair.
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Andrew Trevelise
Trevelise was appointed to the Board in 2014
and reappointed in 2017. Prior to being named to
the Board, he had served multiple terms as Hearing
Committee member. He has served as chair of the
Rules Committee of the Disciplinary Board for the
last three years.
Trevelise is a graduate of Villanova University
School of Law and has more than 35 years of
experience as a litigator. He has been named
annually as a “Best Lawyer in America” in the area
of product liability defense since 2008.
He is currently practicing with the O’Brien firm
in Philadelphia. Prior to that he practiced with Reed
Smith LLP in their Philadelphia office for nearly
30 years. He has extensive experience representing
corporations in complex litigation involving mass
torts and product liability, particularly in the areas
of asbestos, pharmaceutical, medical device, and
financial services litigation.
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Allegheny County Family Division Judges Thank Clinical Students
This spring, Judge Kathryn M. Hens-Greco
offered law students a special thank you for their
service to the Family Division of the Court of
Common Pleas of Allegheny County. The 13th
annual law student appreciation reception was
held April 12, in the Family Division, to recognize
students’ work, as well as to recognize the staff
of the Self-Help Center, Pro-Se Motions, and
Children’s Court.
In announcing the reception, Hens-Greco
noted that because of the work of law students from
Duquesne and the University of Pittsburgh, the
division was able to assist income-eligible litigants on
the same day they appeared, or on the day of scheduled

appointments with the court’s Legal Advice Clinic.
The Duquesne students in attendance all
participated in law school’s Family Law Clinic.
They were accompanied by Prof. Katherine
Norton, who supervises the clinic, and Prof. Tracey
McCants Lewis, who directs clinical legal education
programs.

CASE NOTES
Compiled by Bob Raver and Amy Phillips
rraver@pollockbegg.com and Amy@LSAfamilylaw.com

Master’s Determination as to Whether Witness
Could Testify by Telephone Approved
Fotopoulos v. Fotopoulos, 185 A.3d 1047 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Andrew Yetzer
yetzera@duq.edu
Summary
After divorce, Husband and Wife submitted
to a master to preside over their proceedings.
Husband’s main income is Social Security
Disability. The Master granted Husband’s
petition for expert expenses and counsel fees,
but due to Husband’s net income exceeding
Wife’s, the Master categorized the amount as an
advance against equitable distribution of marital
assets. Both parties submitted medical experts
to determine Husband’s physical capability to
work. Wife’s counsel requested that her expert
be permitted to testify by telephone due to her
expert receiving chemotherapy that morning.
Husband’s objection to telephonic testimony
was denied by the Master. On appeal, Husband
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

claimed the lower court erred in allowing
telephonic testimony and denying Husband’s
request for counsel fees. The PA Superior Court
ruled that there was no abuse in discretion by
allowing telephonic testimony since the Master
has the same power as the courts to make such
determination, and the determination was done
for good cause. The court also added the expert’s
testimony had a strong evidentiary basis, since
it was based on Husband’s own statements and
the reports of Husband’s physicians. The court
additionally found the denial of counsel fees was
appropriate, since the decision was based on the
fact that Husband’s net income, including the
child and spousal support, exceeded Wife’s.
continued on page 152
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Factual and Procedural History
Husband and Wife were married in 1995, with
three children born of the marriage. Wife was the
breadwinner of the family. Husband’s employment
history consisted of a few unsuccessful businesses.
He has received Social Security Disability since
2005. On February 18, 2010, the couple separated
but remained in the marital home until February
2013 when Wife moved. The couple’s assets were
valued at less than $100,000. On or about February
18, 2010, Wife commenced an action in custody,
divorce, and equitable distribution against Husband.
Husband countered for equitable distribution,
custody, and APL, and made no claim for counsel
fees. Following Wife’s motion, Richard Betz was
appointed to serve as Master over the proceedings.
On June 12, 2012, Husband petitioned for
interim counsel fees and expert expense, which he
later amended. The court granted the motion on
January 22, 2013, noting Husband’s household net
income presently exceeded Wife’s. Husband’s award
of $7,500 was characterized as an advance, and it
was noted that Wife would be reimbursed during
the distribution of the marital assets. The couple was
granted shared physical and legal custody of their
children, and Husband received child and spousal
support. Following the grant of support, Husband
withdrew his claim for spousal support and
requested APL instead. On May 16, 2013, Master
Betz awarded $4,698 monthly payments to Husband
for support of himself and the three children. The
Master ordered Husband to provide Wife with a
copy of the expert report regarding Husband’s ability
to engage in full-time or part-time employment,
and Wife opted not to require Husband to submit
to a physical examination. On June 6, 2014, Wife’s
counsel requested Wife’s expert, Martha Lusser,
M.D., be permitted to testify via telephone at the
hearing due to Dr. Lusser receiving chemotherapy
treatments that morning. Against Husband’s
counsel’s objection, Master Betz permitted Dr.
Lusser to testify by telephone. Husband filed

exceptions to the ruling, which was overruled. On
February 27, 2014, Husband filed a second petition
for interim counsel fees and expenses to obtain a
medical expert, which was denied. The court also
denied the petition following a hearing on June 23,
2014. Prior to the Master’s hearing, both parties
stipulated to telephonic testimony of their experts
at a pretrial conference. No discussion was made of
Dr. Lusser’s testimony. At the hearing, Husband only
offered evidence of his medical records and reports.
Husband’s expert, Dr. Robert A. Cipko, testified
solely on a review of the records, testing, and an
examination that Husband was unable to work.
On cross-examination, Dr. Cipko was presented
with additional records and reports, which opined
that Husband was capable of sedentary gainful
employment. Dr. Cipko deferred to those reports.
Both parties filed exceptions to the Master’s
Report, which was adopted by the lower court.
After thorough review, the lower court granted
Wife’s exceptions and granted Husband’s
exceptions in part. Lehigh County Judge Michele
A. Varricchio denied the entry of a divorce decree
due to outstanding issues in equitable distribution.
Husband filed an appeal to the Superior Court,
which was quashed as interlocutory.
Husband was subsequently denied two
additional requests for entry of a divorce decree.
Wife amended the interim order when it was clear
the marital home could not be sold until a decree in
divorce was entered. Husband appealed again and
filed a Pa.R.A.P. 1925(b) concise statement of errors,
to which the court issued its Rule 1925(a) opinion.
Husband presented three questions for review:
1) Whether the court abused its discretion
when it refused to decide the Master erred
when it permitted telephonic testimony of
Wife’s expert, despite her testimony that
she would have examined Husband prior to
testifying?
2) Whether the court abused its discretion when
it refused to award Husband counsel fees to
retain a medical expert when the earnings
continued on page 153
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and the earning capacity of the parties were
disparate?
3) Whether the court abused its discretion
when Husband was denied his
fundamental Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendment rights and Pennsylvania
constitutional right to a fair hearing?
Superior Court Analysis
The Superior Court Panel (Bowes, J., Lazarus, J.,
and Platt, JJ.), per Judge Bowes, affirmed the lower
court’s decisions. Although Husband conceded
Pa.R.C.P. 1930.3, Testimony by Electronic Means,
permits telephonic testimony in domestic relations
cases, Husband argued that the Rule required a
court order and not merely permission by a master.
Wife countered that Husband neglected to object
to the Master’s lack of authority under Rule 1930.3,
and further claimed that since “court” is not defined
under Pa.R.C.P. 76, Rule 1930.3 does not support
Husband’s objection. The court noted Husband did
not allege the Master lacked authority to rule on
the admissibility of telephonic testimony upon his
objection, nor did he renew his objection at the pretrial conference or seek a prior ruling from the court
in accordance with Lehigh County local rules.
When determining the ability of the Master to
allow telephonic testimony, the court looked to the
Judiciary Code, 42 Pa.C.S. § 102, wherein a master is

defined as “an appointive judicial officer.” A judicial
officer is further defined as a judge, magistrate
district judge, and appointed judicial officer. Id. The
definition of “court” includes “any one or more of the
judges of the court who are authorized by general rule
or rule of court, or by law or usage, to exercise the
powers of the court in the name of the court.” Id. The
court additionally notes that 42 Pa.C.S. § 323, entitled
“Powers,” grants each court the power to “enter
orders essential to the exercise of its jurisdiction and
to promulgate such rules as the interest of justice
and the business of the court may require.” The
court referred to Sprague v. Sprague, where the court
construed Pa.R.C.P. 1920.51 as placing all Master
proceedings “within control of the courts of the
common pleas.” 297 A.2d 133, 133 (Pa. Super. 1973).
The court referred to the Rules of Civil Procedure,
which allow masters to preside over equitable
distribution proceedings, which includes determining
admissibility, scope, and manner of introducing
expert testimony in the proceedings. See Pa.R.C.P.
1920.55-2. The court further clarified that parties may
file exceptions with regard to any rulings made by the
master. See Pa.R.C.P. 1920.55-2(b).
After a review of the Rules of Civil Procedure,
the PA Superior Court was not persuaded by
Husband’s argument that the Rule mandates trial
court approval to permit telephonic testimony. The
court reinforced its ruling by contrasting Pa.R.C.P.
1920.61, which specifies the court may “authorize
and direct the master to take testimony,” with Rule
1930.3, which requires only court approval without
any language referring to prior authorization.
Therefore, the PA Superior Court found the Master’s
act of permitting telephonic testimony was proper
court approval, per Rule 1930.3.
Additionally, the PA Superior Court found
that the lower court had good cause to excuse
expert from testifying in person and found no
unfair prejudice from the telephonic testimony.
The court noted although Husband claimed
the Master was unable to judge Wife’s expert’s
credibility via telephone, Husband failed to make
the same objections when his own expert testified
continued on page 154
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via telephone. The court also recognized that Wife’s
expert based her testimony on Husband’s treating
physicians’ office notes and reports, where she found
what she believed to be inconsistent information
with Husband’s statements about his medical
condition, cognitive test scores, and recent medical
records. Therefore, the PA Superior Court found no
abuse of discretion in allowing the expert to testify
over the telephone.
With regard to Husband’s entitlement to counsel
fees and expert expenses, the court referred to its
opinion in Busee v. Busee, which holds the purpose
of counsel fees is “to promote fair administration
of justice by enabling the dependent spouse to
maintain or defend the divorce action without being
placed at a financial disadvantage.” 921 A.2d 1248,
1258 (Pa. Super. 2007).
The court additionally looked to Smith v. Smith,
which lists the factors considered in awarding fees
such as “ability to pay,” “financial resources,” “value
of services rendered,” and “property received
through distribution.” 904 A.2d 15, 21 (Pa. Super.
2006). The PA Superior Court only reverses a
determination of fees when an abuse of discretion
is found. Id. Although Husband’s only income was
Social Security Disability, his child and spousal
support resulted in his household net income
exceeding Wife’s. Therefore, the lower court denied
his petition for expert fees, since Husband received
over half of the parties’ total net monthly income
and had already received $7,500 for the expense
of expert testimony. The lower court denied the
petition again after Husband’s demand for a de
novo review, since Husband had not proved his
inability to pay.
Additionally, Husband previously admitted
he could borrow funds from family members.
Husband claimed the lower court and the Master
improperly refused to accept evidence of legal fees
exceeding $60,000 because portions were incurred
in the custody action, and further claimed
under Divorce Code 23 Pa.C.S. § 3502, that his
liabilities and needs should have been considered.
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

The court found despite Husband’s contentions,
the evidence was considered. The court found
the record supported the lower court’s findings
since Husband was previously awarded fees, and
Husband failed to make a requisite showing of
additional need.
The court found Husband’s constitutional
claims waived for failure to give notice to the
Office of Attorney General of the Commonwealth,
as required under P.S. § 732-204(a)(3), when
a party challenges the constitutionality of a
rule of statute. Furthermore, the lower court
acknowledged its duty to make a complete
and independent review of all evidence, which
included the weight and credibility accorded to
the witnesses’ testimony. Rollman v. Rollman, 421
A.2d 755, 758 (Pa. Super. 1980).
Author’s Comment
The use of a master in domestic relations cases
is routine in family law. In the instant case, the
Superior Court provided clarity on the power of
the master over domestic relations proceedings.
Despite Husband’s argument that telephonic
testimony required a court order, the court read
the definition of “court” to include a master. This
ruling is significant, since it clarifies the ability of the
master to make appropriate decisions without court
oversight. The court distinguished that a master’s
power is limited only when a rule precisely provides
for court authorization. The use of a master in these
cases provides for a more efficient judicial economy
and more opportunity for case resolution prior to
bringing a case before a judge. Moving forward,
when attorneys go before a master, they would
be wise to make a more thorough review of the
rules and local procedure surrounding the case to
determine if court authorization is actually specified
and thereby required.
Andrew D. Yetzer is a 2018 graduate of Duquesne University School
of Law and awaiting the results of the PA Bar Examination, research
assistant to PBA Family Law Section and PA Family Lawyer and
judicial law clerk to the Warren County Court of Common Pleas.
yetzera@duq.edu
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Reasonableness of Budget Considered in
Court’s Alimony Determination
Cook v. Cook, 186 A.3d 1015 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Andrew Yetzer
yetzera@duq.edu
Summary
Husband and Wife both filed exceptions to the
Master’s Report and Recommendations in their
divorce proceedings. The lower court, per Allegheny
County Judge Satler, granted and denied each party’s
exceptions in part. On appeal, Wife claimed the lower
court erred in denying alimony, denying her petition
to modify APL, only giving her 50% from the sale
of the marital home and 55% of the marital estate,
denying her counsel fees, and awarding Husband
counsel fees. The PA Superior Court affirmed Wife’s
denial of alimony, holding her budget exceeded her
income plus APL, as well as the fact that the couple
did not live an extravagant lifestyle and Wife still
had gainful employment. The court reversed the
lower court in terms of modifying Wife’s APL, due
to the failure to make the appropriate calculation
of Husband’s income for APL by using five months’
worth of pay stubs instead of six.
Upon further review of the record, the court
affirmed Wife’s 50% award of the marital residence
and 55% of the marital estate, due to Wife being
closer to retirement age, among other equitable
distribution factors. Lastly, due to Wife failing to
pay the proper real estate taxes, the mortgage loan
and utilities while living in the residence, along with
delaying its later sale, the court found counsel fees in
favor of Husband to be appropriate.

Wife filed exceptions and Husband filed crossexceptions. On January 27, 2017, the court granted
and denied each party’s exceptions in part. The
lower court valued the marital assets at $638,567.
Wife was awarded 55% of the marital estate, and
Husband was awarded the remaining 45%. Each
party also was given part of the small amount of
marital debt. The lower court denied Husband’s
attempt to terminate Wife’s APL. The divorce decree
was filed on March 7, 2017. On March 21, 2017,
Wife filed an appeal with the following issues:

Factual and Procedural History
Husband and Wife were married in 1986 and
have one adult child conceived during the marriage.
In February 2013, Husband filed for divorce, and
Wife filed an answer and counterclaim in June 2013.
In a consent order entered in August 2013, Husband
agreed to pay Wife APL in the amount of $2,300 per
month. Following a Master’s hearing in June 2016,

Superior Court Analysis
The Superior Court Panel (Bender, P.J.E.;
Shogan, J.; Musmanno, J.), per Judge Shogan,
affirmed in part, vacated, and remanded with
instructions. The court first explained that a trial
court’s authority to divide the awards in domestic
relations cases are within the discretion of the lower

PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

1) Whether the lower court erred and abused
its discretion by denying Wife alimony.
2) Whether the lower court erred and abused
its discretion by denying Wife’s Petition to
Modify APL.
3) Whether the lower court erred and abused
its discretion in giving Wife only 50% from
the sale of the marital residence, and only
55% of the marital estate.
4) Whether the lower court erred and abused
its discretion by denying Wife counsel fees.
5) Whether the lower court erred and abused
its discretion in awarding Husband counsel
fees.

continued on page 156
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court, which will not be disturbed absent an abuse
of discretion or error of law. Smith v. Smith, 749
A.2d 921, 924 (Pa. Super. 2000). The court began
its analysis with Wife’s claim for alimony. The court
noted that alimony is only a secondary remedy
available where economic justice and reasonable
needs cannot be achieved by any other means.
Tedorski v. Tedorski, 857 A.2d 194, 200 (Pa. Super.
2004). Additionally, the court relied on case law to
make clear that reasonable needs are determined
based on “the lifestyle and standard of living
established by the parties during the marriage,
as well as the payors’ ability to pay.” Id. The court
reiterated that an award of alimony will be affirmed
absent sufficient evidence or an abuse of discretion.
Jayne v. Jayne, 663 A.2d 169, 174 (Pa. Super. 1995).
The court wrote that when awarding alimony, all
relevant factors must be considered, including the
17 factors mandated by statute. Lawson v. Lawson,
940 A.2d 444, 447 (Pa. Super. 2007). The court
noted Husband is a college-educated sports writer
for the Post-Gazette and CBS, with an income of
over $160,000. Wife is a high school graduate who
worked as an income maintenance caseworker for the
state, with an income of over $44,500. Wife was 61
and Husband was 59. Additionally, the lower court
acknowledged Husband’s retirement was larger, the
couple had one adult child, the couple was married
for 26 years, and had a comfortable standard of living
that included annual Florida vacations and regularly
eating out. Although the Master denied Wife’s
alimony due to the retirement assets she is to receive,
the lower court noted that she did not have sufficient
employment to satisfy her needs.
Importantly, the Master found Wife’s
budget lacked credibility. The court noted that
despite being advisory, “[a] masters report and
recommendation…is to be given the fullest
consideration, particularly on the question of
credibility of witnesses, because the master
has the opportunity to observe and assess the
behavior and demeanor of the parties.” Childress v.
Bogosian, 12 A.3d 448, 455-456 (Pa. Super. 2011).
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

When determining credibility of the witness, the
court asserted that the lower court has the power
to “weigh the evidence and decide credibility
and th[e appellate c]ourt will not reverse those
determinations so long as they are supported by the
evidence.” Id. After reviewing the record, the court
determined that the lower court did not abuse its
discretion in refusing Wife alimony.
The court found that Wife’s budget exceeded
her monthly income plus APL. The court also noted
that the couple’s standard of living was not overly
extravagant, and Wife had sufficient employment
capable to satisfy her needs.
The court subsequently analyzed Wife’s
argument that when determining APL, the lower
court erred in projecting incomes for 2016 based
on pay stubs from the early months of 2015. Wife
alleged the lower court should have used the
actual incomes from 2015. Wife also claimed the
lower court failed to account for her mortgage
deviation pursuant to Pa.R.C.P. 1910.16-6(e), and
her unreimbursed medical expenses pursuant to
Pa.R.C.P. 1910-16-16(c). The court referred to the
Divorce Code to determine cases in which APL
is appropriate. 23 Pa.C.S. § 3702. As noted in case
law, APL is a temporary order granted during
the pendency of divorce to allow equal financial
continued on page 157
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resources for the dependent spouse to pursue the
divorce proceeding. Schenk v. Schenk, 880 A.2d
633, 644-645 (Pa. Super. 2005). The award of APL
is the sole discretion of the lower court, which
may be modified only by showing of a change of
circumstances by the moving party. Litmans v.
Litmans, 673 A.2d 382, 388 (Pa. Super. 1996). The
court also referred to Pa.R.C.P. 1910-16, which states
the amount of APL awarded is based on monthly
net income, calculated from monthly gross income,
which is based on “at least a six-month average of
all a party’s income.” The court additionally refers
to Pa.R.C.P. 1910.19(c), which requires a substantial
and material change in circumstances to allow any
changes in the amount of APL.
After a review of the record, the court found that
the Master and the lower court relied on five months of
pay stubs when they determined Husband’s projected
gross income for 2016. This reliance is a contradiction
to the six-month average requirement under Pa.R.C.P.
1910.16-2(a). Therefore, the court found that the
lower court abused its discretion in failing to follow
the appropriate calculation and reversed the denial
of Wife’s exception alleging an error in calculation.
Furthermore, the court remanded the matter to the
lower court for proper calculation.
The court additionally asserted that Wife’s
claim that the lower court failed to account for the
mortgage deviation and unreimbursed medical
expenses was waived on appeal. Pa.R.A.P. 302(a),
requires issues to be raised in the lower court or
deemed waived for appeal purposes. The court also
addressed Pa.R.C.P. 1920.55-2(b), which requires
each exception to a master’s report to be set forth
separately, precisely, and without discussion or
deemed waived on appeal. The court found Wife
failed to present the issue of the mortgage deviation
and unreimbursed medical expenses to the lower
court. Wife’s exception to the Master’s report in
regard to APL only referred to the calculation
of income. Therefore, the court asserted that the
additional claims with regard to APL were waived.
The court subsequently reviewed Wife’s
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

argument that the lower court improperly
distributed the marital estate. The court noted that
absent an abuse of discretion through clear and
convincing evidence, a lower courts division of
the marital estate will not be disrupted. Smith v.
Smith, 904 A.2d 15, 18 (Pa. Super. 2006) (quoting
McCoy v. McCoy, 888 A.2d 906, 908 (Pa. Super.
2005)). The court additionally adds that when
distributing the marital estate, the lower court
must look to the distribution scheme as a whole,
measuring the circumstances surrounding the case,
while also considering economic justice. Morgante
v. Morgante, 119 A.3d 382, 387 (Pa. Super. 2015)
(quoting Biese v. Biese, 979 A.2d 892, 895 (Pa.
Super. 2009)). The court also reiterated the policy
that the master’s report should be given the fullest
consideration on the credibility of witnesses, due
to the master’s opportunity to observe in real time.
Moran v. Moran, 839 A.2d 1091, 1095 (Pa. Super.
2003). A review of the record revealed Wife is
closer to retirement, the marital estate consisted
mainly of retirement accounts and two vehicles,
Husband had a better opportunity for future
employment, and the couple’s standard of living
consisted of an annual vacation and frequently
dining out. Upon review, the court found the lower
court did not abuse its discretion in awarding Wife
55% of the estate.
The court also found Wife failed to preserve her
argument regarding counsel fees for appellate review.
Wife’s exceptions to the Master’s Report claimed error
in an award to Husband for counsel fees, but failed to
mention the denial of counsel fees to her. Therefore,
the court found the issue to be waived.
Wife’s final argument is the lower court erred
in awarding counsel fees to Husband. The court
referred to 23 Pa.C.S. § 3702, which explains the
purpose of counsel fees is “to promote the fair
administration of justice by enabling the dependent
spouse to maintain or defend the divorce action
without being placed at a financial disadvantage.”
McCoy, 888 A.2d at 909 (quoting Tedorski, 857
A.2d at 201). In the instant case, counsel fees were
imposed pursuant to 42 Pa.C.S. § 2503(7), which
continued on page 158
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awards counsel fees against another party for
“dilatory, obdurate or vexatious conduct during
the pendency of a matter.” The court reiterated it
will not reverse such an award without an abuse of
discretion. O’Connell v. O’Connell, 597 A.2d 643, 647
(Pa. Super. 1991).
Upon review of the record, the court found
numerous incidents that made the award
appropriate. In particular, after separation Wife
failed to pay utility bills, mortgage loan payments,
and property taxes for the marital residence, which
caused Husband to pay substantial penalties. In the
sale of the residence, Wife declined a sale offer and
later halted the auction process. Therefore, the court
found the lower court did not abuse its discretion in
awarding counsel fees in this particular situation.
Author’s Comment
The court in the instant case makes it clear that
pursuant to an alimony determination, the court
must look to all the surrounding circumstances

to allow a just result. In this case, the court
denied alimony partially because of the Master’s
assessment that Wife’s budget lacked credibility.
When determining if circumstances render a
need for alimony, the courts will consider all
things presented, as well as reasonableness and
authenticity of the demand. This additional factor
is part of the underlying purpose that alimony is
for the purpose of economic justice and to meet
the reasonable needs of the dependent spouse. If a
budget presented seems excessive in comparison to
what the couple enjoyed during their married life,
a court will find it to be less than economically just
and more as a punishment to the other side. When
dealing with alimony, it is important to consider
the purpose of why alimony was created and ensure
your request coincides.
Andrew D. Yetzer is a 2018 graduate of Duquesne University School
of Law and awaiting the results of the PA Bar Examination, research
assistant to PBA Family Law Section and PA Family Lawyer and
judicial law clerk to the Warren County Court of Common Pleas.
yetzera@duq.edu

Pa Supreme Court Finds Reasonable Needs of the Child Are an
“Overarching Criteria” When Applying Support Guidelines Support
Guidelines In High-Income Cases
Hanrahan v. Bakker, 186 A.3d 958 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Andrew Yetzer
yetzera@duq.edu
Summary
Mother and Father, both attorneys, entered
a property settlement agreement (PSA) after
their divorce, which required child support to be
calculated every year and required either party
in breach to pay counsel fees for the enforcing
party. When Father had a substantial increase in
income, Father refused to pay the amount Mother
calculated, claiming that the amount exceeded
the reasonable needs of the children. Father also
requested a deviation from support for a voluntary
$2.5 million contribution to a non-grantor trust
for the benefit of the children. Mother brought
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

suit and requested counsel fees. After the appeals
process, the case rose to the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court. The Court held that reasonable needs
of the children are considered in high-income
cases, particularly through the required income
and expense statements that have lines for morespecific details. The Court also denied Husband
the right to use his voluntary trust contribution
as a deviation, for it would contradict the current
policy of prohibiting voluntary acts of deviation
in one’s support obligation. The Court lastly
found Mother was not entitled to counsel fees, for
continued on page 159
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Father still paid a substantial amount of support
during the time, and Father was contesting the
Pennsylvania Child Support Guidelines and not the
requirements of the PSA.
Factual and Procedural History
Mother and Father, both attorneys, were
married on November 14, 1992, and had
two children from the marriage. Father and
Mother were divorced by decree on July 9,
2009. Father and Mother previously entered a
property settlement agreement (PSA), which
was incorporated into the divorce decree. Under
the PSA, the parties agreed to exchange tax
information each year, as well as recalculate child
support each year based on the parties’ respective
net incomes. In the event of wrongdoing by
either party, the PSA requires the wrongdoer to
“bear the burden and obligation of any and all
costs and expenses and counsel fees incurred…
as well as the other party to the extent the other
party is successful.” Mother calculated the
support calculations herself each year, which
she claimed were based on the first two parts of
the calculation outlined in Pa.R.C.P. 1910.163.1(a). Although Father disagreed with Mother’s
calculations, he continued to pay the amounts
based on her calculations.
In 2012, Father’s income jumped substantially
to $15,500,000, while Mother’s was $105,000. In
the same year, Father deposited $2.5 million in
an irrevocable non-grantor trust for the benefit of
the children. Father additionally paid $700,000 in
2013 toward the children’s private school tuition
and camps. In 2013, Father wrote a letter to Mother
stating that due to his substantial increase in
income, the regular preliminary calculation would
exceed the reasonable needs of the children, and
therefore would pay the monthly child support
payment calculated in the previous support year.
On December 20, 2013, Mother filed a petition
to enforce the PSA and divorce decree. After
motions for reconsideration, Delaware County
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Judge William C. Mackrides’ second order rejected
Father’s claim that an analysis of the reasonable
needs of the children was required in applying
the high-income guidelines for child support
calculation. Furthermore, the trial court held that
the reasonable needs analysis was eliminated from
the child support guidelines. The trial court also
permitted a deviation from support for Father’s
voluntary contribution of $2.5 million to a trust on
behalf of the children. The trial court lastly denied
counsel fees to both parties, claiming both parties
had “flawed” arguments, and that Father continued
to pay a substantial amount of support to Mother
for the year in issue.
Father and Mother appealed to the Superior
Court. Father argued the trial court erred in
concluding that analysis of the reasonable needs
was eliminated from the child support guidelines.
Mother argued the trial court erred in finding
Father was entitled to a deviation based on his trust
contribution, as well as denying Mother counsel fees
under the PSA. In a split three-judge panel decision,
the Superior Court (Ford Elliott, P.J.E., Dubow, J.
and Jenkins, J.) affirmed in part and reversed and
remanded in part. The Superior Court found the trial
court did not err in refusing to conduct a reasonable
needs analysis of the children. Judge Dubow for
the Superior Court highlighted the comments the
PA Supreme Court made regarding the support
guidelines, including that guidelines were intended
to “treat similarly situated parties similarly,” and that
high-income child support cases will no longer be
decided, pursuant to Melzer v. Witsberger, 480 A.2d
991 (Pa. 1984) and Hanrahan v. Bakker, 151 A.3d
195, 206-207 (quoting PaR.C.P. 1910.16-3.1 Ex. Cmt.
2010). Therefore, the Superior Court rejected Father’s
argument that replacement of the Melzer analysis
with the three-step process of Rule 1910.16-3.1 did
not eliminate the reasonable needs analysis. The
Superior Court held that under 23 Pa.C.S. § 4322, the
guidelines are based in part on reasonable need, that
reasonable need is based primarily on net income
and earning capacity of the parties, with deviations,
and it is a rebuttable presumption that the award
continued on page 160
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determined is the correct amount. The Superior
Court also noted that “reasonable needs” is not a
factor listed as consideration in the list of factors
under Pa.R.C.P. 1910-16-5(b).
The Superior Court also referred to the PA
Supreme Court case, Ball v. Minnick, 648 A.2d 1192
(Pa. 1994), where the PA Supreme Court rejected the
argument that a deviation should be permitted when
the basic needs of the children may allegedly be met
through a payment less than the guidelines require.
The Superior Court also cited Arbet v. Arbet, 863 A.2d
34 (Pa. Super. 2004), where the court rejected the
request to use the Melzer analysis in every case, and
held the Rules make clear the amount of support as a
result of the guidelines is presumed to be appropriate.
The Superior Court additionally stated that despite
both cases being standard, and not high-income
support cases, the case law still applied in this case.
The Superior Court also held the trial court
abused its discretion in determining Father’s
voluntary trust contribution entitled him to a
deviation. The Superior Court held that a parent’s
obligation to support is independent of the
minor’s assets and based on the extent a parent
can reasonably provide. The Superior Court cited
Portugal v. Portugal, 798 A.2d 246 (Pa. Super. 2002),
which held a father’s contribution to a voluntary
401(k) constituted income for support purposes,
and therefore Father’s contribution in the instant
case, should be calculated similarly.

With regard to counsel fees, the Superior Court
held the trial abused its discretion since Father was
the breaching party after sending Mother the letter
refusing to pay based on the guidelines, and therefore
Mother should be entitled to counsel fees for enforcing
the PSA. The court also deemed that the denial of
fees due to “flawed arguments” was improper. In
dissent, Judge Jenkins claimed the court’s reliance on
Portugal was misplaced, because Father’s contribution
to the trust was included in the income calculation.
Judge Jenkins also dissented that the Superior Court’s
deviation was not due to the children’s assets, but
because Father chose to give a significant contribution
to the children’s futures, which was in their best
interest. Father appealed on the following issues:
1) Whether the Superior Court erred in
affirming the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s
high-income support guidelines
2) Whether the trial court abused its discretion
in granting a deviation for Father’s
contribution to an irrevocable non-grantor
trust for the children, and did the Superior
Court err in ruling a voluntary contribution
to a trust can never be a relevant factor in
determining child support
3) Whether the Superior Court departed from
judicial practice when it held the trial court
abused its discretion in denying Mother
counsel fees.
Pennsylvania Supreme Court Analysis
The PA Supreme Court Panel (Saylor, C.J., Baer,
Todd, Donohue, Doughtery, Wecht, and Mundy,
JJ.), per Justice Baer, vacated and remanded the
Superior Court’s rulings in this case. The Court held
that a review of child support awards is conducted
for the presence of an abuse of discretion. Maher v.
Maher, 835 A.2d 1281, 1283 (Pa. 2003). An abuse of
discretion is found by the Court when its exercise
in judgment is manifestly unreasonable or the
decision results in prejudice, bias, partiality, or ill
will. Id. The Court also notes a support order will
not be disrupted absent a failure to consider the
continued on page 161
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requirements of the Rules involving support actions.
Ball, 648 A.2d at 1196. The standard of review was
asserted as de novo.
The Court began by providing a history of
child support calculations. The Court addressed
the calculus presented in Melzer, which included a
determination of reasonable needs of the children
and abilities of the parents to provide support. 480
A.2d at 995-996. Upon federal and state regulation
of the guidelines, 23 Pa.C.S. § 4322, the guidelines
determine amounts based on reasonable needs of
the child and the ability of the obligor to pay based
on net incomes, earning capacities, with allowable
deviations for extraordinary expenses. The Court
asserted a strong presumption that the amount of
support calculated by the guidelines is presumed
to be the appropriate amount. Deviation from said
amount is only permitted in special circumstances.
The Court also noted the deviation factors in
the guidelines were the only ones to be considered,
all factors should be considered, and no factor is
dispositive. Therefore, the Court held in Ball that
deviating from the guidelines because the basic
needs of the children fell below the calculated
amount was improper for deviation purposes. The
reasoning set forth was that support obligations
were based not only on the basic needs of the child,
but any expenditure that would further child’s
welfare. Therefore, unless the child enjoys an
unreasonably high standard of living, the amount of
support is based on a parent’s ability to pay rather
than what is essential for the child to promote their
general welfare. In Ball, the Court additionally
added that the guidelines have the reasonable needs
of the child already factored, such that the calculated
amount is presumed to meet the reasonable needs
of the child. The guidelines were meant to eliminate
a case-by-case analysis but assume initially the
amount necessary meets the reasonable needs.
After Ball, the high-end income guidelines were
adopted in 2010 at Rule 1910,16-3.1 to supplant
Melzer. In this formula, the court calculates the
basic child support amount to be apportioned.
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Here, the court takes the applicable basic support
obligation and adds a specific percentage of CMNI
above $30,000. Then, after the support amount is
determined, adjustments are made for substantial or
majority custody and allocations of other expenses.
The court then looks to the deviation factors in
Rule 1910.16-5. In high-income cases, income and
expense statements should be considered.
In the instant case, while it is clear Mezler is no
longer used due to the creation of the guidelines,
the Court held that the consideration of a child’s
reasonable needs is not eliminated. The Court noted
economic data determined that the proportion of
household spending on children is directly related
to household income and the number of children,
which is then reflected in the standard support
guidelines. The Court further acknowledged that in
high-income cases, the economic studies, although
theoretically tied, are not actually tied to the
reasonable needs of the child, since it is not tethered
to evidence-based economic data. Therefore, the
Court held that to deal with this shortcoming,
the court must engage in additional scrutiny. This
scrutiny is included in the high-income guidelines
that require income and expense statements to be
considered in the deviation factors.
continued on page 162
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Although “reasonable needs” is not specifically
stated, the Court found it to be an overarching
criterion determined through stated factors such as
children’s ages, standard of living, and overall best
interest. The expense statements in high-income
cases are much more detailed than in standard
income cases, for they require columns for child’s
monthly expenses, parent’s monthly expenses,
as well as lines for clothing, groceries, children’s
parties, and pet expenses. Thus, the Court found
that the courts should consider the deviation factors
as necessarily implicating the reasonable needs of
the children, and the courts should use the expense
reports in considering those factors to arrive at an
amount that adequately accounts for the children’s
reasonable needs. The Court additionally held that
Ball and Arbet are not applicable to high-income
cases, for there is no valid income data establishing
that any child reasonably needs the amount of
support awarded under the formula.
Although high-income guidelines may yield
different results for different families, the Court held
that application of such the use of deviation factors
and income and expense statements are warranted
for couples that have a combined net income that
exceeds $30,000 per month. The Court stressed that
after the use of deviation factors and income and
expense statements, the trier of fact should determine
whether there should be a deviation from the
calculated amount. Therefore, the Court asserted that
the Superior Court erred in holding that the trial court
properly awarded a support award based on the highincome guidelines without partaking in a separate and
discrete analysis of the children’s reasonable needs.
The Court next analyzed whether Father’s trust
contribution should be included as a deviation. Per
Section 4322, deviations from the guidelines are “for
unusual needs, extraordinary expenses, and other
factors such as the parties’ assets, as warrant special
attention.” The Court held that a parent’s voluntary
contribution to a trust is not a special circumstance
rendering the calculated amount unjust. The Court
further held by allowing such would be to permit an
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

obligor to voluntarily reduce his support obligation.
The Court referred to various persuasive authority,
which conclude that an obligor’s unilateral voluntary
attempts to reduce his support obligations are
disfavored with the courts. See Portugal, 798 A.2d
246; MacKinley v. Messerschmidt, 814 A.2d 680 (Pa.
Super. 2002); Sutliff v. Sutliff, 528 A.2d 1318 (Pa. Super.
1987). These persuasive cases further demonstrate that
money available to the obligor should be available for
immediate needs of the children. Therefore, the Court
affirmed the Superior Court’s decision that the trial
court erred in considering the trust contribution to be
a deviating factor in Father’s support obligation.
Lastly, the Court addressed whether Mother
should be awarded counsel fees. The Court made
clear that marital settlement agreements are
governed by contract law, and therefore the intent
of the parties should be followed in the court’s
interpretation of the agreement. Kripp v. Kripp,
849 A.2d 1159, 1163 (Pa. 2004). The parties’ PSA
specifically required the wrongdoer to “bear the
burden and obligation of any and all costs and
expenses and counsel fees incurred by himself or
herself as well as to the other party to the extent
the other party is successful in enforcing his or
her rights under this [PSA].” Therefore, the Court
found the Superior Court erred in determining that
Father breached the PSA and is therefore obligated
to pay Mother’s counsel fees. As interpreted by the
Court, Father’s letter to Mother informed her of
his objection to the calculations of support under
Mother’s interpretation. Therefore, the Court did
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not find Father’s disagreement to be against the
“Pennsylvania Guidelines” as required by the PSA,
only a challenge to Mother’s interpretation of the
guidelines. Additionally, the Court also found
after this decision that Mother was no longer the
successful party, as this Court did not agree with the
prior interpretations of the guidelines by the lower
courts. Therefore, the Court found the Superior
Court erred in reversing the trial court’s amended
order that denied Mother’s claim for counsel fees.
In a concurring opinion, Justice Wecht found
the reasonable needs consideration was rooted in
the text of the deviation factors rather than simply
as an overarching theme. Justice Wecht pointed to
the standard-of-living factor that would necessarily
determine a child’s reasonable needs. The
standard of living would then be a determination
by the trier of fact upon the development of
proper evidence presented by both sides. The
detailed expense statement also holds sufficient
information necessary for consideration of the
child’s reasonable needs by including amounts
spent on tutoring, camp, haircare, vacations, gifts,
clothing, and the like. Justice Wecht also noted that
when a parent experiences a substantial increase
in income, the expense statements may not

completely reflect recent developments in a child’s
reasonable needs. Therefore, the trial court should
use its discretion to address such needs to protect
from transferring a complete windfall.
See PBI Webinar High-Income Child Support
Post-Hanrahan 2018
Author’s Comment
In the instant case, the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court performed a detailed analysis of whether the
reasonable needs of children are a required factor in
determining the amount of support in high-income
cases. The Court provided a detailed history in its
opinion, which is briefly summarized in this case
note, to provide a better understanding of how the
guidelines came to be founded as the law today.
Although not specifically noted, the Court held the
reasonable needs of children are an “overarching
criteria” in the guidelines themselves, through other
facts such as children’s age, standard of living, as well
as the submission of income and expense reports.
The Court made clear that the determination of
children’s reasonable needs is part of the underlying
purpose of the guidelines. These previously listed
requirements and factors help form the idea of what
those reasonable needs of the particular children
are. Rule 1910.16-3.1(a)(3) require the trier of fact to
consider the deviation factors in high-income cases.
Due to the lack of economic data to provide
more-efficient results in high-income cases,
reasonable needs of the children are even more
pertinent in these cases. The Court’s strong emphasis
on the importance of such budgetary reports
should alert attorneys when working with clients
in high-income support situations. When helping
a client in a high-income support situation, the
attorney should keep in mind the purpose of such
documentation is to allow the court to understand
the reasonable needs of the children.
Andrew D. Yetzer is a 2018 graduate of Duquesne University School
of Law and awaiting the results of the PA Bar Examination, research
assistant to PBA Family Law Section and PA Family Lawyer and
judicial law clerk to the Warren County Court of Common Pleas.
yetzera@duq.edu
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Pa Superior Court Requires Both Volitional Refusal and Wrongful
Intent for a Finding of Contempt
Thomas v. Thomas, 2018 WL 3737617 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Andrew Yetzer
yetzera@duq.edu
Summary
Pursuant to a divorced couple’s settlement
agreement, Husband agreed to transfer a total of
$575,000 to Wife broken down from various specified
sources. Months later, Wife filed an Emergency
Petition for Contempt and to Enforce the agreement,
since Husband failed to make the adequate payments.
Husband was ordered to pay Wife $62,000 in cash,
which Husband failed to do until a second order
was issued. On appeal, the PA Superior Court found
contempt against Husband was appropriate as he
had notice of the order, had the ability to pay, and
his refusal to pay was interpreted by the court as
volitional and done by wrongful intent.
Factual and Procedural History\
The parties were divorced pursuant to a Divorce
Decree on January 11, 2016, which incorporated a
settlement agreement (“PSA”) placed on the record
prior to Equitable Distribution. Under the PSA,
Husband agreed to transfer a total of $575,000 in
assets to his Wife, broken down as follows:
• $50,000 in accounts or assets Wife received as
of the date of PSA on December 17, 2015
• one half of Husband’s TD IRA account in the
amount of $101,000
• one half of Husband’s TIAA-CREF account in
the mount of $35,000
• three-fourths of the parties’ joint TD stock
account in the amount of $270,000
• the remaining $119,000 payment.
On July 21, 2016, Wife filed an Emergency
Petition for Contempt of Court and to Enforce
Property Settlement Agreement, where Wife alleged
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

that Husband failed to adhere to the PSA. On
September 13, 2016, Husband filed an Answer to
Petition, as well as a Counterclaim, where Husband
asserted the required transfers were completed.
After an emergency hearing on September 15, 2016,
the lower court determined that Wife received the
following: (1) $100,000.00 in cash, (2) $101,000.00
representing one-half of the TD IRA account,
and (3) $273,422.57 which represents 100% of the
parties’ joint TD stock account. Therefore, Wife
received a total of $474,422.57, of the required
$575,000.00. As of the date of the hearing, the
parties had not finalized a QDRO with regard
to Husband’s TIAA-CREF account, which was
anticipated to have an approximate value between
$35,000-$37,000.
On September 16, 2016, the lower court ordered
Husband to pay Wife $62,000 in cash within 30
days. This payment would result in a balance of
$38,577.43 to be paid from Husband’s TIAA-CREF
account via a QRDO. If one-half of the account
exceeded the balance required, Wife was required to
pay the excess to Husband within 30 days, so Wife is
paid only the required total amount of $575,000.00.
Husband’s appeal of the Order was denied due to
failure to file a timely appellate brief. On November
23, 2016, Wife filed a second Emergency Petition for
Contempt to Enforce the PSA, where Wife alleged
that Husband was in contempt of previous Order by
failing to pay the $62,000.00 in cash.
On December 2, 2016, Wife filed a Petition for
Special Relief where she requested the court permit
each party to claim one child as a tax exemption.
Husband filed an Answer and Counterclaim, and
later filed an Addendum to the Counterclaim.
Following a hearing on February 23, 2017, the
continued on page 165
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lower court found Husband in contempt because
he failed to pay any of the $62,000 he was ordered
to pay. On March 2, 2017, the lower court issued
an order directing Husband to pay the $62,000 to
Wife’s counsel no later than noon on March 3, 2017.
Wife’s counsel received a cashier’s check for the
required amount in the afternoon of March 2, 2017.
On March 27, 2017, Montgomery County Judge
Rhonda Lee Daniele denied Husband’s Motion for
Reconsideration. On March 31, 2017, Husband
filed the instant appeal. On appeal, Husband raised
numerous issues summarized as follows.
1) Wife falsely testified to an incorrect value
of the parties’ joint TD stock account,
which resulted in her receiving an excess of
$25,000. Therefore, Husband believed the
lower court erred in failing to consider Wife’s
misrepresentation and allowing her second
petition for contempt.
2) Husband’s former counsel stipulated to the
incorrect amount, and therefore Husband
believed the lower court erred in allowing
the stipulation to defeat the claim against
Wife for “unclean hands” and allow her to
profit from her deceit.
3) The lower court erred in awarding excessive
and unwarranted counsel fees.
4) Husband insisted the lower court’s bias
against him played a part in the sanctions,
thereby believed the Superior Court should
vacate the contempt order and remand for a
new hearing where he can present evidence
of Wife’s false testimony.
Superior Court Analysis
The Superior Court Panel (Gantman, P.J.,
Shogan, J., and Platt, J.), per President Judge
Gantman affirmed the lower court’s decision. In
making its decision, the court reviewed an award
of contempt sanctions in the form of counsel fees
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

for an abuse of discretion. Mrozek v. James, 780
A.2d 670, 674 (Pa. Super. 2001). In determining the
appropriateness of civil contempt, the court placed
a strong reliance on the lower court’s discretion, as
“[e]ach court is the exclusive judge of contempts
against its process.” Harcar v. Harcar, 982 A.2d 1230,
1234 (Pa. Super. 2009). Therefore, the court will not
disrupt such discretion absent an abuse of discretion
or error of law. Mrozek, 780 A.2d at 673.
In making its determination, the court relied
on the factors set out in MacDougall v. MacDougall,
which requires a party requesting contempt to prove
the following: “(1) the contemnor had notice of the
specific order or decree which he is alleged to have
disobeyed, (2) the act constituting the contemnor’s
violation was volitional; and (3) the contemnor acted
with wrongful intent.” 49 A.3d 890, 892 (Pa. Super.
2012). Mere noncompliance with a court order is not
enough to permit civil contempt. Habjan v. Habjan,
73 A.3d 630, 637 (Pa. Super. 2013). The court held the
contemnor had the burden of proving the affirmative
defense that he lacked the ability to comply not due to
any actions of the contemnor himself. Cunningham
v. Cunningham, 182 A.3d 464, 471 (Pa. Super. 2018).
The court additionally acknowledged that counsel
fees are an appropriate sanction for civil contempt, for
the purpose of reimbursement of an innocent litigant
for litigation expenses resulting from opposing party’s
conduct. Sutch v. Roxborough Memorial Hospital, 142
A.3d 38, 69 (Pa. Super. 2016). Fees can be coercive
and compensatory in nature, but not punitive. Id.
The court found all three factors were met in the
instant case for the finding of contempt. The court
held Husband had notice of the Order requiring
him to pay Wife $62,000.00 in cash when he was
provided with a copy. The court found Husband’s
failure to pay was volitional and with wrongful
intent. The court further stated Husband’s ability
to pay was evident from testimony where Husband
stated he could transfer stock or borrow the money.
Additionally, the court noted Husband paid Wife
soon after he was notified of the possibility of
imprisonment. After finding Husband failed to
make a good-faith effort to pay Wife in the 30 days,
continued on page 166
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the court affirmed the contempt order on Husband.
The court refused to address the claim of Wife’s
false testimony, counsel’s alleged unauthorized
stipulation, and the court’s purported bias due to
failure to file a timely appellate brief. Additionally,
the court held Wife’s evidence presented at the
contempt proceeding showed more than mere noncompliance. Therefore, the court rejected Husband’s
attempt to use his lost claims as defenses against
the contempt order. The court also distinguished
Husband’s reliance on Sutch, where the court
reversed an award for counsel fees due to a lack of
record or factual support to permit the designated
amount. Sutch, supra at 79. In the instant case, the
court found Wife had a basis to support the amount
requested in counsel fees based on the accounting
provided showing a reasonable hourly rate charged
for prosecuting Wife’s contempt claim.
The court also found Husband’s computer data
claim was also a failed defense to Wife’s contempt

petition. The parties stipulated that Wife would
deliver her laptop computer, and their daughter’s
cell phone, to Springboard Media so any personal
data of Husband’s would be removed. Although
Wife did bring both items to Springboard, they
do not offer such services. Therefore, the court
acknowledged Wife complied with the stipulation to
the best of her ability and Springboard’s inability to
remove data was not a valid defense against Wife’s
contempt petition. The court additionally noted
Husband failed to preserve the claim for appellate
review. Although the court is willing to construe the
pleadings and motions of pro se litigants liberally,
the court refused to provide a special benefit
because of Husband’s pro se status.
Author’s Comment
The court conducts an analysis on the
appropriateness of contempt sanctions, which
require notice of the order, and a voluntary refusal
with wrongful intent. The voluntary refusal is not
required to be proven directly, but can be inferred
by the circumstances. In this situation, Husband
not only paid soon after an order threatening prison
time was issued, but also made various comments
that he could borrow money from family or transfer
stock to obtain the required amount. Although
Husband did not directly state he refused to pay,
the court found the various testimony to show
Husband indeed had the ability. Therefore, his
refusal was volitional and with wrongful intent.
When requesting sanctions, it is pertinent to show
the party is not merely failing to comply with an
order of the court. The court made clear this is not
enough. A voluntary refusal and wrongful intent are
needed. Hence, when filing a motion for sanctions,
it is important to be prepared with at the very least
circumstantial evidence to provide the court with
proof that the other party is purposefully ignoring
the order, despite the ability to comply.
Andrew D. Yetzer is a 2018 graduate of Duquesne University School
of Law and awaiting the results of the PA Bar Examination, research
assistant to PBA Family Law Section and PA Family Lawyer and
judicial law clerk to the Warren County Court of Common Pleas.
yetzera@duq.edu
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Pa Superior Court Refused to Re-Open Divorce Decree
Based on Unilateral Mistake
Bardine v. Bardine, 2018 WL 3651451 (Pa. Super. 2018)
by Andrew Yetzer
yetzera@duq.edu
Summary
Upon their divorce, Husband and Wife agreed
to equally divide Husband’s monthly pension
payments without knowing the specific value at the
time of the marriage settlement agreement. Wife
based her anticipation of the value on a document
titled Kmart Pension Benefit Calculation Summary.
When Wife learned the actual payment was lower
than expected, she filed for permanent alimony. The
lower court vacated the divorce decree and modified
the marriage settlement agreement. On appeal,
Husband claimed the lower court erred in vacating
the divorce decree and modifying the marriage
settlement agreement outside the 30-day allowance
period. The Court held the rule for opening a
divorce decree with intrinsic fraud is 30 days, and
with extrinsic fraud is five years. The Court found
Husband neither prepared the document that Wife
relied upon, nor did he hinder any information
which he was privy. Therefore, Husband’s action did
not constitute fraud and thus, the lower court erred
in vacating the divorce decree and modifying the
marriage settlement agreement.
Factual and Procedural History
Husband and Wife were married on September
4, 1976. Husband subsequently filed for divorce
on November 5, 2009. At the Master’s hearing in
August 2012, Husband and Wife agreed to equally
divide Husband’s monthly payment benefit from
Husband’s Kmart Corporation Employee Pension.
At the time of the hearing, the monthly payment
was not designated as a specific sum or value. The
agreement was incorporated into the parties’ final
marital settlement agreement. Wife’s exceptions
to the Master’s Report, and Recommendations
made no mention of the pension payments. On
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

December 19, 2012, the divorce decree was entered
that incorporated the parties’ marital settlement
agreement, including the equal division of
Husband’s monthly pension payments.
While preparing a QDRO, the parties learned
they would each receive $480.52 per month
from Husband’s monthly pension payments.
On November 14, 2013, Wife filed a petition for
permanent alimony seeking an additional $314.50
per month. Wife claimed she anticipated receiving
$788.05 and relied on that sum in their negotiations
for the marriage settlement agreement. Due to
lengthy failed negotiations, a hearing was held on
October 20, 2016. Following the hearing, Blair
County Judge Daniel J. Milliron vacated the divorce
decree and modified the marriage settlement
agreement by requiring Husband to pay Wife an
additional monthly payment of $157.25. The court
additionally retained oversight of the agreement due
to Husband’s fraud and the parties’ mutual mistake.
Husband appealed to the PA Superior Court to
challenge whether it is an abuse of discretion for the
lower court to vacate a divorce decree and modify
the marriage settlement agreement outside the 30day allowance period without a proper basis.
Superior Court Analysis
The Superior Court Panel (Bowes, J., Olson, J.,
and Kunselman, J.), per Judge Olson, reversed and
remanded the lower court’s decision to vacate the
divorce decree and modify the marriage settlement
agreement for the following reasons: The court
relied on 23 Pa.C.S.A. § 3332, which sets forth the
requirements and constraints on a court’s ability
to open a divorce decree. The statute allows a
motion to open the divorce decree within 30 days,
continued on page 168
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where intrinsic fraud or new evidence is presented.
Additionally, a motion to vacate the decree must
be made within five years if the attack is based on
extrinsic fraud. Fenstermaker v. Fenstermaker, 502
A.2d 185, 188 (Pa. Super. 1985). The court held
the purpose of the section 3332 “was to codify the
extraordinary circumstances which will outweigh
the interests of the parties and the court in finality,
and to delimit the time periods which within such
circumstances must be established.” Anderson v.
Anderson, 544 A.2d 501, 505 (Pa. Super. 1988). Wife’s
challenge of the marriage settlement agreement
was 11 months after entry of the divorce decree on
December 19, 2012. Therefore, the court held Wife’s
petition for permanent alimony was untimely, and
that the lower court lacked the proper authority to
open the divorce decree based on intrinsic fraud.
The court relied on the PA Supreme Court
definition of extrinsic fraud as an “act or conduct
of the prevailing party which prevented a fair
submission of the controversy,” such as “keeping
the defeated party away from court by false promise
of compromise, or fraudulently keeping him in
ignorance of the action.” McEvoy v. Quaker City Cab
Co., 110 A. 366, 368 (Pa. 1920). Therefore, the court
concluded Husband’s actions neither constituted
extrinsic fraud nor prevented Wife a fair hearing.
The court noted that Wife based her reliance on
a specific sum based on a document titled Kmart
Pension Benefit Calculation Summary. Additionally,
the court acknowledged neither Wife nor her
counsel stated that the settlement agreement was
contingent on a specific term or reliance on the
document. Furthermore, Wife admitted to receiving
a full and complete disclosure of all marital assets,
that the agreement was a full and final settlement of
the marital property issues, and that she approved
of the settlement. The court also found Wife did
not allege Husband participated in the creation of
the document, nor did she allege any doubts of the
document’s accuracy. Wife also failed to allege any
fraudulent acts by Husband to lower the monthly
pension payments. Therefore, the court asserted that
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Husband made a full and complete disclosure of
all facts that were within his knowledge. The court
therefore concluded that the lower court lacked
authority to vacate the divorce decree due to a lack
of evidentiary basis for extrinsic fraud.
The court also rejected Wife’s claim of mutual
mistake of fact to justify the court’s decision. The
court relied on prior case law to assert that mutual
mistake of fact “is not equivalent to new evidence
that will sustain an attack on the validity of [a]
decree” within the 30 days of entry of the decree.
Holteen v. Holteen, 605 A.2d 1275, 1276 (Pa. Super.
1992). Therefore, the Superior Court found the
lower court erred in using mutual mistake of fact as
justification to open the divorce decree and modify
the marriage settlement agreement.
Author’s Comment
The Superior Court declined to allow Wife’s
blind reliance on a document, prepared without any
influence from her Husband, as an excuse to re-open
the divorce decree by extrinsic fraud. This case makes
clear that re-opening of a divorce decree based upon
unilateral mistake is not the law when the mistake
was made by the proponent of vacating a decree
or order. When negotiating a marriage settlement
agreement your client must be aware of all the income
streams and assets at stake. It is clear from this case
that a client should not be advised to place reliance on
a document or other means of information without
an understanding of the impact of the document.
Wife or her counsel should have contacted the
administrator of the pension plan to provide a report
of Husband’s pension payment during negotiations.
Therefore, as attorneys negotiate such agreements,
it is important to be aware of what the client’s needs
are, as well as their expectations. A client’s inaccurate
expectancies could result in a disappointing outcome
without the ability of proper resolution.
Andrew D. Yetzer is a 2018 graduate of Duquesne University School
of Law and awaiting the results of the PA Bar Examination, research
assistant to PBA Family Law Section and PA Family Lawyer and
judicial law clerk to the Warren County Court of Common Pleas.
yetzera@duq.edu
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Private Life Insurance Beneficiary Designation
Invalidated by Revocation-On-Divorce Statute
Does Not Violate Contracts Clause Of U.S. Constitution
Sveen et al. v. Melin, 584 U.S. ____ (2018)
by David S. Pollock
dpollock@pollockbegg.com
On appeal from the 8th Circuit, the U. S. Supreme
Court (Kagan, J., delivered the opinion of the Court,
in which Roberts, C. J.; and Kennedy, Thomas,
Ginsburg, Breyer, Alito, and Sotomayor, JJ., joined.
Gorsuch, J., filed a dissenting opinion.) Judge Kagan
commenced by writing:
A Minnesota law provides that “the dissolution
or annulment of a marriage revokes any revocable []
beneficiary designation[] made by an individual to the
individual’s former spouse.” Minn. Stat. § 524.2–804
(2016). That statute establishes a default rule for use
when Minnesotans divorce. If one spouse has made
the other the beneficiary of a life insurance policy or
similar asset, their divorce automatically revokes that
designation—on the theory that the policyholder
would want that result. But if he does not, the
policyholder may rename the ex-spouse as beneficiary.
We consider here whether applying Minnesota’s
automatic-revocation rule to a beneficiary designation
made before the statute’s enactment violates the
Contracts Clause of the Constitution. We hold it does
not. All good trust-and-estate lawyers know that “[d]
eath is not the end; there remains the litigation over the
estate.” The Collected Works of Ambrose Bierce 365
(1911). That epigram, beyond presaging this case, helps
explain the statute at its center. The legal system has
long used default rules to resolve estate litigation in a
way that conforms to decedents’ presumed intent.”
Similar to 20 PA CSA Section 6111.1, Minnesota
enacted a statute providing that “the dissolution or
annulment of a marriage revokes any revocable...
beneficiary designation…made by an individual to
the individual’s former spouse.” Minn. Stat. § 524.2–
804 (2016). Pursuant to this 2002 statute, and similar
to the Pennsylvania statute, if one spouse has made
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

the other the beneficiary of a life insurance policy
or similar asset, their divorce automatically revokes
that designation so that the insurance proceeds
will instead go to the contingent beneficiary or the
policyholder’s estate upon his death. “The law does
this on the theory that the policyholder would want
that result. But if he does not, he may rename the exspouse as beneficiary.”
Ex-Husband and Ex-Wife were married in
1997, and in 1998, he purchased a life insurance
policy, naming her as the primary beneficiary and
designating his two children from a prior marriage,
petitioners herein, as contingent beneficiaries. The
marriage ended in 2007, but the divorce decree made
no mention of the insurance policy, and Ex-Husband
took no action to revise his beneficiary designations.
After he died in 2011, his children and Ex-Wife made
competing claims to the insurance proceeds. The
children argued that under Minnesota’s “revocationon-divorce law,” their father’s divorce canceled ExWife’s beneficiary designation, leaving them as the
rightful recipients. Ex-Wife claimed that because
the law did not exist when the policy was purchased
and she was named as the primary beneficiary,
applying the later-enacted law to the policy violated
the Constitution’s Contracts Clause. The District
Court awarded the insurance money to the children,
and Ex-Wife appealed. The Eighth Circuit reversed,
holding that the retroactive application of Minnesota’s
law violated the Contracts Clause.
The retroactive application of Minnesota’s
statute does not violate the Contracts Clause. That
Clause restricts the power of States to disrupt
contractual arrangements, but it does not prohibit
all laws affecting pre-existing contracts, see El Paso

continued on page 170
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v. Simmons, 379 U. S. 497, 506–507. The two-step
test for determining when such a law crosses the
constitutional line first asks whether the state law
has “operated as a substantial impairment of a
contractual relationship.” Allied Structural Steel Co.
v. Spannaus, 438 U. S. 234, 244. In answering that
question, the Court has considered the extent to
which the law undermines the contractual bargain,
interferes with a party’s reasonable expectations,
and prevents the party from safeguarding or
reinstating his rights. See id., at 246; El Paso,
379 U. S., at 514–515; Texaco, Inc. v. Short, 454
U. S. 516, 531. If such factors show a substantial
impairment, the inquiry turns to whether the state
law is drawn in an “appropriate” and “reasonable”
way to advance “a significant and legitimate public
purpose.” Energy Reserves Group, Inc. v. Kansas
Power & Light Co., 459 U. S. 400, 411–412. The
Court stops after the first step here, because three
aspects of Minnesota’s law, taken together, show
that the law does not substantially impair preexisting contractual arrangements.
First, the law is designed to reflect a policyholder’s
intent—and so to support, rather than impair, the
contractual scheme. It applies a prevalent legislative
presumption that a divorcee would not want his
former partner to benefit from his life insurance
policy and other will substitutes. Thus, the law often
honors, not undermines, the intent of the only
contracting party to care about the beneficiary term.
Second, the law is unlikely to disturb any
policyholder’s expectations at the time of contracting,
because an insured cannot reasonably rely on a
beneficiary designation staying in place after a
divorce. Divorce courts have wide discretion to divide
property upon dissolution of a marriage, including
by revoking spousal beneficiary designations in
life insurance policies or by mandating that such
designations remain. Because a life insurance
purchaser cannot know what will happen to that
policy in the event of a divorce, his reliance interests
are next to nil. And that fact cuts against providing
protection under the Contracts Clause.
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Last, the law supplies a mere default rule, which
the policyholder can undo in a moment. If the law’s
presumption about what an insured wants after
divorcing is wrong, the insured may overthrow it
simply by sending a change-of-beneficiary form to his
insurer. This Court has long held that laws imposing
such minimal paperwork burdens do not violate
the Contracts Clause. It has repeatedly sustained
so-called recording statutes, which extinguish
contractual interests unless timely recorded at
government offices. See Jackson v. Lamphire, 3 Pet.
280; Vance v. Vance, 108 U. S. 514; Texaco, Inc. v.
Short, 454 U. S. 516. The Court has also upheld laws
mandating other kinds of notifications or filings
against Contracts Clause attack. See Curtis v. Whitney,
13 Wall. 68; Gilfillan v. Union Canal Co. of Pa., 109 U.
S. 401; Conley v. Barton, 260 U. S. 677.
The Minnesota law places no greater
obligation on a contracting party than these
laws—while imposing a lesser penalty for
noncompliance. Filing a change-of-beneficiary
continued on page 171
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form is as easy as satisfying the paperwork
requirements that this Court’s prior cases
approved. And if an insured wants his ex-spouse
to stay as beneficiary but does not send in his
form, the result is only that the insurance money
is redirected to his contingent beneficiaries, not
that his contractual rights are extinguished.
Under prior Minnesota law, a divorce alone did
not affect a beneficiary designation—but a particular
divorce decree could do so. In contrast to the old
law, Minnesota’s new revocation-on-divorce statute
starts from another baseline: the cancellation, rather
than continuation, of a beneficiary designation. The
law provides that “the dissolution or annulment
of a marriage revokes any revocable[] disposition,
beneficiary designation, or appointment of property
made by an individual to the individual’s former
spouse in a governing instrument.” Minn. Stat.
§ 524.2–804 (2016) The term “governing instrument”
is defined to include an “insurance or annuity
policy,” along with a will and other will substitutes.
§ 524.1–201. As Justice Kagan wrote, “Something
else, however, may well happen. As under Minnesota’s
former law, a divorce decree may alter the natural
state of things. The policyholder himself may step
in to override the revocation. …Or else, and more
simply, he could notify his insurance company at any
time that he wishes to restore Ann to that position.”
In cases going back to the 1800s, this Court has
held that laws imposing such minimal paperwork
burdens do not violate the Contracts Clause. One set
of decisions addresses so-called recording statutes,
which extinguish contractual interests unless
timely recorded at government offices. In Jackson v.
Lamphire, 3 Pet. 280 (1830), 11 Cite as: 584 U. S. ___
(2018) Justice Kagan wrote: “The Minnesota statute
places no greater obligation on a contracting party—
while imposing a lesser penalty for noncompliance.
Even supposing an insured wants his life insurance to
benefit his ex-spouse, filing a change-of-beneficiary
form with an insurance company is as ‘easy’ as, say,
providing a landowner with notice or recording a
deed.” Thus, the Court reversed the judgment of the
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

Court of Appeals and remanded the case for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion.
Justice Gorsuch dissented, writing:
The Court’s argument proceeds this way. Because
people are inattentive to their life insurance beneficiary
designations when they divorce, the legislature needs
to change those designations retroactively to ensure
they aren’t misdirected. But because those same
people are simultaneously attentive to beneficiary
designations (not to mention the legislature’s activity),
they will surely undo the change if they don’t like it.
And even if that weren’t true, it would hardly matter.
People know existing divorce laws sometimes allow
courts to reform insurance contracts, so people should
know a legislature might enact new laws upending
insurance contracts at divorce. For these reasons, a
statute rewriting the most important term of a life
insurance policy—who gets paid—somehow doesn’t
“substantially impair” the contract. It just “makes a
significant change.”
Respectfully, I cannot agree. Minnesota’s statute
automatically alters life insurance policies upon
divorce to remove a former spouse as beneficiary.
Everyone agrees that the law is valid when applied
prospectively to policies purchased after the statute’s
enactment. But Minnesota wants to apply its law
retroactively to policies purchased before the statute’s
adoption. The Court of Appeals held that this violated
the Contracts Clause, which guarantees people the
right to “rely on the law...as it existed when the[ir]
contracts were made.” Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.
v. Melin, 853 F. 3d 410, 413 (CA8 2017) (quoting
Whirlpool Corp. v. Ritter, 929 F. 2d 1318, 1323 (CA8
1991)). That judgment seems to me exactly right.
…The judicial power to declare a law
unconstitutional should never be lightly invoked.
But the law before us cannot survive an encounter
with even the breeziest of Contracts Clause tests.
It substantially impairs life insurance contracts
by retroactively revising their key term. No one
can offer any reasonable justification for this
impairment in light of readily available alternatives.
Acknowledging this much doesn’t even require us
continued on page 172
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to hold the statute invalid in all applications, only
that it cannot be applied to contracts formed before
its enactment. I respectfully dissent.
Author’s Comment
This writer would not dare to match wits with
Justices Kagan and Gorsuch. The writer knows
that there are competing thoughts and clear
announcements of future interpretations of the
law. For this non-employment (and thus nonERISA-impacted) life insurance policy designation,
it is clear that the practitioner may rely on the
revocation-on-divorce provisions of 20 PA CSA
Section 6111.2 Effect of divorce or pending divorce
on designation of beneficiaries:
a) Applicability.—This section is applicable if
an individual:
is domiciled in this Commonwealth;
designates the individual’s spouse as
beneficiary of the individual’s life insurance policy,
annuity contract, pension or profit-sharing plan,
or other contractual arrangement providing for
payments to the spouse; and
(1) either:
(i) at the time of the individual’s death is
divorced from the spouse; or
(ii) dies during the course of divorce
proceedings, no decree of divorce has
been entered pursuant to 23 Pa.C.S.
§ 3323 (relating to decree of court),
and grounds have been established as
provided in 23 Pa.C.S. § 3323(g).

(1) the wording of the designation;
(2) a court order;
(3) a written contract between the individual
and the spouse or former spouse; or
(4) a designation of a former spouse as a
beneficiary after the divorce decree has
been issued.
c) Liability.—
(1) Unless restrained by court order, no
insurance company, pension, or profitsharing plan trustee, or other obligor
shall be liable for making payments
to a spouse or former spouse which
would have been proper in the absence
of this section.
(2) Any spouse or former spouse to whom
payment is made shall be answerable to
anyone prejudiced by the payment.
20c6111.2v (Dec. 16, 1992, P.L.1163, No.152, eff.
imd.; Dec. 1, 1994, P.L.655, No.102, eff. 60 days; Oct.
27, 2010, P.L.837, No.85, eff. 60 days)
David S. Pollock is a founding member of Pollock Begg Komar Glasser
& Vertz LLC in Pittsburgh. He was previously a partner and head of the
Matrimonial Law Group at Reed Smith LLP. Mr. Pollock is a member of
the PA Supreme Court Domestic Relations Procedural Rules Committee,
Fellow of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member,
national finance committee and current Treasurer of PA Chapter),
Fellow of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers (past member
of the Board of Managers of USA Chapter and its finance committee),
Editor-in-Chief of Pennsylvania Family Lawyer (official publication of
the PBA Family Law Section), past chair of PBA Family Law Section,
recipient of PBA Family Law Section Eric Turner Memorial Award,
past chair of ACBA Family Law Section, past treasurer of Pittsburgh
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b) General rule.—Any designation described
in subsection (a)(2) in favor of the
individual’s spouse or former spouse that
was revocable by the individual at the
individual’s death shall become ineffective
for all purposes and shall be construed
as if the spouse or former spouse had
predeceased the individual, unless it
appears the designation was intended to
survive the divorce based on:
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER
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Wishful Thinking Does Not Make a Substantial and Continuing
Change of Circumstances
Speaker v. Speaker, ___ A.3d ___ (Pa. Super. 2018)
by David S. Pollock
dpollock@pollockbegg.com
Introduction
Ex-Wife appealed from the February 16, 2017
Order entered by Cumberland County Judge ___
granting Ex-Husband’s Petition to Terminate Order
for Alimony. The Order was effective January 1,
2020, and provided for a yearly decrease in alimony
payments leading up to that date. A panel of the PA
Superior Court (Lazarus, Dubow and Strassburger,
JJ.), per Dubow, J. vacated the Order.
The Superior Court vacated the trial court’s
order granting Ex-Husband’s Petition to Terminate
because his request for termination/modification
was “at best, premature.” In reaching this conclusion,
Judge Dubow noted the following:
• Ex-Husband had not yet retired
• Ex-Husband had not set a definitive retirement
date
• Ex-Husband did not present any evidence that
his health conditions had affected his present
ability to work
• Ex-Husband’s income had increased
substantially since the original alimony
agreement
• At the time of the hearing, Ex-Husband had
already begun a treatment plan that had a 93%
cure rate
• Ex-Husband’s treating physician testified that
it would be reasonable for him to continue his
current workload if his symptoms improved.
The Court found that there was not sufficient
evidence before the trial court of a substantial and
continuing change of circumstances that would
warrant terminating alimony. The Court did
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not consider the trial court’s denial of Ex-Wife’s
Counterclaim because Ex-Wife failed to fully
develop the argument in her appellate brief.
Facts
Judge Dubow’s opinion concisely set forth
the facts. Ex-Husband is an attorney who has
worked at Thomas, Thomas & Hafer, LLP, since
1986, serving as a managing partner since 1995
and the chief managing partner since 2011. ExWife, whose highest educational degree is a high
school diploma, was a homemaker after the birth
of parties’ first child in 1988. Prior to that, Ex-Wife
worked in a secretarial and administrative capacity.
Ex-Wife obtained her real estate license in 2005,
one month prior to the parties’ separation. At the
time of the parties’ separation in December 2005,
all four children were minors and resided primarily
with Ex-Wife; at the time of the divorce, the oldest
child was attending college and living primarily
with Father.
The parties entered into a Marital Settlement
Agreement on November 4, 2008, which was
incorporated into the December 11, 2008 Divorce
Decree. The Agreement relied, in part, on ExHusband’s 2007 income, which was $286,165. In
2008, Ex-Husband and Ex-Wife resolved their
divorce by agreement, pursuant to which ExHusband was to pay modifiable alimony of $4,500
per month, which provided: “[Ex-Husband]’s
alimony obligation will be modifiable based
upon the terms and provisions as contained
in the Divorce Code of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, 23 Pa.C.S. § 3101, et. seq., but in
any event, shall be reviewable on or after January
1, 2017.”
continued on page 174
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In September 2016, Ex-Husband filed a
Petition to Terminate Alimony and Ex-Wife filed
a counterclaim requesting an increase. At the time
of the alimony termination/modification hearing,
Ex-Husband was 59 and earned $450,000 per year
as the chief managing partner of a law firm. Ex-Wife
was 55 and earned approximately $30,000 per year
as a real estate agent. Ex-Wife also testified she had
to work other part-time jobs and borrow money to
meet her monthly expenses.
Ex-Husband testified that he wanted to
retire at age 65 and that his doctor advised him
to cut back on his workload immediately to
avoid further aggravating his current medical
conditions, which included symptomatic Hepatitis
C. Ex-Husband’s treating physician testified that
he did recommend that Ex-Husband cut back on
his work hours in light of his current symptoms.
The physician also testified, however, that if ExHusband successfully completed a drug treatment
plan and his symptoms improved, then it would
be “reasonable” for Ex-Husband to continue
working at his current workload.
The trial court granted ex-Husband’s petition to
terminate, effective January 1, 2020, and denied ExWife’s counterclaim. The Court ordered Ex-Husband
to continue paying alimony of $4,500 per month
through 2017, $3,000 per month during 2018, and
$1,500 per month during 2019.
Ex-Husband testified that he is 59 years old
and currently employed as a chief managing
partner at a law firm where he works 60 to
80 hours per week and earned approximately
$450,000 in 2016. Ex-Husband explained that the
partners in the firm elect the managing partners
to a three-year term and once he turns 60 years
of age, he will no longer be eligible to serve a
new three-year term. Ex-Husband testified that
when he is no longer managing partner, his
salary will decrease, there was “no formula” for
his compensation, and his pay is dependent on
“how hard you work, how many hours you put
in, and how much money comes in because of
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your work.” Ex-Husband further testified that
he is a recovering alcoholic and has been sober
since October 10, 2003. He also stated that his
current medical conditions include hepatitis C,
cardiac arrhythmia, acid reflux, and arthritis.
Ex-Husband clarified that he has had hepatitis C
for 20 years, and in the past 3 years, has started
to experience some symptoms, including fatigue,
headaches, joint and muscle aches, and nausea.
Ex-Husband testified that in December 2016
he started an 80-day course of treatment for his
hepatitis C with a medication called HARVONI,
which he described as “kind of a wonder drug”
that can cure hepatitis C. Ex-Husband testified
that his doctor recently advised him to cut back
on his workload, and as a result, he would like to
start working less and eventually retire at age 65.
Ex-Husband acknowledged that his retirement
account had a balance of $957,382.
Ex-Husband’s treating physician, Ian Roy
Schreibman, M.D., who is a specialist in liver
diseases and hepatitis C, testified via deposition,
prior to Ex-Husband beginning his course of
treatment with HARVONI. Dr. Schreibman
testified that he has been treating Ex-Husband for
hepatitis C for the past three years and examines
him on an annual basis. Dr. Schreibman confirmed
that Ex-Husband’s symptoms include “debilitating
fatigue, joint pains, muscle pains, intermittent
episodes of nausea, increased lethargy.” Dr.
Schreibman testified that he prescribed HARVONI
for Ex-Husband, but Ex-Husband’s insurance
company denied coverage twice. The insurance
company denied the treatment because it lacked
documentation regarding Ex-Husband’s METAVIR
scores and documentation that Ex-Husband had
been abstinent from alcohol and illicit drugs for
at least six months. Dr. Schreibman testified that
HARVONI has a cure rate of 93%, and 80% of
patients experience improvement in symptoms.
Given Ex-Husband’s history of liver and heart
disease, Dr. Schreibman recommended that ExHusband reduce his workload over the next few
years. Alternatively, if Ex-Husband completed
continued on page175
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the HARVONI treatment, became cured, had
improvement in his symptoms, and a biopsy
showed stability in his liver, Dr. Schreibman
testified that continuing his current workload
would be “reasonable.”
Ex-Wife raised the following issues on appeal:
1) Whether the trial court abused its discretion
by failing to examine the parties’ current
financial and economic circumstances and
instead, relied on evidence regarding ExHusband’s desire to retire at an unknown
date in the future, which was speculative and
carried no probative value at trial.
2) Whether the trial court abused its discretion
by arbitrarily decreasing Ex-Husband’s
alimony obligation in 2018 and again in
2019, by terminating Ex-Husband’s alimony
obligation prospectively effective January
1, 2020, and by denying Ex-Wife’s request
for an increase in the alimony order, when
the clear and unambiguous language of
the parties’ Marital Settlement Agreement
provides for a “review” and not an automatic
modification or termination of alimony.
3) Whether the trial court erred as a matter
of law by failing to consider and set
forth on the record all relevant alimony
factors enumerated in Section 3701(b) of
the Divorce Code prior to the deadline
for the filing of an appeal, as the trial
court’s consideration of all 17 factors is
mandatory and should be available to
the parties so either party may pursue an
appeal if they choose.
4) Assuming arguendo that the trial court
properly considered all relevant factors
pursuant to Section 3701(b) of the Divorce
Code, the trial court abused its discretion
by entering an Order in contravention of
the competent evidence presented at trial
regarding the economic circumstances of
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

each party.
5) Whether the trial court abused its discretion
by relying on U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
to determine Ex-Wife’s earning capacity
without considering Ex-Wife’s education,
age, training, health, earnings history, and
contribution as a homemaker and primary
custodian of four (4) minor children for over
17 years during the marriage.
6) Whether the trial court abused its
discretion by terminating Ex-Wife’s alimony
as a result of a personal bias against
indefinite alimony despite the clear and
unambiguous language of Section 3701(c)
of the Divorce Code.
Holding
Ex-Wife argued that Ex-Husband’s desire to
retire in the future does not constitute a substantial
and continuing change in circumstances that would
warrant a downward modification or termination
of the alimony order and his request is, therefore,
premature. The Superior Court agreed with ExWife’s argument the trial court abused its discretion
when it relied on evidence regarding Ex-Husband’s
desire to retire at an unknown date in the future
rather than on evidence of the parties’ current
financial and economic circumstances.
Section 3701(e) of the Divorce Code permits
modification and termination of an alimony award
upon a showing of a substantial and continuing change
of circumstances. 23 Pa.C.S. § 3701(e). It provides:
An order entered pursuant to this
section is subject to further order of the
court upon changed circumstances of either
party of a substantial and continuing nature
whereupon the order may be modified,
suspended, terminated or re-instituted or
a new order made. Any further order shall
apply only to payments accruing subsequent
to the petition for the requested relief.
Remarriage of the party receiving alimony
shall terminate the award of alimony.
continued on page176
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Judge Dubow wrote:
“This Court has continually held that
changed financial circumstances resulting from
retirement can serve as a basis for a substantial
and continuing change necessary to modify
an alimony award. In McFadden v. McFadden,
563 A.2d 180 (Pa. Super. 1989), we held that
the “changed financial circumstances of the
appellant brought about by voluntary retirement”
was a substantial and continuing change in
circumstances sufficient to allow a modification
of the alimony award. Id. at 183. In Lee v. Lee,
507 A.2d 862 (Pa. Super. 1986), this Court found
that the trial court erred when it refused to
consider the changed financial circumstances
of an appellant brought about by forced, early
retirement. Id. at 865. In McKernan v. McKernan,
135 A.3d 1116 (Pa. Super. 2016), we held that a
change in a party’s income based upon retirement
benefits is a substantial change of circumstances
upon which a modification of alimony may be
based. Id. at 1118.”
Here, the trial court found Ex-Husband’s desire
to retire and poor health to be a substantial and
continuing change of circumstances and opined:
Under Pennsylvania law, voluntary retirement
may constitute a changed circumstance of a
substantial and continuing nature that may
warrant a modification of alimony. [Ex-Husband]
is approaching retirement age and is in poor
health. Moreover, [Ex-Husband] testified that he
does not wish to die at his desk like his father did.
He indicated that he wishes to retire at the age of
65, which we found to be reasonable.
However, in the instant case, Ex-Husband
has not yet retired and has not set a definitive
retirement date. Rather, Ex-Husband wishes to
retire at the age of 65, in approximately 6 years.
Because Ex-Husband has yet to retire or set an
imminent date for retirement, he is unable to
show any changed financial circumstances to
serve as a basis for a substantial and continuing
change necessary to modify his alimony award
PENNSYLVANIA FAMILY LAWYER

downward. In fact, Ex-Husband’s income has
increased significantly since the entry of the
original alimony order.
Likewise, Ex-Husband did not present any
evidence to show that his “poor health” has affected
his financial circumstances, his ability to work, or
that it is of a “continuing” nature. As stated above,
Ex-Husband’s income has increased significantly
since the entry of the original alimony order.
Moreover, at the time of trial, Ex-Husband had just
started an 80-day treatment regimen for hepatitis
C that has a 93% cure rate. While Dr. Schreibman
recommended that Ex-Husband reduce his
workload given his current symptoms, he also
testified that it would be “reasonable” for ExHusband to continue working at his current rate if
the treatment were successful.”
Without an imminent retirement date, without
results of Ex-Husband’s treatment regimen, and
absent any evidence of an unfavorable change in
Ex-Husband’s current financial circumstance, ExHusband’s request for alimony modification is, at
best, premature.
Insofar as Ex-Wife alleges the trial court abused
its discretion by denying her Counterclaim, in which
she requested an increase in alimony, she has failed
to develop this issue beyond one phrase within one
sentence. See Ex-Wife’s Brief at 19. Accordingly,
Ex-Wife waived this issue for failing to develop
it in a meaningful fashion capable of review. See
Commonwealth v. Walter, 966 A.2d 560, 566 (Pa.
2009) (holding claims waived for failure to develop
them). In light of our disposition, we decline to
address Ex-Wife’s remaining issues.
Case Note Author’s Comments:
Intention to do something in the future,
albeit reasonable, is not actual “substantial and
continuing” changed circumstances. Proof is in the
pudding, not in the good wishes. And, this author
wishes to thank Mary McKinney Flaherty, Esquire
for her substantial thought, writing and input to
this case note. See PBA Family Law Section case law
updates, July 2018, Hershey PA.
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